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Abstract
The tryptophan-kynurenine metabolic pathway plays the most essential role in tryptophan metabolism, 
producing various endogenous bioactive molecules. The activation of the metabolic pathway is linked 
to the pathogenesis of a wide range of diseases. The calibration of the levels and the ratio of kynurenines 
has been attempted in search of biomarkers and diagnostic targets. This editorial introduces biosystems 
in close interaction with the kynurenine system and potential measures to assess a state of stress, which 
may lead to illnesses.

Key words: tryptophan, kynurenine, stress, neurological diseases, psychiatric diseases

Introduction

L-tryptophan (Trp) is the largest of the essential amino acids, the least abun-
dant in the cell and the rarest in the proteome, which consumes the highest 
amount of energy in its biosynthesis among the 20 amino acids.1 It is an es-
sential component in the biosynthesis of proteins, muscle and enzymes, as well 
as an obligatory substrate for the production of neurotransmitters and hor-
mones.2 Acute Trp depletion causes increased pain sensitivity, acoustic startle, 
increased motor activity, and aggression, while chronic Trp deficiency causes 
ataxia, cognitive impairment and dysphoria with skin hyperpigmentation.3,4 
The Trp is broken down through the methoxyindole pathway leading to the pro-
duction of serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine) or through the kynurenine (KYN) 
pathway leading to the de novo synthesis of nicotinamide adenine dinucleo-
tide (NAD+). The KYN metabolic pathway consumes nearly 95% of Trp, being 
the controller of Trp metabolism while producing a wide range of multifarious 
and versatile bioactive molecules.5 The molecules exhibit oxidant, antioxidant, 
anti-inflammatory, neurotoxin, neuroprotectant, and/or immunomodulating 
activity, but their actions depend on their concentrations and the cellular envi-
ronment (Fig. 1).6 Furthermore, the KYN system works in close interaction with 
other biosystems, including the oxidative stress complex, the antioxidant system, 
serotonin neurotransmission, glutamate neurotransmission, the tetrahydrobi-
opterin pathway, the cannabinoid system, the NAD+/NADH redox system, and 
aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) signaling.2,5 The accelerated Trp metabolism 
is generally observed in clinical conditions such as infection, inflammation, 
cancer, aging, neurodegenerative diseases, and psychiatric disorders.2,5,6,7–9
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The kynurenine system

In  the  KYN system, tryptophan 2,3-dioxygenase 
(TDO), indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenases (IDOs), kynuren-
ine aminotransferases (KATs), kynureninase (KYNU), 
and kynurenine 3-monooxygenase (KMO) are the main 
enzymes in the Try degradation cascade. Among them, 
TDO and IDOs are responsible for the rate-limiting step 
of L-Trp to L-KYN. The TDO is stimulated by the stress 
hormone cortisol, while IDOs are upregulated by lipo-
polysaccharides and pro-inflammatory cytokines, and 
downregulated by antioxidant enzyme superoxide dis-
mutase and anti-inflammatory cytokines. The KATs cata-
lyze the conversion of KYN to kynurenic acid (KYNA) 
and 3-hydroxy-L-kynurenine (3-HK) to xanthurenic acid 
(XA), while KYNU converts L-KYN to anthranilic acid 
(AA). The KMO converts L-KYN to 3-HK. This enzyme 
is stimulated by oxygen molecules and pro-inflammatory 
cytokines, while it is inhibited by superoxide dismutase 
and anti-inflammatory cytokines. Thus, the KYN enzymes 
are under the constant influence of the hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal axis, oxidative stress, the antioxidant 
system, and inflammatory responses.2,5–9

The  3-HK, 3-hydroxyanthranilic acid (3-HAA) and 
quinolinic acid (QA) are oxidants; however, 3-HK and 

3-HAA may serve as antioxidants in certain conditions. 
Quinolinic acid stimulates glutamate receptors, while 
KYNA either stimulates or inhibits the glutamate recep-
tors subgroups in a  concentration-dependent manner. 
The L-KYN, KYNA, XA, and cinnabarinic acid (CA) are 
AHR agonists which relay the signal of  immune toler-
ance. The AA serves as a water-soluble vitamin and its 
derivatives are nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs such 
as diclofenac and mefenamic acid. Picolinic acid is thought 
to be a neuroprotectant (Fig. 1). The 3-HK stimulates TDO 
in vivo and NADH stimulates KMO, forming positive feed-
back loops; meanwhile, NADH inhibits TDO, forming 
a negative feedback loop within the KYN system.2,5–9

The  molecules generated in  the  KYN system serve 
as components of and relay signals to the external biosys-
tems: 3-HK, 3-HAA, and QA in the oxidative stress com-
plex, 3-HK, 3-HAA, and KYNA in the antioxidant system, 
Trp in serotonin neurotransmission, QA and KYNA in glu-
tamate neurotransmission, XA in the tetrahydrobiopterin 
pathway, KYNA and QA in the cannabinoid system, NADH 
in the NAD+/NADH redox system, and KYN, KYNA, XA, 
and CA in AHR signaling. Thus, stressors in general lead 
to  the activation of  the KYN system, and the presence 
of the positive feedback loops further amplifies stress loads, 
imposing a heavy burden on a wide range of biosystems.2,5–9

Fig. 1. Tryptophan (Trp) catabolism. 
More than 95% of Trp is broken 
down through the kynurenine (KYN) 
pathway, while only 1% of Trp 
is through the methoxyindole 
pathway. Protective KYN metabolites 
are marked green and toxic KYN 
metabolites are imarked red. 
The metabolites are endogenous 
molecules produced in balance 
in healthy conditions. However, 
the actions of the metabolites 
depend on the environment or their 
concentrations and the activation 
of the pathway generally leads 
to unfavorable consequences
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Measurements of KYN metabolites and their ratios have 
been taken from clinical samples of patients with neuro-
degenerative diseases and psychiatric disorders in search 
of a correlation with diseases and thus to identify pos-
sible biomarkers.2,10 Categorized analysis of neurotoxic 
KYNs and neuroprotective KYNs revealed higher lev-
els of neurotoxic KYNs and higher ratios of neurotoxic 
KYNs in neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases, but 
the levels and the ratios of neuroprotective KYNs remain 
unclear.2,8,10 The  levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines 
are invariably elevated in all diseases investigated, which 
therefore suggests that the elevation of neurotoxic KYNs 
is closely linked to  the  inflammatory response.2,8 Fur-
thermore, low-grade inflammation (LGI) is considered 
to participate in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative 
diseases, but the role of LGI in psychiatric disorders re-
mains unclear.2 A meta-analysis of 101 studies of blood 
samples showed that decreased levels of Trp, KYN and 
KYNA, increased ratios of KYN/Trp, and decreased ra-
tios of KYNA/KYN, KYNA/QA and KYNA/3-HK in pa-
tients with major depressive disorder (MDD), decreased 
levels of Trp and KYNA and decreased ratio of KYNA/
QA in patients with bipolar disorder (BD), and the de-
creased level of Trp in patients with schizophrenia. This 
study confirms the activation of the Trp-KYN pathway 
and depletion of Trp in 3 major psychiatric disorders and 
the increased shunt toward the production of toxic KYNs 
in MDD and BD.11 Further studies are expected to reveal 
the status of the KYN system and its interaction with func-
tionally adjacent biosystems by assessing serotonin and 
glutamate neurotransmissions, tetrahydrobiopterin levels, 
antioxidant capacity, and immune tolerance.

Homeostasis, allostasis, far-from-
equilibrium, entropy

The  activation of  the  KYN system is  at  least partly 
a physiological reaction of the body to stressful events such 
as infection, inflammation, metabolic disturbance, aging, 
and anticipation, among others. The stability of le milieu 
intérieur (the internal environment) is essential to living 
independently of the external environment, as suggested 
by Claude Bernard, and homeostasis is the state within 
the  physiological limits, proposed by  Walter Cannon 

(Fig. 2).12,13 Selye conceptualized the process in which 
chronically harmful stimuli lead to disease in the general 
adaptation syndrome. Organisms attempt to maintain ho-
meostasis against harmful stimuli up to the resistance stage 
but eventually surrender to the stressors in the exhaustion 
stage. Stress is an organized state of bodies in response 
to stressors, experienced by all patients during a period 
of illness. Harmful consequences are not due to exhaustion 
of defense mechanism, but the stress mediators them-
selves cause damage to the host, especially in the exhaus-
tion stage (Fig. 2).14 However, Selye’s stress theory does 
not allow the measurements of stress or the evaluation 
of the reaction of systems under chronic stress.

Subsequently, Sterling and Eyer developed a concept 
of allostasis, which refers to the process of maintaining 
stability through change in the allostatic systems. The ad-
aptational cost of chronic exposure to inappropriate re-
sponse to the body, that is the allostatic load, eventually 
fails to perform normally, thus leading to diseases (Fig. 2).15 
However, the allostatic concept stands on the vague rela-
tionship between metabolism and energy consumption, 
which makes it difficult to sample and measure allostatic 
loads, thus limiting the application of the concept for stress 
measurement.

Researchers in  the  field of  thermodynamics have at-
tempted to quantify homeostasis, stress and allostasis. 
Life feeds on negative entropy. The second law of ther-
modynamics states the entropy of an isolated system can 
only increase. The body is an open thermodynamic sys-
tem. Order within the body is maintained by an increase 
in the disorder of the environment through dissipating 
heat from the body.16 It is supported in the nonequilib-
rium open system which prevails around us. The  far-
from-equilibrium system does not lead to turbulence, but 
indeed, it forms life.17 Entropy is directional with time and 
thus it can be applied to physiological growth and aging.18 
A thermodynamic entropy-based model of the stress re-
sponse has been proposed. Based on entropy production, 
the model describes the states of a living system under 
stress, and differentiates the states of health and disease 
by using measurable variables. Positive stress entropic load 
(SEL) leads to an adverse state, while negative SEL leads 
to a protective state of health. Furthermore, the model can 
predict not only the future failure of the living system but 
also the deterioration of the regulatory feedback (Fig. 2).19 
Improving energy balance may become a possible strategy 
for disease intervention.20

Fig. 2. Conceptual evolution of stress
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Conclusions  
and future perspective

Increasing amounts of evidence show the presence of KYN 
system activation in a wide range of diseases including neu-
rodegenerative and psychiatric diseases. However, the levels 
and the ratios of KYN metabolites are equivocal among 
diseases and the actions of the metabolites are enigmatic 
depending on the environment and their concentrations.21 
Furthermore, the KYN system varies from cell or tissue 
where some enzymes are missing, and different bioactive 
molecules are predominantly produced.10 Some metabolites 
can cross to the blood–brain barrier, but others cannot.10 
Nevertheless, the KYN metabolites potentially serve as bio-
markers and the KYN system may be one possible target 
for disease intervention.5,7,9,10 Very little is known about 
the interaction of the KYN system with adjacent biosystems. 
Understanding the interaction may open new diagnostic 
and interventional approaches toward various diseases.

Concepts of homeostasis, stress and allostasis have pro-
vided an intuitive insight into the action and effect of stress 
on the body and mind. Direct measurements of stressors, 
stress and the consequence remain far from feasible. Cer-
tainly, the KYN system is one of the major players under 
stress and in the pathogenesis of various diseases. Holistic 
approaches including understanding the interaction be-
tween other biosystems, theoretical reframing of the alter-
ation of the KYN system under stress, and the application 
of empirical models to assess pathological processes and 
their consequences may provide a possible clue to under-
standing such a complex system.

The roles of  the KYN system in physiological aging, 
the interaction of sex/gender factors, and nutritional and 
metabolic stress are of particular interest.22,23 Animal re-
search will certainly make a solid contribution to the area. 
Transgenic and pharmacological animal models of cog-
nitive, emotional and/or social impairment may reveal 
the roles of the aging process, and/or sex/gender factors 
in the pathogenesis of mental illnesses. Transgenic mice 
such as KYNA, KYNU or KMO knock-out strains and 
double knock-out strains may help understand the role 
of the KYN system in physiological aging, discover po-
tential diagnostic biomarkers and search for possible in-
terventional targets in neurodegenerative diseases and 
psychiatric disorders.
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Abstract
Background. Abnormal CD4+ T cells appear in the peripheral blood of patients with acute coronary syn-
drome (ACS). Studies have confirmed that CD4+ T cells are resistant to apoptosis, but the specific mechanism 
has not been elucidated yet.

Objectives. The microRNA (miR)-let-7i plays an important regulatory role in the cardiovascular system and 
is widely involved in cell proliferation and apoptosis. In this study, we aimed to investigate its functional and 
regulatory roles in CD4+ T cell apoptosis.

Materials and methods. Apoptosis of CD4+ T cells was detected using TUNEL assay. Western blot analyses 
were used to detect the expression of Bcl-2 and Bax. Real-time polymerase chain reaction and western blot 
analyses were used to detect the expression of miR-let-7i, Fas and FasL. A miR-let-7i mimic or inhibitor was 
transfected into CD4+ T cells, and miR-let-7i activity was investigated using Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) and 
TUNEL assays.

Results. Apoptosis of CD4+ T cells in ACS patients was significantly decreased. Overexpression of miR-let-7i 
inhibited CD4+ T cell apoptosis and improved cell survival rates, while inhibition of miR-let-7i facilitated cell 
apoptosis. We also found that miR-let-7i negatively regulated Fas and FasL gene expression in CD4+ T cells.

Conclusions. The present study identified that miR-let-7i significantly reduces Fas and FasL expression in ACS 
CD4+ T cells and inhibits apoptosis in these cells. Therefore, miR-let-7i may serve as a possible therapeutic 
target for the treatment of ACS.

Key words: Fas, FasL, CD4+ T cell, apoptosis, miR-let-7i
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Background

Acute coronary syndrome (ACS) refers to clinical con-
ditions characterized by the rupture of atherosclerotic 
plaques and the secondary formation of complete or in-
complete occlusive thrombosis. Atherosclerotic plaque 
rupture is the most important physiological and patho-
logical mechanism in ACS, accounting for more than 70% 
of acute coronary events. The ACS-vulnerable plaques are 
characterized by thin, fibrous caps covering large lipid 
nuclei, inflammatory cell infiltration (including T cells, 
macrophages and other immune cells) and endothelial 
smooth muscle cell apoptosis. Studies have shown that 
T lymphocytes play an important role in the development 
of atherosclerosis, and inflammatory cytokines secreted 
by CD4+ T cells can directly affect the stability of ath-
erosclerotic plaques by activating macrophages, thereby 
leading to the occurrence of ACS.1 In addition to macro-
phage activation and cytokine secretion, CD4+ T cells have 
been reported to accumulate in early and advanced human 
atherosclerotic plaques and contribute to the progression 
and destabilization of these atherosclerotic lesions.2 Stud-
ies have shown that CD4+ T cells in the peripheral blood 
of patients with ACS lack the co-stimulatory receptor 
CD28.3 Furthermore, CD4+ T cells have a long life span 
and secrete large amounts of interferon gamma (IFN-γ) 
and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), which leads 
to a chronic inflammatory response that causes plaque 
rupture.4 It is currently believed that the longevity of CD4+ 
T cells is related to apoptotic resistance;5,6 however, this 
specific mechanism needs further study.

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a class of non-coding small 
RNAs of about 18–25 nucleotides in length that can regu-
late gene expression after transcription through degrada-
tion or inhibition of translation of the target mRNA via 
base pairing specific to that mRNA.7 MiR-let-7 was first 
discovered in Caenorhabditis elegans and is highly con-
served in a variety of species, including flies and mam-
mals.8 The human miR-let-7 family includes 13 members 
– let-7a, let-7b, let-7c, let-7d, and miR-98 and other mem-
bers. Recent studies have shown that let-7i plays an im-
portant regulatory role in tissue differentiation and tu-
morigenesis as well as cell proliferation and apoptosis.9 
MiR-let-7i can act on different apoptosis-related genes, 
such as insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor (IGF1R),10 
B-cell lymphoma-extra large (Bcl-xl)11 and YAP1,12 sup-
porting its role in regulating apoptosis.

Cell apoptosis, as a part of the self-balancing mechanism 
of growth and development, maintains a constant number 
of cells in the body by eliminating damaged cells in tissues 
that are difficult to control for a prolonged time.13,14 Apop-
totic signal transduction includes 3 pathways: the Fas/FasL 
pathway, the mitochondrial pathway and the granulase B 
pathway,15,16 among which is Fas/FasL the main pathway 
of apoptosis.

Objectives

Fas is the most representative death receptor in the TNF 
superfamily. After binding to its ligand FasL on the surface 
of the cell membrane, the Fas molecules aggregate and form 
a trimer that initiates apoptosis signal transmission leading 
to cell death with positive Fas expression.17 Kovalcsik et al. 
found that CD4+ T cells resist apoptosis through the death 
receptor pathway (Fas-mediated) in ACS patients.18 Fur-
thermore, studies have shown that there are binding sites 
between miR-let-7i and Fas/FasL.19,20 Nevertheless, how 
miR-let-7i and Fas/FasL mediate the anti-apoptotic effects 
of CD4+ T cells in ACS remains unclear. Therefore, the aim 
of this study was to explore whether miR-let-7i regulates 
the expression of the Fas/FasL genes to promote the anti-
apoptotic effects of CD4+ T cells in the peripheral blood 
of ACS patients.

Materials and methods

Clinical study population

Based on patients’ angina symptoms and the diagnostic 
criteria of the American Heart Association, we enrolled 
36 patients (41–78 years old) diagnosed with ACS, 23 men 
and 13 women. The enrollment criteria were ACS con-
firmed with angiography at the time of enrollment and 
obvious clinical symptoms within 24 h before the con-
sultation. Patients with infectious diseases, tumors, con-
nective tissue diseases, and autoimmune diseases were 
excluded. A total of 30 healthy study participants (20 men 
and 10 women) were recruited from the physical exami-
nation center of Second Affiliated Hospital of Harbin 
Medical University, China. Stable angina pectoris (SAP) 
patients enrolled in this study experienced chest discom-
fort or pain that could be relieved with rest or admin-
istration of nitroglycerin; SAP patients (diagnosed via 
coronary angiography) were enrolled from our hospital. 
There was no statistically significant difference in gen-
der or age of patients enrolled in this study (p > 0.05). 
In order to exclude the interference of other risk factors 
on experimental data, statistical analysis was conducted 
on triglycerides (TG), total cholesterol (TC), high-density 
lipoprotein (HDL), and low-density lipoprotein (LDL) 
(Table 1), and the results showed no statistical difference 
among each group (p > 0.05).

The present study was approved by the Research Ethics 
Committee of the Second Affiliated Hospital of Harbin 
Medical University and was performed in accordance 
with the  Declaration of  Helsinki and the  guidelines 
of the Ethics Committee of the Second Affiliated Hos-
pital of Harbin Medical University. Written informed 
consent was obtained from all patients for the use of their 
clinical tissues.
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CD4+ T cell isolation and culture

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells were isolated by den-
sity centrifugation using Human Peripheral Blood Lym-
phocyte Dissociation Solution (TBD Science, Tianjin, 
China). CD4+ T cells were purified from peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells using BD IMag™ anti-human CD4 
Particles-DM (Becton Dickinson Biosciences, San Jose, 
USA) and a Cell Separation Magnet (Becton Dickinson 
Biosciences) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Cells were cultured at 37°C in a humidified incubator at 5% 
CO2 in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 100 U IL-2, 2 µg/mL 
phytohemagglutinin (PHA), and 10% fetal bovine serum 
(FBS). Next, the cells were washed and subjected to flow 
cytometric analysis and RNA extraction.

Flow cytometry

CD4+ T cell purity determination

Isolated cells were stained with PE Mouse Anti-Human 
CD4 antibody (Elabscience Biotechnology, Wuhan, China) 
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were 
subsequently analyzed using multicolor flow cytometry, 
and their purity was assessed. The purity of sorted CD4+ 
T cells was 90–95% (Fig. 1).

Perforin detection

Briefly, 100 µL of fresh EDTA anticoagulant whole blood 
was added to the test and control tubes, respectively. Then, 
20 µL of FITC-CD4 and PEcy5-CD28 (BD Biosciences) 

were added to the test tube and 20 µL of isotype control 
antibody was added to the control tube; the tubes were 
incubated. The erythrocytes were lysed and perforated 
with FACS (Becton Dickinson Biosciences), 20 µL PE-Per-
forin mAb (Legend Biotech, USA) was added and the cells 
were incubated. Finally, paraformaldehyde was used to fix 
the cells, which were analyzed using flow cytometry.21

qRT-PCR

Total RNA was extracted from CD4+ T cells using Trizol 
reagent (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and quantified us-
ing a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Ja-
pan) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The to-
tal RNA was then reverse-transcribed into complementary 
DNA (cDNA) using the Transcriptor First Strand cDNA 
Synthesis Kit (Roche, Mannheim, Germany). Quantitative 
real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) analysis 
was performed using FastStart Universal SYBR Green Mas-
ter (Roche), with an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 

Fig. 1. The purity of sorted CD4+ T cells

Table 2. Primer sequence of the target gene

Gene name Forward primer Reverse primer

Fas TCTGGTTCTTACGTCTGTTGC CTGTGCAGTCCCTAGCTTTCC

FasL ATCCTACCAAGGCAACCA CCCTGTCCAACCTCTGTG

β-actin GGACCTTCTAAGCCCTTTTGG GCCTGCTCCTCTTACTCCTCAC

miR-let-7i CGGGCTGAGGTAGTAGTTTG CAGCCACAAAAGAGCACAAT

U6 GAGATACCGACTTGTTCCTTACG CTCGCCTTTCTCAACCTCTTCTT

Table 1. Clinical and biochemical characteristics of the study subjects. Values are expressed as mean ±SD or median (Q1–Q3). TC and LDL were analyzed 
with ANOVA. Age, TG and HDL were analyzed using Kruskal–Wallis test. The χ2 test was used for gender statistics

Variable Total Normal SAP ACS p-value

Patients, n 97 30 31 36 –

Gender 62 male/35 female 20 male/10 female 19 male/12 female 23 male/13 female 0.91

Age [years] 58 (48–65) 54.5 (45.75–61) 60 (52–65) 57.5 (47–65.75) 0.24

TC [mmol/L] 4.38 ±0.80 4. 50 ±0. 72 4.31 ±1.06 4.34 ±0.58 0.61

TG [mmol/L] 1.65 (1.22–2.07) 1.65 (1.27–1. 97) 1.48 (0.98–1.97) 1.76 (1.34–2.14) 0.12

HDL [mmol/L] 1.13 (1.06–1.27) 1.13 (1.08–1.50) 1.13 (1.05–1.24) 1.13 (1.05–1.19) 0.19

LDL [mmol/L] 2.66 ±0.62 2.81 ±0.46 2.51 ±0.81 2.67 ±0.52 0.18

TC – total cholesterol; TG – triglyceride; HDL – high-density lipoprotein; LDL – low-density lipoprotein; SD – standard deviation; ANOVA – analysis of variance; 
ACS – acute coronary syndrome; SAP – stable angina pectoris.
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10 min, followed by 45 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 
30 s. The sequences of the used primers (Shanghai Generay 
Biotech, Shanghai, China) are shown in Table 2. U6 small 
nuclear RNA was used as an internal control to normalize 
miR-let-7i levels. β-actin was used as an internal control 
to normalize Fas and FasL.

Western blot

The protein expressions of Fas, FasL, Bax, Bcl-2, and 
β-actin in cells were assayed with western blot analysis. Total 
protein of CD4+ T cells was extracted in RIPA lysis buffer 
(Beyotime, Shanghai, China) and then quantified using BCA 
assay (Beyotime). A total of 50 µg of protein was separated 
using 8% or 10% sodium dodecyl sulphate–polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). After electrophoresis, 
the proteins were transferred onto polyvinylidene fluo-
ride (PVDF) membranes. The membranes were incubated 
with 5% skimmed milk at room temperature (20–25°C) for 
1 h and then incubated with the corresponding primary anti-
body overnight at 4°C. Membranes were washed 3 times with 
Tris-buffered saline with Tween 20 (TBST), and then incu-
bated with the appropriate secondary antibodies. Protein 
bands were visualized using the electrochemiluminescence 
(ECL) system. Beta-actin was used as an internal control.

Cell transfection

CD4+ T cells were transfected with miR-let-7i mimic 
or mimic negative control (NC) or with inhibitor or inhibi-
tor NC, using Entranster™-R4000 (Engreen Biosystem Ltd, 
Beijing, China) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. Cells were then collected and washed with ice-cold 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for subsequent analysis.

CCK-8 assay

To test the CD4+ T cell survival ratio, we used the Cell 
Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8; Dalian Meilun Biotechnology, Da-
lian, China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
CD4+ T cells were digested and seeded into 96-well plates 
at a density of 1 × 105 per well in 100 µL of the medium. 
Cells were then transfected with mimic, mimic NC, inhibitor 
or inhibitor NC for 12 h 24 h or 36 h. The optical density (OD) 
value was read at 450 nm. Each experiment was repeated 
3 times. The cell survival ratio was calculated as follows:

cell survival ratio = [(As − Ab)/(Ac − Ab)] × 100%.

As – the OD value of the treatment group; Ac – the OD 
value of control group; Ab – the OD value of the blank group.

TUNEL staining for DNA fragmentation

Poly-L-lysine was used to coat the cell culture plate 
(24-well plate) for 30  min, and the  liquid was dis-
carded. The transfected cells were inoculated and plated 

on the 24-well plate and cultured for 3 h to fix the cells 
on the plate. The air-dried cell samples were fixed with 
freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 1 h. 
The cells were incubated with 3% H2O2 in methanol for 
10 min, incubated with 0.1% Triton X-100 for 2 min on ice 
and washed twice with PBS. A total of 50 µL of TUNEL 
reaction solution (Roche) was added to each well and in-
cubated at 37°C for 1 h  in the dark. Cell samples were 
analyzed using fluorescence microscopy.

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS 
v. 24.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, USA) and GraphPad Prism 
v. 5.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, USA), and results 
were considered significant when p < 0.05. The results are 
presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) from 
3 or more independent experiments. Student’s t-test was used 
to analyze the data between 2 groups. Clinical and biochemi-
cal characteristics were analyzed using the Kruskal–Wallis 
test, analysis of variance (ANOVA) or χ2 test. Parametric 
tests mentioned in this paper satisfy the assumptions.

Results

Percentage of CD4+ T cells between  
ACS patients and healthy subjects

We  found that CD4+ T  cells accounted for 63.7% 
in healthy subjects, while the percentage of CD4+ T cells 
was 58.4% in ACS patients.22 These results indicate that 
there was no significant difference in  the  percentage 
of CD4+ T cells between normal subjects and ACS pa-
tients. It is possible that the absolute lymphocytosis was 
not significantly different between the studied groups.

The apoptosis level of CD4+ T cells was 
markedly decreased in ACS patients

The apoptosis level of CD4+ T cells was assessed using 
TUNEL staining (Fig. 2). TUNEL-stained images showed 
a greater number of TUNEL-positive cells (green) in cells 
from the healthy controls than in cells from ACS patients. 
Statistical analysis showed that the number of apoptotic 
CD4+ T cells in ACS patients was significantly decreased 
when compared with CD4+ T cells from healthy control in-
dividuals. Next, we detected the expression levels of apop-
totic proteins, Bcl-2 and Bax with western blot. As shown 
in Fig. 3, the CD4+ T cells from ACS patients showed higher 
expression of the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 (t = 6.585, 
degrees of freedom (df) = 4, p = 0.0028) and markedly 
lower expression of the pro-apoptotic protein Bax than 
those in healthy controls (t = 7.703, df = 4, p = 0.0015). 
This suggests that CD4+ T cells in peripheral blood of ACS 
patients are resistant to apoptosis.
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MiR-let-7i was upregulated and Fas was 
downregulated in CD4+ T cells of patients 
with ACS

As shown in Fig. 4, miR-let-7i expression was mark-
edly higher (t = 3.701, df = 8, p = 0.006) and Fas mRNA 

expression levels (t = 2.579, df = 11, p = 0.0257) decreased 
in ACS CD4+ T cells when compared with those of healthy 
controls. However, the  expression of  FasL (t  =  0.9227, 
df = 12, p = 0.3743) was not significantly different from 
that of the healthy controls.

Fig. 4. The expression levels of miR-let-7i, Fas and FasL. Relative miR-let-7i (A), Fas (B) and FasL (C) expression levels in ACS CD4+ T cells compared with 
normal CD4+ T cells as determined using quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR). *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 compared to control. 
Data are expressed as mean ±standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical analysis was done using Student’s t-test

Fig. 3. A. Western blot analysis showing the expression levels of Bcl-2 and Bax proteins; B and C. Relative integrated density values were calculated using 
ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, USA) (n = 3). ** p < 0.01 compared to control. Data are expressed as mean ±standard error of the mean 
(SEM). Statistical analysis was done using Student’s t-test.

Fig. 2. TUNEL assay was used to detect the apoptosis in cells. Representative images of immunofluorescence staining showing expression of apoptotic cells 
(stained in green). Nuclei that labeled with DAPI (blue)
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Fas and FasL were negatively regulated 
by miR-let-7i in ACS CD4+ T cells

The  qRT-PCR results revealed that overexpression 
of ##miR-let-7i significantly reduced the mRNA expression 
levels of Fas (t = 3.509, df = 4, p = 0.0247) and FasL (t = 3.801, 
df = 7, p = 0.0067) when compared with that of mimic NC. 
In contrast, miR-let-7i inhibitors had the opposite effect 
and increased expression levels of Fas (t = 2.428, df = 12, 
p = 0.0319) and FasL (t = 5.550, df = 4, p = 0.0052) (Fig. 5). 
Similarly, the protein expression of Fas (mm: t = 3.392, 
df = 6, p = 0.0146; in: t = 2.417, df = 10, p = 0.0363) and 
FasL (mm: t = 4.927, df = 4, p = 0.0388; in: t = 3.773, df = 4, 
p = 0.0196) as determined with western blot analysis sup-
ported this finding (Fig. 6). Based on the obtained results, 
we  conclude that miR-let-7i might negatively regulate 
the mRNA and protein expression of Fas and FasL.

MiR-let-7i enhanced the survival rate 
of ACS CD4+ T cells

Based on the miR-let-7i expression levels in CD4+ T cells 
determined with qRT-PCR, the cells were transfected with 
miR-let-7i mimic or mimic NC or with inhibitor or inhibi-
tor NC to investigate the biological functions of miR-let-7i 
in CD4+ T cells. Next, the influence of miR-let-7i on CD4+ 
T cells was investigated using CCK-8 assays. The survival 
rate of CD4+ T cells transfected with miR-let-7i mimic was 
significantly higher than that of the miR-let-7i mimic NC 
group (12 h: t = 4.677, df = 6, p = 0.0034; 24 h: t = 10.17, 
df = 6, p < 0.001; 36 h: t = 10.74, df = 6, p < 0.001). In con-
trast, CD4+ T cells transfected with the miR-let-7i inhibitor 
(12 h: t = 6.295, df = 7, p = 0.0004; 24 h: t = 8.496, df = 8, 
p < 0.0001; 36 h: t = 3.725, df = 4, p = 0.0204) exhibited 
a notable decrease compared with those in the inhibitor 

Fig. 6. Transfected ACS CD4+ T cells with miR-let-7i mimic, mimic NC, inhibitor, or inhibitor NC. A. Western blot analysis showed the expression levels 
of Fas and FasL proteins; B and C. The miRNA-let-7i mimic group showed a significantly decreased expression of Fas and FasL, and the miR-let-7i inhibitor 
group showed a significantly increased expression of these proteins compared with those in control cells (n = 3); *p < 0.05 compared to control. Data are 
expressed as mean ±standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical analysis was done using Student’s t-test

Fig. 5. Effect of miRNA-let-7i 
on the expression levels of Fas, FasL 
mRNA after transfection. ACS CD4+ T cells 
were transfected with miR-let-7i mimic, 
mimic NC, inhibitor, or inhibitor NC. 
The mRNA expression levels of Fas and 
FasL were decreased in cells transfected 
with miRNA-let-7i mimic compared with 
the mimic NC, but there was a higher 
expression in cells transfected with 
the miRNA-let-7i inhibitor compared with 
the inhibitor NC. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 
compared to control. Data are expressed 
as mean ±SEM. Statistical analysis was 
done using Student’s t-test
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nc group (Fig. 7). These findings indicated that miR-let-7i 
might play a protective role in ACS CD4+ T cells.

MiR-let-7i inhibited apoptosis  
of ACS CD4+ T cells

To determine the effect of miR-let-7i on the apoptosis 
of CD4+ T cells, we transfected miR-let-7i mimic, mimic 
NC or inhibitor, inhibitor NC into CD4+ T cells. The apop-
tosis of CD4+ T cells was determined using TUNEL stain-
ing. As demonstrated in Fig. 8, TUNEL staining images 
showed a greater number of TUNEL-positive cells (green 
color) in the miR-let-7i-inhibitor-transfected group than 
in the inhibitor NC group. Interestingly, overexpression 
of miR-let-7i dramatically decreased the number of TU-
NEL-positive cells.

MiR-let-7i regulates the expression 
of the apoptosis proteins Bcl-2 and Bax 
in ACS CD4+ T cells

To further confirm that miR-let-7i can regulate CD4+ 
T cell apoptosis, the expression of apoptotic proteins was 
analyzed with western blot. As shown in Fig. 9, the expres-
sion of the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 (t = 3.659, df = 4, 
p = 0.0216) was higher and the pro-apoptotic protein Bax 
(t = 5.466, df = 6, p = 0.0016) was lower in the mimic group 
compared with the mimic NC group. In contrast, miR-
let-7i inhibitor reduced the expression of Bcl-2 (t = 7.008, 
df = 4, p = 0.0022) and increased the expression of Bax 
(t = 16.59, df = 4, p < 0.0001) when compared with the in-
hibitor NC group. In recent years, Bax has been found 
to interact with Bcl-2 to form a heterodimer or with itself 
to form a homodimer, and increased levels of the Bax ho-
modimers often lead to apoptosis.23 Accordingly, we ex-
amined the ratio of Bax/Bcl-2 (Fig. 9D). The results showed 
that miR-let-7i downregulated the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio. These 
results further confirmed that miR-let-7i plays a crucial 
role in regulating CD4+ T cell apoptosis.

Discussion

In this study, we demonstrate that compared with healthy 
control, the apoptosis rate of CD4+ T cells was reduced 
in ACS patients. We found high levels of miR-let-7i in CD4+ 
T cells in the peripheral blood of ACS patients. Upregu-
lation of miR-let-7i inhibited apoptosis of CD4+ T cells 
in ACS, which may be one of the reasons for the resistance 
to apoptosis of these cells. The present study showed that 
Fas expression levels were reduced in ACS patients, while 
the expression of FasL was not significantly different from 
that in normal subjects, a finding which is consistent with 
previous results.18 Our research confirms that miR-let-7i 
contributes to the partial protection of CD4+ T cells from 
apoptosis by targeting Fas/FasL.

Studies on  T  cells have confirmed the  critical roles 
of miR-let-7i in the regulation of apoptosis. Zhang et al. 
found that miR-let-7i mediates CD4+ T cells to resist apop-
tosis through the IL-2 signaling pathway during HIV-1 
infection.24 Recent reports have indicated that miR-let-7i 
might protect T cells from apoptosis in ankylosing spondy-
litis by targeting IGF1R.10 However, the regulatory mecha-
nisms of miR-let-7i in CD4+ T cells in ACS are still unclear. 
In this study, we determined the expression of miR-let-7i. 
The expression level of miR-let-7i in CD4+ T cells in ACS 
was significantly upregulated when compared with 
the  healthy control group. The  abnormal expression 
of miR-let-7i may be associated with anti-apoptotic effects 
in CD4+ T cells. Therefore, the biological activity of miR-
let-7i in CD4+ T cells was investigated by transfection and 
other tests. Our results showed that miR-let-7i overex-
pression facilitated cell survival and anti-apoptotic effects, 
while the opposite effects were observed in the miR-let-7i 
inhibitor group.

Apoptosis is a programmed and orderly cell death regu-
lated by several genes. Cells undergo apoptosis via ‘exog-
enous’ (death receptor) or  ‘endogenous’ (mitochondrial) 
pathways. The Fas/FasL signaling pathway plays an impor-
tant role in apoptosis.16 Fas, also known as Apo1 or CD95, 

Fig. 7. Effect of miRNA-let-7i on the ACS CD4+ T cell survival ratio. CD4+ T cells were transfected with miR-let-7i mimic, mimic NC, inhibitor, or inhibitor NC 
for 12 h, 24 h or 36 h. CCK-8 assay was conducted to detect cell survival ratio (n > 3).*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001 compared to control. Data are 
expressed as mean ±standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical analysis was done using Student’s t-test
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belongs to the TNF receptor family and is a transmem-
brane glycoprotein widely distributed on the surface of dif-
ferent cells.25 Fas initiates the extrinsic apoptotic pathway 
to induce apoptosis by interacting with its natural ligand, 
FasL.26 Liu et al. found that Fas/FasL induced myocardial 
cell apoptosis in the process of myocardial cell ischemia-re-
perfusion (I/R) in a rat model.25 Zhang et al. indicated that 
the upregulation of miR-25 inhibits cerebral I/R injury-
induced apoptosis by downregulating Fas/FasL.27 In this 
study, we identified the decreased expression of Fas and 
a slight difference in FasL in ACS patients when compared 
with healthy subjects.

MiR-let-7 is one of the largest and most highly expressed 
families of miRNAs.28 All family members are considered 
to have similar functions because of the identical seed 

region (nucleotides 2 to 7) required for miR-target mRNA 
interaction.9 It has been shown that miR-let-7i belongs 
to the let-7 family. Wang et al. first demonstrated that let-7 
regulates Fas expression and the sensitivity of Fas-medi-
ated apoptosis.19 Furthermore, Zhang et al. indicated that 
miR-98, a member of the let-7 family, regulates Fas/FasL 
gene expression in myocardial cells and modulates cell 
apoptosis.29 Zhang et al. also proved that Faslg, encoding 
the Fas ligand, is the target of let-7i-5p and plays an anti-
apoptotic role.20 Fas/FasL signaling is a major regulator 
of apoptosis.30 We confirmed that miR-let-7i negatively 
regulates Fas/FasL at  the RNA and protein levels and 
plays a significant role in the apoptosis of CD4+ T cells 
in ACS. However, the association between cell apoptosis 
and Fas/FasL expression and whether interference with 

Fig. 8. Effect of miRNA-let-7i on ACS CD4+ T cell apoptosis. The number of TUNEL-positive cells transfected with miRNA-let-7i mimic was decreased 
compared with those with mimic NC. However, the number of TUNEL-positive cells transfected with miR-let-7i inhibitor was significantly increased. 
Representative images of immunofluorescence staining showing expression of apoptotic cells (stained in green). Nuclei were labeled with DAPI (blue)
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the Fas/FasL signaling pathways affects the role of miR-
let-7i in apoptosis remain to be established. Future studies 
are needed to clarify the molecular mechanisms involved.

Previous studies have found that CD4+ T cells lacking 
the costimulatory receptor CD28 are present in the periph-
eral blood of patients with ACS. It has also been shown that 
these CD28-deficient CD4+ T cells can accumulate prefer-
entially in unstable ruptured atherosclerotic plaques. This 
particular subset of CD4+ T cells can selectively invade 
unstable plaques, indicating that they may have a direct 
role in plaque destabilization following the local activa-
tion by antigens.31 These cells can also express killer cell 
immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIRs) that release IFN-γ.32 
Our study has shown that the majority of CD4+ T cells 
in ACS patients express perforin but lack CD28, while 
CD4+ T cells in both healthy controls and SAP patients 
express CD28 but lack perforin expression.21 Thus, the de-
creased expression of the CD28 costimulatory molecule 
has an important effect on the function of CD4+ T cells. 
Because of  the decreased expression of CD28 protein, 
the CD4+ T cells in ACS patients are resistant to apoptotic 
signals, and live longer in vivo. We will focus on the under-
standing of the relationship between the decreased protein 

expression of CD28 and the mechanisms of survival and 
apoptosis of CD4+ T cells in future research studies.

Limitations

In addition to CD4+CD28–T cells, there are many other 
subsets of CD4+T cells. In this study, we only study the 
CD4+T cells. Therefore, we need to further investigate the 
important role of CD4+T cells and their subsets in acute 
coronary syndromes.

Conclusions

In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that miR-let-
7i significantly reduces Fas and FasL expression in ACS 
CD4+ T cells and inhibits apoptosis in these cells. Our 
work indicates that suppressing miR-let-7i may be a po-
tential approach to  treat atherosclerosis. Since a  large 
number of genes are involved in apoptosis, we cannot ex-
clude the possibility that miR-let-7i regulates cell apopto-
sis by targeting other apoptosis genes. Therefore, further 
studies are needed to confirm our findings.

Fig. 9. Effect of miRNA-let-7i on ACS CD4+ T cell apoptosis proteins Bcl-2 and Bax and the ratio of Bax/Bcl-2. A. Western blot analysis shows the expression 
levels of Bcl-2 and Bax proteins; B and C. Relative integrated density values were calculated using ImageJ. The ratio of Bax/Bcl-2 (D) (n = 3); *p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001 compared to control. Data are expressed as mean standard error of the mean (SEM). Statistical analysis was done using 
Student’s t-test
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Abstract
Background. MicroRNA (miR) influences the biological activities of cirrhotic patients with recurrent portal 
hypertension.

Objectives. The current study was designed to investigate risk factors related to the survival of cirrhosis 
patients and assessed the possibility of using miR-9a-5p predictability to prevent post-treatment portal 
hypertension.

Materials and methods. Patients with portal hypertension due to liver cirrhosis treated from January 
2015 to September 2016 were included in this study. Patients without relapse after treatment were selected 
as the success group while patients with relapse after treatment were selected as the recurrence group. Serum 
samples from healthy people were also collected. The blood indexes of the 2 groups of patients before and after 
treatment were compared and the miR-9a-5p serum level in each group was determined. The Kaplan–Meier 
method was applied to analyze three-year survival, Cox univariate regression was used to analyze the risk 
factors for recurrence of cirrhotic portal hypertension, and the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) 
was used to evaluate the diagnostic value of serum miR-9a-5p, total bilirubin (TBIL) and platelet (PLT) levels 
in patients with recurrence.

Results. The miR-9a-5p level in the recurrence group was higher than that in the success group after treat-
ment. In patients with recurrence, the miR-9a-5p level was negatively correlated with red blood cell count, 
TBIL, white blood cell count, and PLT count, and positively correlated with albumin. The miR-9a-5p, TBIL and 
PLT are potential markers of recurrent portal hypertension in liver cirrhosis. The miR-9a-5p had the highest 
area under the curve (AUC) value in patients with relapse.

Conclusions. The miR-9a-5p is a risk factor for the recurrence of cirrhotic portal hypertension after treatment. 
It may be used as a marker of recurrence, and so has potential clinical value for the diagnosis and treatment 
of recurrent portal hypertension.

Key words: miR-9a-5p, liver cirrhosis, portal hypertension, recurrence, risk factor
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Background

Liver cirrhosis is a common and chronic liver disease 
that is caused by extensive fibrosis secondary to long-
term liver cell inflammation and necrosis accompanied 
by  the  formation of  pseudolobules and regenerative 
nodules, which deform and harden the liver.1 The main 
causes of  cirrhosis are viral hepatitis –  a  few cases 
of which are schistosomiasis cirrhosis – alcoholism, 
autoimmune conditions, and Budd–Chiari syndrome.2,3 
The disease progresses slowly and has no visible symp-
toms. Most patients have mild or  no symptoms that 
can be relieved by rest. However, once liver function 
is decompensated, the symptoms become more obvi-
ous, and are mainly manifested as liver function decline 
and portal hypertension.4,5 The clinical manifestation 
of cirrhotic portal hypertension is usually the opening 
of  the communicating branch of  the portal systemic 
vein, which results in a large amount of portal vein blood 
directly entering systemic circulation before entering 
the liver, resulting in venous dilatation, hypersplenism, 
splenomegaly, and ascites in the esophagus and abdomi-
nal wall.6,7 Dilatation of the esophageal and gastric fun-
dus veins can occur in severe cases. If rupture occurs, 
the patient will suffer from severe upper gastrointestinal 
hemorrhage, which endangers their life.8 Massive hem-
orrhage of the digestive tract caused by rupture of col-
lateral circulation of  portal body is  one of  the  main 
causes of death in patients with decompensated liver 
cirrhosis. Zhao et al. reported that the death rate after 
the first hemorrhage is about 20%, and the rebleeding 
rate can reach 45% within 24 h after hemorrhage, and 
is as high as 75% within 1 year.7 If untreated, about 60% 
of patients suffer from rebleeding within 1–2 years after 
the first hemorrhage.9,10 The most effective treatment for 
cirrhotic portal hypertension in patients complicated 
with esophageal and gastric varices bleeding is a tran-
sjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS), 
which is minimally invasive and can effectively reduce 
the pressure of the portal vein. However, due to hemody-
namic changes after TIPS and mechanical damage dur-
ing the operation, complications such as liver function 
damage, hepatic encephalopathy and long-term stent 
stenosis may occur after TIPS.11,12

MicroRNA (miR), which is a kind of non-coding RNA 
containing approx. 22 nucleotides that is widely distributed 
in organisms, regulates the biological functions of cells 
by binding to target mRNA 3’UTR to inhibit translation.13 
MicroRNA has been found to play a role in many diseases 
including viral hepatitis,14 liver fibrosis15 and liver cancer.16 
It can regulate differentiation, proliferation, apoptosis, me-
tabolism, tumorigenesis, and other biological processes, 
and has gradually attracted attention in the field of mo-
lecular biology.17

Objectives

In order to explore the role of miR-9a-5p in cirrhosis pa-
tients with recurrent portal hypertension after treatment, 
this study assessed miR-9a-5p levels in recurrent patients 
to explore three-year survival, identify risk factors related 
to survival, and discuss the possibility of using miR-9a-5p 
to predict the recurrence of liver cirrhosis portal hyperten-
sion after treatment.

Materials and methods

General patient data

From January 2015 to  September 2016, 42  patients 
(28 males and 14 females, aged 49.8 ±12.1 years) who did 
not relapse (successful operation) after treatment and 
35 patients (23 males and 12 females, aged 50.1 ±11.5 years) 
who suffered from relapse (operation failure) after treat-
ment were selected for TIPS treatment due to liver cir-
rhosis portal hypertension in our hospital (Tai’an Cen-
tral Hospital, Tai’an, China). The general characteristics 
of the 2 groups before treatment were comparable. The suc-
cess criteria for the TIPS operation are: 1. The portal pres-
sure should be reduced to 12 mm Hg (16 cm H2O), or below 
25% of the pressure for treatment of the anterior portal 
vein after the establishment of the hepatic vein (inferior 
vena cava of the hepatic segment) 2. Diversion between 
the  portal veins should occur. The  diagnostic criteria 
of shunt dysfunction in TIPS include any of the following 
signs indicating that shunt dysfunction may be present: 
1) ultrasound indicates that the shunt blood flow velocity 
is >200 cm/s, <50 cm/s or no blood flow, or the shunt di-
ameter is <50%; and 2) recurrence of portal hypertension, 
i.e., hemorrhage and ascites of the esophagogastric vein 
after treatment. In all cases, portosystemic pressure gra-
dient (PSG) exceeded 12 mm Hg (16 cm H2O). Suspected 
shunt dysfunction can only be diagnosed after the portal 
vein pressure exceeds 12 mm Hg, as determined using 
portal vein angiography. Data from 30  healthy people 
were collected during the same time to serve as a control 
group (18 males and 12 females, aged 50.3 ±10.8 years). 
All patients and healthy people participating in this study 
provided informed consent and the study was approved 
by the Ethics Committee of our institution.

Blood sample collection

Patients in each group received anticoagulants through 
the antecubital vein on an empty stomach in the morning. 
A blood sample was then collected and centrifuged at 4°C for 
10 min at 3000 rpm. The upper serum was placed in a mi-
crocentrifuge tube sterilized with high pressure steam, cen-
trifuged at 4°C for 15 min at 15,000 rpm, collected, divided 
into smaller samples, and stored in a refrigerator at 4°C.
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Quantitative polymerase chain reaction

Serum samples frozen at −80°C were thawed at room 
temperature. Each microcentrifuge tube contained 100 μL 
of serum. Total RNA was extracted from serum accord-
ing to the instructions of the miRNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen, 
Hilden, Germany). The concentration and purity of total 
RNA at 260–280 nm were detected using an ultraviolet 
spectrophotometer. An OD260/OD280 ratio of 1.8–2.0 
indicated acceptable RNA purity. According to the  in-
structions of the reverse transcription kit (Qiagen), a 20 μL 
reaction system was constructed and reverse transcrip-
tion was carried out using a Gene AmpPCR System 9700 
(37°C for 60  min and 95°C for 5  min). The  following 
miR-9a-5p and U6 primers were designed and synthesized 
by Sangon Biotech (Shanghai, China): miR-9a-5p: F: 5’- 
GGGTCTTTGGTTATCTAGCT-3’; R: 5’- ATCCAGTGC-
GTGTCGTGGA-3’, U6: 5’-GCTTCGGCAGCACATATAC-
TAAAAT-3’; R:5’-CGCTTCACGAATTTGCGTGTCAT-3’. 
The PCR kit was purchased from Ribo Bio (Guangzhou, 
China), and 20 μL of the reaction system was prepared ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s instructions. The standard 
three-step method was used: 95°C for 20 s, 95°C for 10 s, 
60°C for 20 s, and 70°C for 10 s, for a total of 40 cycles. 
The serum miR-level was calculated using 2−ΔΔCt method.

Patient follow-up

The non-recurrent group of patients visited the hospi-
tal for routine blood, liver function, kidney function, and 
hemagglutination testing at 1, 3, 6, and 12 months after 
TIPS treatment, and then they were examined once a year. 
During this period, if the patients suffer from gastrointes-
tinal hemorrhage or ascites, they should return to hospital 
for examination and treatment at any time. For the relapse 
group, patients were followed-up by nurses every 6 months 
through outpatient or telephone visits for 3 years.

Data analyses

IBM SPSS v. 20.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, USA) software 
was used for statistical analyses and GraphPad Prism v. 6 
(GraphPad Software, San Diego, USA) software was used 
for visualizing the data. Measurement data are reported 
as  the mean ±  standard deviation (SD). Comparisons 
between groups were performed using the independent 
sample t-test, log rank test, and one-analysis of variance 
(ANOVA), and post hoc pair-wise comparisons were 
performed using the  least significant difference (LSD) 
test. Count data are reported as n and comparisons were 
performed using the χ2 test. Receiver operating curve 
(ROC) analysis was applied to explore the diagnostic value 
of miR-9a-5p for patients with recurrent cirrhosis portal 
hypertension after treatment. Cox regression analysis 
was applied to test the risk factors for recurrence. All 
data were tested using two-tailed tests. A value of 95% 

was used for the confidence intervals (95% CI). A differ-
ence was considered to be statistically significant when 
p < 0.05.

Results

Comparison of general data of patients 
before and after treatment

There were no significant differences in the routine 
blood index, liver function index, renal function index, 
Child–Pugh score, or grading before treatment between 
the 2 groups. After treatment, the routine blood index, 
liver function index, renal function index, and Child–
Pugh score of patients in the recurrence group were sig-
nificantly lower than those in the success group (p < 0.05; 
Table 1,2).

Expression of miR-9a-5p  
and its influence on prognosis

Comparison of miR-9a-5p levels in patients with differ-
ent Child–Pugh grades revealed higher levels in patients 
with liver cirrhosis than in controls, and it was expressed 
differentially by distinct high Child–Pugh grade (p < 0.05, 
Fig. 1A). The miR-9a-5p level in the recurrence group was 
significantly higher than that in the success group after 
treatment (p < 0.05, Fig. 1B). Combined with the expres-
sion level of miR-9a-5p in patients’ serum samples, the Ka-
plan–Meier method was applied to analyze the three-year 
survival of the 77 patients with liver cirrhosis portal hy-
pertension (Fig. 1C) and Cox univariate regression was 
used to test the risk factors of these patients. The results 
showed no significant difference in three-year survival 
between the high and low miR-9a-5p groups. Cox uni-
variate analysis showed that miR-9a-5p, serum TBIL, PLT, 
Child–Pugh score before treatment, and hepatic encepha-
lopathy before treatment were all risk factors for three-
year survival in patients with recurrent cirrhotic portal 
hypertension.

Correlation between serum miR-9a-5p  
and various indicators in recurrent patients

The miR-9a-5p levels in patients with recurrent liver 
cirrhosis portal hypertension were negatively correlated 
with red blood cell count, TBIL, white blood cell count, 
and PLT count, and positively correlated with albumin, 
as shown in Fig. 2.

Evaluation of miR-9a-5p, TBIL, and PLT 
as diagnostic markers of recurrence

In order to determine whether miR-9a-5p, TBIL or PLT 
can be used as markers for the treatment of recurrent portal 
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Fig. 1. Expression of miR-9a-5p and its relationship with prognosis. A. Expression of miR-9a-5p in serum of patients with different Child–Pugh grades; 
B. Expression of miR-9a-5p in serum of different groups of patients; C. Prognosis of patients with different miR-9a-5p expression levels

*** significant intergroup differences; p < 0.001

Table 1. General data of patients before treatment

Variable Success group
(n = 42)

Recurrence group 
(n = 35) χ2/t p-value

Gender, n (%) – – 0.0077 0.9299

Male 28 23 – –

Female 14 12 – –

Age [years] 49.8 ±12.1 50.1 ±11.5 0.1108 0.9121

Red blood cell count [×1012/L] 4.46 ±1.86 4.39 ±1.91 0.1624 0.8713

White blood cell count [×109/L] 3.56 ±1.03 3.48 ±1.08 0.3269 0.7446

Platelet count [×109/L] 50.35 ±15.23 53.25 ±16.98 0.7896 0.4322

Albumin [g/L] 31.65 ±3.26 31.58 ±3.03 0.0969 0.9231

TBIL [μmol/L] 23.75 ±5.98 23.52 ±5.85 0.1697 0.8657

Alanine transaminase [U/L] 52.06 ±10.74 51.97 ±10.82 0.0365 0.9710

Thrombin activity [%] 60.03 ±8.26 59.56 ±8.74 0.2421 0.8093

INR 1.15 ±0.12 1.16 ±0.09 0.4067 0.6854

Blood creatinine [μmol/L] 59.8 ±2.96 58.7 ±3.12 1.5843 0.1173

Child–Pugh score 6.85 ±1.02 6.73 ±1.16 0.4829 0.6306

Child–Pugh grading (A/B/C) 32/10/0 26/7/0 0.0711 0.7897

TBIL – total bilirubin; INR – International Normalized Ratio.

Table 2. Comparison of indexes after treatment

Variable Success group
(n = 42)

Recurrence group 
(n = 35) χ2/t p-value

Red blood cell count [×1012/L] 5.23 ±1.36 4.39 ±1.91 2.2482 0.0275

White blood cell count [×109/L] 8.06 ±1.75 3.48 ±1.08 13.4827 <0.0001

Platelet count [×109/L] 305.36 ±20.36 137.98 ±12.03 42.7823 <0.0001

Albumin [g/L] 23.85 ±3.72 28.63 ±3.16 6.0061 <0.0001

TBIL [μmol/L] 30.06 ±6.32 24.36 ±4.53 4.4631 <0.0001

Alanine transaminase [U/L] 41.05 ±5.23 49.85 ±10.82 4.6619 <0.0001

Thrombin activity [%] 78.69 ±8.03 64.26 ±7.84 7.9363 <0.0001

INR 1.89 ±0.36 1.30 ±0.18 8.8144 <0.0001

Blood creatinine [μmol/L] 55.3 ±1.29 58.7 ±2.85 6.9326 <0.0001

Child–Pugh score 6.03 ±0.71 6.89 ±1.05 4.2673 <0.0001

TBIL – total bilirubin; INR – International Normalized Ratio.
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hypertension in cirrhosis, the ROC curves of miR-9a-5p, TBIL 
and PLT were constructed (Fig. 3). The area under the curve 
(AUC) values of miR-9a-5p, TBIL and PLT were 0.8252, 
0.8209 and 0.8040, respectively. The above results revealed 
that miR-9a-5p had the best diagnostic value (Tables 3,4).

Discussion

Cirrhosis, as a common liver disease, has a rising inci-
dence rate.18 The liver function of patients with early cirrho-
sis is normal and there are no obvious clinical symptoms. 

Fig. 3. Use of miR-9a-5p, total bilirubin (TBIL) and platelet (PLT) for diagnosis of recurrence. A. Use of miR-9a-5p for diagnosis of recurrent patients; B. Use 
of TBIL for diagnosis of recurrent patients; C. Use of PLT for diagnosis of recurrent patients

Fig. 2. Correlation between serum miR-9a-5p and various indexes in relapsed patients. A. Correlation between miR-9a-5p and red blood cell count; 
B. Correlation between miR-9a-5p and albumin; C. Correlation between miR-9a-5p and total bilirubin (TBIL); D. Correlation between miR-9a-5p and leukocyte 
count; E. Correlation between miR-9a-5p and platelet (PLT) count

Table 3. Results of COX regression analysis

Variable HR 95% CI p-value

miR-9a-5p 1.032 1.001–1.062 0.034

Gender 1.385 0.921–2.052 0.192

Age 1.521 0.943–2.522 0.083

Serum TBIL 1.236 1.026–1.273 0.010

Platelet count 0.972 0.932–1.009 0.035

Child–Pugh score before treatment 1.125 1.001–1.043 0.027

HE before treatment 1.018 0.905–0.973 0.007

TBIL – total bilirubin; HE – hepatic encephalopathy; 95% CI – 95% confidence interval; HR – hazard ratio.
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However, patients with late cirrhosis may experience a por-
tal vein pressure increase and other phenomena that induce 
portal hypertensive gastropathy, gastrointestinal hemor-
rhage and other complications. Liver cirrhosis and portal 
hypertension can further induce splenomegaly and hyper-
function.19 Although drug therapy can alleviate the dis-
ease to a certain extent, long-term medication use can lead 
to a drug withdrawal reaction, low hemostasis rate and 
other complications. Surgery is a commonly used method 
for clinical treatment of liver cirrhosis and portal hyperten-
sion, but the possibility of recurrence of portal hypertension 
is high due to the development of liver cirrhosis.20 Studies 
have shown that although microRNA accounts for only 2% 
of human genes, it regulates the expression of more than 
30% of human genes, and is closely related to the occur-
rence and development of diseases. Clinically, miR-130a and 
miR-130b are helpful for the diagnosis and prognosis of liver 
cirrhosis and can be applied as a joint detection method 
for liver cirrhosis or for a general survey of liver cirrhosis.21

In the present study, miR-9a-5p in patients with recur-
rent cirrhosis and portal hypertension after treatment 
was studied. The results revealed higher miR-9a-5p se-
rum levels in patients with recurrent cirrhosis and portal 
hypertension than in patients in the success group after 
treatment. Previous research has revealed that miR-9a-5p 
is enhanced in rats with liver fibrosis portal hypertension.22 
The serum miR-9a-5p level in patients with recurrent liver 
cirrhosis portal hypertension showed a negative correlation 
with red blood cell count, TBIL, white blood cell count, 
and PLT count, and a positive correlation with albumin. 
About 1/3 of platelets in the normal blood system are stored 
in the spleen, while 50–90% of platelets in patients with 
cirrhosis are stored there; if metabolism of the spleen is en-
hanced, damage to blood cells is increased and the prolif-
eration of monocytes and macrophages is over-activated, 
thus leading to a decreased PLT level in peripheral blood.23 
Albumin plays a decisive role in maintaining blood vol-
ume and plasma colloid osmotic pressure. It can expand 
the blood volume, inhibit the aggregation of  leukocyte 
components, reduce blood consistency, and improve blood 
flow, which are beneficial for tissue repair and the control 
of ascites formation. However, albumin also controls asci-
tes and increases portal vein blood flow, thus increasing 
the risk of esophageal and gastric varices bleeding.24 Serum 
bilirubin is a metabolite of heme in hemoglobin and other 
heme proteins in macrophages or other reticuloendothelial 
cells and hepatocytes. Blood detection indexes include 

indirect bilirubin level (IBIL) combined with albumin 
in blood, and direct bilirubin level (DBIL) combined with 
glucuronic acid in liver. The increase in bilirubin is likely 
caused by a related increase in bilirubin production or is-
sues with the uptake, binding or excretion of bilirubin.25 
The miR-9a-5p, TBIL and PLT are potential markers for di-
agnosis of recurrent portal hypertension in liver cirrhosis. 
Previously, several investigations have found that platelet 
count is an independent factor affecting the survival rate 
of patients with refractory ascites.26 Therefore, PLT count 
is related to postoperative liver function and survival rate, 
and a higher PLT count is beneficial to liver function.27 
In the present study, miR-9a-5p had the highest AUC value 
in patients with relapse.

Limitations

Although the most optimal care possible has been pro-
vided by the researchers during every step of this study, 
still some limitations exist.

This was a clinic-based study and only hematological 
analysis was carried out; therefore, futher investigation 
is required in this aspect. Due to time constraints, the col-
lected sample size was not adequate to represent all pa-
tients’ characteristics. The result might be area-specific 
and might not necessarily represent the community sce-
nario. Finally, the study might lack external validity.

Conclusions

Overall, by  studying the  expression of  miR-9a-5p 
in the serum of patients with recurrent cirrhosis portal 
hypertension, this study has identified factors associ-
ated with recurrence after treatment of cirrhosis portal 
hypertension. The miR-9a-5p may be used as a marker 
of recurrence, and so has clear potential clinical value 
for the  diagnosis and treatment of  recurrent portal 
hypertension.
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Table 4. Diagnostic value of miR-9a-5p, TBIL and PLT for recurrence of portal hypertension

Variable AUC SE 95% CI p-value

miR-9a-5p 0.8252 0.052 0.7240–0.9263 <0.0001

TBIL 0.8209 0.049 0.7248–0.9170 <0.0001

PLT 0.8040 0.050 0.7050–0.9030 <0.0001

AUC – area under the curve, SE – standard error; 95% CI – 95% confidence interval; TBIL – total bilirubin; PLT – platelet level.
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Abstract
Background. Lung imaging, next to a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test, is a key diagnostic tool in severe 
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection. The degree of abnormalities correlates with 
clinical outcome. Imaging of the lungs using chest radiography (CXR) at the peak of a pandemic is considered 
a basic diagnostic tool at the triage stage. The CXR images are less characteristic than computed tomography 
(CT) and should be interpreted with a combination of clinical findings.

Objectives. Comparison of the usefulness of 2 CXR severity scores to evaluate the presence/severity of inflam-
mation in the course of COVID-19 and the possibility of a non-radiologist to interpret the image independently.

Materials and methods. Retrospective analysis of the medical records of 152 consecutive patients (aged 
19–96, 73 men), infected with SARS-CoV-2, confirmed using real-time PCR (RT-PCR). Five-point and twelve-
point CXR severity scoring systems were used (independently by a radiologist and a referring physician) 
to assess the severity of inflammation.

Results. In 77 of 152 cases, the CXR revealed features of inflammation. Bilateral abnormalities were found 
in 48/77 (62.3%) cases. Statistically, the lower lobes were involved more often than the upper ones (p < 0.001) 
and the left lobe more often than the right one (p < 0.001). The intensity of the abnormalities using both 
scales correlated with the persistence of symptoms (p = 0.0133 and p = 0.0403). A positive and statistically 
significant correlation was found between both scales and dyspnea, decreased oxygen saturation, elevated 
C-reactive protein (CRP), ferritin, D-dimer, lactate dehydrogenase, and alanine aminotransferase activity. 
The interobserver agreement analysis did not show a statistically significant difference in the CXR severity 
score using the five-point (B = 0.8345, kappa = 0.82; p = 0.1480) or the twelve-point scale (B = 0.8219, 
kappa = 0.77; p = 0.0502).

Conclusions. The CXR severity score is a useful tool to assess the inflammation in the initial diagnosis of coro-
navirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Quantifying lung abnormalities accurately may be performed by a referring 
physician. Both CXR severity scales correlate well with clinical parameters.

Key words: chest X-ray, imaging, viral infection, COVID-19, lung opacities
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Background

Lung imaging, next to PCR testing, is a key diagnostic 
tool in severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 
(SARS-CoV-2) infection. So far, computed tomography 
(CT) has been a widely validated method in coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19). In CT tests, inflammatory le-
sions can be detected in symptomatic and asymptomatic 
patients, which significantly increases the sensitivity of this 
diagnostic method.1 The abnormalities present in patients 
with COVID-19 are diverse, depend on the severity of infec-
tion and the duration of symptoms, and undergo dynamic 
changes.2–4 Lung abnormalities appear the earliest, within 
the first days of infection, but the most severe abnormalities 
appear about 10 days after the onset of initial symptoms.3 
The lack of visible changes on a CT or the presence of atypi-
cal changes does not exclude SARS-CoV-2 infection.5

Although assessment based on a CT test is characterized 
by high sensitivity and substantially expands the knowl-
edge on the severity of inflammation, in many medical 
centers, access to this test is restricted, used mainly for epi-
demiological and logistic reasons. This is usually the case 
at the peak of the pandemic, in field hospitals and in coun-
tries where health services are insufficient. In such situa-
tions, the use of a portable chest X-ray (CXR) is sufficient 
in the triage stage as this method is fast and carries a low 
risk of cross-infection. This procedure is consistent with 
recommendations from the American College of Radiol-
ogy (ACR), the British Society of Thoracic Imaging, and 
the Polish Agency for Health Technology Assessment and 
Tariff System.6–8

As the literature-based data suggests, the CXR image 
is less characteristic and requires more careful interpre-
tation.9 Test sensitivity is estimated to be 68.1–89% and 
the specificity is 60.6%.10–12 Data concerning CXR itself are 
still limited. There are no standards for evaluating a CXR 
in patients with COVID-19, and reports on the frequency 
of occurrence and the type of changes are still scarce. 
The  reports published so far indicate that the  lesions 
found most commonly in the early phase of COVID-19 are 

ground-glass opacities, reticular alterations, and consoli-
dations that gradually increase as the illness progresses.13 
Abnormalities on a CXR are found less frequently than 
with CT, which is why the CXR image should be interpreted 
with a combination of clinical and laboratory findings.7

Objectives

This study aimed to explore the correlation with labo-
ratory results and to compare the usefulness of 2 scoring 
scales to assess the presence and severity of inflammation 
in the course of COVID-19 using CXR, as well as to evalu-
ate the possibility of a non-radiologist (referring physi-
cian) interpreting the presence and degree of inflammation 
in the lungs independently.

Materials and methods

A retrospective analysis of X-ray images of 152/165 con-
secutive patients (48% male, average age 56.6 ±16.8 years) 
infected with COVID-19 (confirmed using real-time poly-
merase chain reaction – RT-PCR), in which an anteropos-
terior chest X-ray was performed on admission. The pa-
tients were hospitalized in the period between March 6 and 
April 16, 2020. Patients who had undergone thoracic surgery 
in the 2 weeks beforehand (7 patients), those with active 
tuberculosis (2 patients), disseminated cancer of the lungs 
(3 patients), or who underwent an incorrectly performed 
CXR (1 patient) were excluded from the analysis. Another 
study based on the same group of medical records using only 
a five-point severity scoring system to assesses the correla-
tion of CXR with patients’ health conditions was performed.9

Table 1 presents the baseline characteristics of study 
patients.

Chest X-rays were interpreted and described indepen-
dently by 2 doctors – an experienced radiologist and a re-
ferring physician (infectious diseases specialist who diag-
noses and treats patients infected with SARS-CoV-2 daily). 

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of study patients (n = 152)

Variable Value

Age [years]
19–96, average 56.6; SD = 16.8 

women average 58.1; SD = 16.5
men average 55.1; SD = 16.8

Sex M 73; F 79

Comorbidities
cardiovascular diseases (including hypertension)
pulmonary diseases
malignant neoplasm
obesity
diabetes
other (autoimmune diseases, liver cirrhosis)

83 (54.6%)
66 (43.4%)
14 (9.2%)

19 (12.5%)
22/83 (26.5%)

19 (12.5%)
8 (5.3%)

Duration of hospitalization [days] (mean) 1–69 (14)

Deaths, n (%) 16 (10.5%)

SD – standard deviation.
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The infectious diseases specialist had a short training ses-
sion on using the 2 scoring systems based on validated 
radiological images. The 1st one (five-point scale) is a chest 
X-ray severity scoring system proposed by Taylor et al. 
CXR findings were categorized as: 1 – normal; 2 – patchy 
atelectasis and/or hyperinflation and/or bronchial wall 
thickening; 3 – focal consolidation, no more than 1 lobe; 
4 – multifocal and bilateral consolidation; and 5 – diffuse 
alveolar changes.14 The 2nd scoring system (twelve-point 
scale) is our modification of a system proposed by Borghesi 
et al.15 The assessment of the severity of abnormalities 
was performed in 4 quadrants, similar to the system used 
in the radiographic assessment of  lung edema (RALE), 
using a scoring system with 1–3 points for each of the 4 
quadrants based on the percentage of the quadrant with 
opacification: 1 – normal, 2 – lesions <50% of the pulmo-
nary field and 3 – lesions involving ≥50% of the pulmonary 
field. All CXRs were performed with the use of a portable 
device in an isolated room.

The results from the use of the 2 scales by a radiologist 
and non-radiologists were compared. The twelve-point 
scale results were contrasted with those from the five-
point scale.9 The correlation between clinical parameters: 
the presence of comorbidities, dyspnea and cough, satu-
ration and laboratory test results (morphology, capillary 
blood gas test, C-reactive protein – CRP, lactate dehydro-
genase – LDH, serum alanine aminotransferase – ALT 
activity, D–dimer, and ferritin level) was analyzed.

Statistical analyses

Given the  ordinal nature of  the  scores compared, 
we used non-parametric statistics when comparing levels 
between groups. To compare the scores between the 2 
groups, we used the Mann–Whitney test. The correlation 
between scores and quantitative variables was assessed 
using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Assessment 

of the presence of inflammation among various positions 
was performed using Pearson’s χ2 test of independence. 
The  optimal cut-off point for CXR scores to  predict 
death was performed by maximizing the Youden’s index 
in a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analy-
sis. All tests were considered significant when the p-value 
was lower than 0.05. Calculations were performed using 
the R statistical program for Windows (v. 4.0; https://www. 
r-project.org/)).16 B-statistics and kappa statistics were 
used to quantify the agreement between the 2 observers.

The following R packages were used:
1. Psych package – Revelle W. (2020) psych: Procedures 

for Personality and Psychological Research, Northwestern 
University, Evanston, USA, https://CRAN.R-project.org/
package=psych, v. 2.1.3. (for Cohen’s kappa),

2. vcd package – David Meyer, Achim Zeileis and Kurt 
Hornik (2020). vcd: Visualizing Categorical Data. R pack-
age v. 1.4-8. (for B-statistic),

3. Rstatix package – Alboukadel Kassambara (2021). 
rstatix: Pipe-Friendly Framework for Basic,

4. Statistical Tests. R package v. 0.7.0. https://CRAN.R-
project.org/package=rstatix (for games Howell test),

5. Cut-point package – Christian Thiele (2021). cutpointr: 
Determine and Evaluate Optimal Cutpoints in Binary 
Classification Tasks. R package v. 1.1.0. https://CRAN.R-
project.org/package=cutpointr (for ROC analysis).

The rest of the tests were performed using built-in tests.

Results

In  the  research group, the  severity of  inflammation 
in  CXR images was assessed using a  five-point scale 
(Table 2) and a twelve-point scale (Table 3).

Among 77 patients with features of pneumonia detected 
on CXR, bilateral changes were found in 48/77 (62.3%), 
peripheral (±central) opacities in  44/77 (57.1%), heart 

Table 3. Severity of inflammatory changes in chest X-ray (CXR) expressed in twelve-point scale assessment in 4 quadrants in 1 to 3 points, where 1 means 
no inflammatory changes and 3 means lesions involving ≥50% pulmonary field, in assessment of a radiologist and a referring physician (n = 152)

Assessment
Number of points

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Assessment 
of a radiologist number 

of patients (%)

75 (49.3) 27 (17.8) 25 (16.4) 7 (4.6) 5 (3.3) 9 (5.9) 4 (2.6) 0 0

Assessment 
of a referring physician

73 (48) 25 (16.4) 23 (15.1) 10 (6.6) 6 (3.9) 10 (6.6) 5 (3.3) 0 0

Table 2. Severity of inflammatory changes in chest X-ray (CXR) expressed in five-point scale, where 1 shows no inflammatory changes and 5 means diffuse 
alveolar changes, in assessment of a radiologist and a referring physician (n = 152)

Assessment
Number of points

1 2 3 4 5

Assessment 
of a radiologist number 

of patients (%)

75 (49.3) 11 (7.2) 21 (13.8) 38 (25) 7 (4.6)

Assessment 
of a referring physician

73 (48) 10 (6.6) 20 (13.2) 40 (26.3) 9 (5.9)
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enlargement in  22/77 (28.6%), pleural effusion in  6/77 
(7.8%), and emphysema in 1 case as a complication of vena 
cava catheterization. We observed a statistically signifi-
cant presence of inflammation in the lower than the upper 
lobes (48.03% compared to 15.3%; p < 0.001; Pearson’s χ2 
test) and in the left lobes rather than the right ones (44.74% 
compared to 34.87%; p < 0.001; Pearson’s χ2 test). The fre-
quency of pleural effusions (mean 2.27 ±1.39 compared 
to 2.67 ±1.86, p = 0.565; Mann–Whitney test, Shapiro–Wilk 
W statistics 381) was not statistically significant in con-
trast to heart enlargement (mean 3.42 ±0.85 compared 
to 3.82 ±0.79, p = 0.0477; Mann–Whitney test, W statistics 
442) and peripheral opacities (mean 3.06 ±0.89 compared 
to 3.85 ±0.67, p = 0.0001; Mann–Whitney test, W statistics 
373). Patients reported to the hospital with symptoms hav-
ing evolved over 1–23 days (6.5 days on average). The sever-
ity of abnormalities measured using both scales remained 
in relation with the duration of symptoms (five-point scale: 
r = 0.21, p = 0.0133; twelve-point scale r = 0.17, p = 0.0403; 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient). Patients in which 
symptoms persisted for more than 7 days had a significantly 
higher score using both scales (five-point scale: <7 days 
mean 1.99 ±1.32, ≥7 days 2.68 ±1.45, p = 0.04; twelve-point 
scale: <7 days mean 4.93 ±1.54, ≥7 days 5.57 ±1.78, p = 0.009; 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient).

The interobserver agreement analysis did not show a sta-
tistically significant difference in CXR assessment using 
the five-point scale (B = 0.8345, kappa = 0.82; p = 0.148) 
or  the  twelve-point scale (B  =  0.8219, kappa  =  0.77; 
p = 0.0502). High compliance of assessments between 
the  radiologist and referring physician was observed 
(Tables 2,3). An almost perfect interobserver agreement 
and substantial agreement were detected. The first re-
searcher (radiologist) obtained lower results on average 
using the twelve-point scale.

We  demonstrated, like in  the  other papers where 
the five-point scale had been used,9 the correlation be-
tween scores using the  twelve-point scale – presence/
severity of  inflammation changes in  CXR –  and age 
(r = 0.45, p < 0.001; Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi-
cient), obesity (mean 4.92 ±1.38 compared to 6.77 ±2.05, 
p < 0.001; Mann–Whitney test, W statistics 290), car-
diovascular system diseases (mean 5.77 ±1.19 compared 
to 6.70 ±1.71, p = 0.0222; Mann–Whitney test, W statistics 
494), increased level of CRP > 6 mg/L (r = 0.61, p < 0.001), 
D-dimers >500 ng/mL (r = 0.52, p < 0.001; Spearman’s rank 
correlation coefficient), ferritin level >291 ng/mL (r = 0.49, 
p = 0.0081; Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient), ALT 
activity >48 IU/L (r = 0.57, p < 0.001; Spearman’s rank cor-
relation coefficient), LDH > 246 U/L (r = 0.69, p < 0.001; 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient), decreased O2 
saturation <94% (mean 4.60 ±1.09 compared to 6.49 ±1.86, 
p < 0.001; Mann–Whitney test, W statistics 927), and fi-
nally, dyspnea (mean 4.69 ±1.23 compared to 5.63 ±1.82, 
p = 0.0002; Mann–Whitney test, W statistics 1916). We did 
not observe statistical significance between the  pres-
ence of fever or cough and other concomitant diseases. 
On both scales, the higher scores occurred in patients 
with longer durations of hospitalization (five-point scale: 
r = 0.32, p = 0.001; twelve-point scale: r = 0.29, p = 0.0036; 
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient) and the deceased 
(five-point scale: mean 2.15 ±1.34 compared to 3.44 ±1.46, 
p = 0.0005; twelve-point scale: mean 4.98 ±1.40 compared 
to 6.94 ±2.32, p = 0.0003; Mann–Whitney test, W sta-
tistics 534). We did not find any significant differences 
between the scales within this range. The ROC analysis 
on death prediction was used to establish the cut-off point 
for the five-point scale at 2 points and the twelve-point 
scale at 7 points.

The above data are also presented in Fig. 1,2.

Fig. 1. A. April 10, a 53-year-old man, 4th day after the onset of symptoms; cough, fever, oxygen saturation 97%; chest X-ray (CXR): unilateral, focal, peripheral 
patchy consolidation – ground-glass opacity in the right lung; five-point scale score: 3; twelve-point scale score: 5 (1+2+1+1); B. April 17, CXR: peripheral 
multifocal diffuse patchy consolidations in the right and left lung; five-point scale score: 4; twelve-point scale score: 8 (2+3+1+2)
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Discussion

According to the literature, the overall rate of a positive 
CXR in COVID-19 is between 43.4% and 94.4%,10–13,17 and 
is higher in patients with a long-lasting course of the dis-
ease.13 Our research paper revealed the presence of altera-
tions in CXR, regardless of their type, in 50.7% of patients 
at the time they reported to the hospital. A lower number 
of positive results compared to Italian studies may be due 
to the fact that younger patients, often in a better general 
state of health, attended the hospital at an earlier stage 
of the disease and with a milder course thereof.

It is well known that community bacterial pneumonia 
is usually unilateral and involves 1 lobe. However, in infec-
tions with SARS-CoV-2, lung opacities are typically multifo-
cal, bilateral and peripheral.10,12,13,17,18 In our study, altera-
tions were bilateral in 62.3% of patients – in other papers, 
they were reported in 50–73.3% of cases,10,12,13,17,18 which, 
as is well known, depends on the persistence of the disease. 
Our research shows a statistically significant occurrence 
of heart enlargement compared to patients with no inflam-
mation, which corresponds to reports by Cozzi et al.10 Pe-
ripheral involvement took place in over ½ of the cases, which 
is consistent with other reports.10,13,18 Just like other research-
ers, we detected that the involvement of the lower fields was 
more predominant.10,13,19,20 There was also a predominance 
of the left side over the right side in contrast to research 
by Vancheri et al., where neither side presented prevalence,13 
or research by Cozzi et al. and Toussie et al., where the right 
side was predominant (58% and 42%, respectively).10,20 From 
a clinical point of view, this feature does not seem to be 
significant. Pleural effusions were present in <10% of those 
infected, similar to the research by Wong et al. and Vancheri 
et al.,12,13 whereas higher percentages were noted by Cozzi 
et al. – 16.7% and Ippolito et al. – 12.2%.10,18

We considered a variety of CXR results in patients with 
COVID-19 at the moment of admission to the hospital 
– ranging from reticular alterations, more or less intensi-
fied ground-glass opacities co-occurring with reticular 
alterations or alone, to single or multiple, sometimes mas-
sive consolidations. In some patients, the changes were 
restricted to 1 lobe and in others, they were disseminated. 
According to the literature, the picture of changes depends, 
among others, on the phase of the disease. Consolidations 
are detected less frequently than other lesions, especially 
in the initial phase of the illness and they tend to increase 
over time.10,13,18 However, there is no research on the corre-
lation between the type of changes with the clinical picture. 
In our opinion, the assessment of the severity of abnormal-
ities is more important than the analysis of an individual 
alteration occurrence. The amount of involved lung tissue 
has a direct influence on lung impairment and clinical sta-
tus. Therefore, we believe it is vital for a referring physician 
to perform a fast initial scoring of the severity of abnormal-
ities using CXR. As our paper shows, the results obtained 
are highly consistent with an evaluation by a radiologist. 
In situations where a radiologist is unavailable to provide 
a quick evaluation, the interpretation of the severity of in-
flammatory abnormalities by a referring doctor serves 
as a valuable diagnostic and prognosticative guideline.

Scoring to assess the severity of inflammation in the lungs 
does not require the use of calculators. It is comprehensive 
and easy for any physician to do. We did not detect superior-
ity in any of the scales. Both scales were equally correlated 
with many clinical parameters. The five-point scale is easy 
to use and to interpret, it informs about the progression 
of the illness, it has mainly qualitative and, to a lesser ex-
tent, quantitative features; it is also less subjective. In turn, 
the twelve-point scale, which is similar to the RALE score 
(Radiographic Assessment of Lung Edema) used by other 

Fig 2. A. April 15, a 54-year-old woman; 4th day after the onset of symptoms; cough, fever, tachypnea, dyspnea, oxygen saturation 86%; chest X-ray (CXR): 
bilateral consolidation of lower lobes; five-point scale score: 4, twelve-point scale score: 8 (1+1+2+2); B. April 29, CXR: progression of consolidations and 
patchy opacities; five-point scale score: 4; twelve-point scale score: 10 (2+3+2+3)
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researchers, is used for a semi-quantitative evaluation and 
in this range, better presents the severity of inflammatory 
changes. However, the aggregated number of points does 
not reflect the distribution of abnormalities in given quad-
rants as an 8/12 point evaluation might show involvement 
of 2 (3+3+1+1), 3 (3+2+2+1) or 4 quadrants (2+2+2+2).

In our opinion, scoring according to one of the scales 
is clinically more useful than a description on its own and 
should be an essential component of a structured report-
ing strategy. As no scale was deemed superior, it is more 
legitimate to use an easier tool in the form of a simpler 
and clearer five-point scale. The more complex the scale, 
the more uncertain the assessment. The authors’ experi-
ence in treating COVID-19 patients allows them to high-
light the importance of interpreting the image and not 
just the description. Our paper proves that the five-point 
and twelve-point scales for CXR scoring in COVID-19 pa-
tients can be used by a referring physician with the risk 
of  error not exceeding 10%. This is  vital in  situations 
when an urgent decision about subsequent treatment for 
a patient is required (to send them home, to admit them 
to a hospital or to perform further diagnostics with more 
tests, including imaging tests). A RALE score was used 
in research by Wong et al. and Cozzi et al.10,12 It is margin-
ally more complex as it requires assessment of consolida-
tions on a scale of 0–4 and density on a scale of 0–3 with 
the values then being multiplied by each other. The assess-
ment is carried out in 4 quadrants and the sum thereof 
gives the final result.19 The greater complexity of the scale 
the less useful it is in emergency situations. In our research, 
the five-point scale produced a marginally greater consis-
tency between the results of a radiologist and a referring 
physician.

The use of these scales also has prognostic importance 
as shown in the research by Toussie et al. In this research, 
a zonal scale was used to reveal that CXR severity scores 
represent an  independent prognostic indicator of out-
comes in COVID-19 patients.20 In this case, the  lungs 
were divided into 6 zones and it was demonstrated that 
if opacities were present in at least 2 lung zones, the pa-
tient was more likely to  require hospitalization, but 
if the changes were present in at least 3 lung zones, they 
required intubation.

Limitations

Our study has several limitations. Firstly, it is a retro-
spective research study. Secondly, the time between the on-
set of symptoms and reporting to the hospital was highly 
variable. The number of patients with a positive CXR re-
sult is too small to divide the patients into groups based 
on the duration of symptoms in order to perform a com-
parative analysis between the groups. The lower quality 
of portable X-ray images should also be taken into account.

Conclusions

The CXR severity score is a useful tool to assess the se-
verity of  inflammatory changes in the initial diagnosis 
of COVID-19. At the peak of a pandemic, when the system 
is overwhelmed, quantifying lung abnormalities accurately 
can be performed by a referring physician with a substan-
tial agreement in respect to radiological evaluation. In such 
a situation, the function of a radiologist should be to con-
duct training for referring clinicians as well as being help-
ful in cases of uncertain images. Simple and complex CXR 
severity scales correlate well with clinical parameters thus 
the less complex five-point scale should be recommended 
as an essential component of a structured reporting strat-
egy. The presence of inflammatory changes in CXR, even 
non-severe ones, is an independent factor of worse prog-
nosis in COVID-19.
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Abstract
Background. The initial approval of the Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna vaccines by the European Medicines 
Agency (EMA) and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) marked a milestone in the fight against the COVID-19 
pandemic. The increased public debate about the vaccine development process and vaccine side effects has 
activated the anti-vaccine community, which has begun to spread conspiracy theories about vaccine safety.

Objectives. Our study is the first to investigate the awareness of Polish patients suffering from various 
chronic diseases, mainly cancer, about vaccination against SARS-CoV-2.

Materials and methods. An anonymous survey was made available from November 2020 to February 
2021 to representatives of patient organizations through social media (Facebook) and to patients in the Che-
motherapy Department of the Clinical Hospital in Poznań. The survey was completed by 836 patients. 
The majority of the survey respondents had cancer (77%, n = 644), and almost 1/5 of the respondents 
indicated hypertension (15.7%, n = 131) as well as depression and/or anxiety disorders (11.1%, n = 93).

Results. Less than half of the respondents (43.5%, n = 364) believed that SARS-CoV-2 vaccines were 
safe (40.4%, n = 260, among cancer patients; 53.9%, n = 104, among patients with other medical condi-
tions). More than half of the respondents (60.5%, n = 506) intended to be vaccinated against SARS-CoV-2 
(58.8%, n = 378, among cancer patients; 66.3%, n = 128, among patients with other medical conditions). 
Fear of vaccine complications and lack of belief in vaccine effectiveness were prevalent among both cancer 
patients and patients with other medical conditions.

Conclusions. The vast majority of cancer and medical patients wanted to be vaccinated against COVID-19. 
More than half of the respondents did not believe that the COVID-19 vaccine would be safe for them. Education 
of cancer and medical patients on the safety and effectiveness of the vaccine, as well as the use of additional 
protective measures against infection, is an extremely important element of prevention during the COVID-19 
pandemic.

Key words: infection, vaccine, cancer patients, COVID-19
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Background

Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic until 
February 13, 2021, nearly 108 million people worldwide 
have been infected with the coronavirus and 2.4 million 
have died. In Poland, 1.6 million cases have been confirmed 
and 41,000 people have lost their lives.1 Each year there 
are about 10 million cancer deaths worldwide. In Poland, 
155,000 new cases are diagnosed and 93,000 die from can-
cer each year.2,3

On December 11, 2020, the United States Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) approved the Pfizer vac-
cine against COVID-19 and on December 18, 2020, it ap-
proved the Moderna vaccine. In January 2021, the Astra 
Zeneca vaccine was approved for use in European Union 
countries.4,5

The risk of severe infection with SARS-CoV-2 is several 
times higher among patients with hematological malignan-
cies, lung cancer, tumors at the stage of dissemination, 
and solid tumors up to 1 year after a diagnosis of cancer. 
In the general population, the risk is about 2–3%, while 
among cancer patients it is 5–61%.6

Vaccines based on viral RNA (Comirnaty, Moderna) 
and vector vaccines (Astra Zeneca) can be safely used 
in cancer patients, even during cancer treatment. Their 
effectiveness depends on the current therapy (chemo-
therapy, immunotherapy, hormone therapy, targeted 
therapy), the general condition of the patient, coexisting 
diseases, and the type and severity of the cancer. Patients 
on cytostatic therapy may have lower immunization lev-
els, whereas patients on immunotherapy and hormone 
therapy should have immune responses comparable 
to the healthy population.7,8

Optimally, vaccination should take place at least 14 days 
before beginning cancer therapy, but this should not be 
a reason to delay its initiation. The use of cytostatic drugs 
has an immunosuppressive effect; however, vaccination 
may be administered between courses of therapy, prefer-
ably after the time of the greatest decrease in white blood 
cell count and at  least 2–3  days before the  next dose, 
when there is the greatest risk of post-vaccination dete-
rioration. During immunotherapy and hormone therapy, 
the use of vaccines is independent of the timing of drug 
administration.9,10

This study presents a survey of attitudes about vaccina-
tion against COVID-19 among cancer and internal medi-
cine patients in Poland in the early stages of the COVID-19 
vaccination program.

Objectives

The aim of the conducted survey was to gather the opin-
ions of Polish cancer patients and internal medicine pa-
tients about the SARS-CoV-2 vaccine and to study the con-
sequences resulting from their decisions.

Materials and methods

Study design

This cohort study included 836 patients suffering from 
various chronic diseases. Data were collected from Novem-
ber 2020 to February 2021 from representatives of patient 
organizations through social media (Facebook) and pa-
tients from the Department of Chemotherapy at the Uni-
versity Hospital of  Lord’s Transfiguration in  Poznań, 
Poland.

An anonymous survey entitled “Vaccination against SARS-
CoV-2 causing COVID-19” was used for this study. The sur-
vey was divided into 2 parts. The 1st part (epidemiological) 
included questions about the patient (gender, age, place 
of residence, education, employment, coexisting diseases, 
and chronic treatment), whereas the 2nd part asked about 
the patient’s attitudes toward SARS-CoV-2 vaccination (will-
ingness to be vaccinated, concerns about vaccines and effec-
tiveness of protective measures in the face of the COVID-19 
pandemic). The questionnaire was designed by the study 
authors and has not been validated.

Inclusion criteria

Patients in Poland with various diseases were eligible 
for this study. Completion of  the  survey was volun-
tary. Data were collected for 4 months without limiting 
the population.

Statistical analyses

IBM SPSS Statistics v. 26 (IBM Corp., Armonk, USA) 
software was used for the analysis. A p-value <0.05 was ad-
opted as the level of statistical significance. The Shapiro–
Wilk test was used to test the normality of the distribution. 
The χ2 test was used to investigate the interdependence 
of the data. The z-test was used to test for significant dif-
ferences between percentages (Bonferroni correction was 
used to correct for multiple comparisons). The binomial 
test was used to compare whether the proportion of suc-
cess on a two-level categorical dependent variable differed 
significantly from a hypothesized value. To study whether 
the distribution of quantitative data in more than 2 groups 
originated from the same distribution, the nonparametric 
Kruskal–Wallis test was chosen with the Bonferroni test 
used for post hoc tests (pairwise Mann–Whitney U test 
with Bonferroni correction).

Ethics

The survey was submitted to the bioethics commission, 
which ruled that, in the case of an anonymous survey, 
the approval of the bioethics commission is not needed. 
Each patient was informed about the voluntary nature 
study of the questionnaire survey and expressed verbal 
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consent. All procedures were performed in accordance 
with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its later amend-
ments or comparable ethical standards.

Results

Participants

The survey was completed by 836 participants, and it 
included significantly more women (92.1%, n = 770, bino-
mial test p < 0.01 more than 50%) than men (7.9%, n = 66, 
binomial test: p < 0.01, less than 50%).

Most respondents came from cities with more than 
250,000 residents (34.9%, n = 292), followed by villages 
(22.0%, n = 184) and cities with up to 50,000 residents 
(20.3%, n = 170); the fewest respondents were from cities 
with up to 100,000 residents (13.5%, n = 113) and then cities 
with up to 250,000 residents (9.2%, n = 77). The vast major-
ity of respondents were employed (71.8%, n = 600), almost 
15% of the respondents were retired and 10.8% (n = 90) 
declared being unemployed. Almost all respondents had 
at least secondary education (60% higher, 32.1% second-
ary), 7.2% had vocational education and 0.7% had primary 
education (Fig. 1).

More than 3/4 of the survey participants had cancer 
(77.0%, n = 644), and almost 1/5 of the respondents indi-
cated hypertension (15.7%, n = 131) as well as depression 
and/or anxiety disorders (11.1%, n = 93). Less than 10% 
of respondents had the  following conditions: migraine 
or frequent headaches (9.4%, n = 79), obesity (9.0%, n = 75), 
bronchial asthma (5.3%, n = 44), osteoporosis (4.9%, n = 41), 
hypothyroidism (4.5%, n = 38), insulin resistance (4.2%, 
n = 35), acne (3.2%, n = 27), rheumatoid arthritis (2.8%, 
n = 23), Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (2.6%, n = 22), kidney dis-
ease (1.7%, n = 14), allergies (1.4%, n = 12), atherosclerosis 
(0.6%, n = 5), gout, epilepsy (each n = 4, 0.5%), hepatitis, 
thrombosis, pneumonia (each n = 3, 0.4%), stroke, endome-
triosis (each n = 2, 0.2%), and other diseases (5.8%, n = 48). 
The vast majority of patients were receiving chronic treat-
ment (78.6%, n = 657) (Table 1).

Main part of the survey

Less than half of the respondents (43.5%, n = 364) be-
lieved that SARS-CoV-2 vaccines were safe (40.4% among 
cancer patients, 53.9% among patients with other medi-
cal conditions), while 13.5% (n = 113) had the opposite 
opinion and 42.9% (n = 359) could not determine vaccine 
safety (Table 2, Q1). More than half of the respondents 
(60.5%, n = 506) intended to be vaccinated against SARS-
CoV-2 (58.8% among cancer patients, 66.3% among pa-
tients with other medical conditions), 17.5% (n = 146) 
did not plan to be vaccinated and more than 1/5 (22.0%, 
n = 184) had not yet made a decision (Table 2, Q2). Un-
decided individuals and vaccine opponents were most 
concerned about vaccine complications (32.1%, n = 268), 
did not believe in vaccine effectiveness (12.0%, n = 100) 
or believed that they did not need the vaccination because 
of their history of SARS-CoV-2 infection 3.9% (n = 33) 
(Table 2, Q3). Fear of vaccine complications (33% com-
pared to 29%) and lack of belief in vaccine effectiveness 
(12.6% compared to 9.8%) were prevalent among both 
cancer patients and patients with other medical condi-
tions (Table 2).

Table 1. The most common diseases by respondents

Disease Frequency Percent

Allergies 12 1.4%

Bronchial asthma 44 5.3%

Depression, anxiety disorders 93 11.1%

Cardiovascular disease 35 4.2%

Cancer 644 77.0%

Kidney disease 14 1.7%

Diabetes 35 4.2%

Gout 4 0.5%

Endometriosis 2 0.2%

Epilepsy 4 0.5%

Hashimoto 22 2.6%

Insulin resistance 35 4.2%

Migraine or frequent headaches 79 9.4%

Atherosclerosis 5 0.6%

Hypertension 131 15.7%

Hyperthyroidism 1 0.1%

Hypothyroidism 38 4.5%

Osteoporosis 41 4.9%

Obesity 75 9.0%

Rheumatoid arthritis 23 2.8%

Acne 27 3.2%

Stroke 2 0.2%

Viral hepatitis 3 0.4%

Thrombosis 3 0.4%

Pneumonia 3 0.4%

Fig. 1. Place of residence of the respodents
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When asked about vaccine complications, respondents 
were most often concerned about anaphylactic shock 
(37.4%, n = 313), followed by fever (5.7%, n = 48), pain and 
redness at the injection site (3.9%, n = 33), and rash (1.0%, 
n = 8) (Table 2, Q4).

More than half of the patients (51.4%, n = 430) wanted 
to be vaccinated against SARS-CoV-2 due to fear of get-
ting sick, 45.7% (n = 382) wanted to return to social life 
and/or travel and 41.7% (n = 349) wanted to be vaccinated 
due to fear of infecting a loved one; some patients (3.9%, 
n = 78) wanted to avoid reinfection with a new variant 
of coronavirus 2 (Table 2, Q5).

More than half of the respondents (60.0%, n = 502) be-
lieved that everyone should be able to decide individually 
whether to participate in the SARS-CoV-2 vaccination 
program, while more than 1/4 of the respondents (32.7%, 
n = 273) stated that vaccination should be mandatory for 
everyone, and 6.1% (n = 51) that it should be mandatory for 
international travelers (Table 2, Q6). A comparable num-
ber believed that vaccinating the public (69.3%, n = 579) 
and using personal protective equipment (masks, disinfec-
tants, gloves) (67.5%, n = 564) could significantly reduce 
COVID-19 incidence (Table 2, Q7).

Relationships of attitudes  
with respondent characteristics

Age

We compared responses to the question if the coronavi-
rus vaccine was safe between young people and the elderly. 
There was a significant difference between the age groups 
(Kruskal–Wallis test, p = 0.0142). To further investigate 
the differences, the Bonferroni post hoc test was used:

– The  average age among those who do not believe 
the coronavirus vaccine is safe was significantly lower than 
among the group who believe it is safe (response “yes”, Bon-
ferroni post hoc test, B = −70.938, p = 0.006, M = 45, n = 364) 
and who have no opinion (response “don’t know”, Bonferroni 
post hoc test, B = −71.952, p = 0.0066, M = 45, n = 112).

– There were no significant difference in age distribu-
tion between the groups that answered “yes” and “I don’t 
know” (Bonferroni post hoc test, B = 1.015, p = 0.9555).

– The younger the respondents, the more often they 
indicated that they would not be vaccinated because 
they had already been sick with COVID-19 (r = −0.073, 
p = 0.0364). Respondents who indicated that they would 

Table 2. Main part of survey – analysis of patients’ responses

Question Answer Frequency (n) Percentage

Q1. Do you think 
the coronavirus vaccine 
is safe?

No 113 13.5

I don’t know 359 42.9

Yes 364 43.5

Q2. Are you planning 
to vaccinate against 
the coronavirus?

No 146 17.5

I don’t know 184 22.0

Yes 506 60.5

Q3. If not, why not? (multiple 
choice question)

I don’t believe the vaccine will be effective 100 12.0

I am concerned about post-vaccination complications 268 32.1

I have had COVID-19 and do not need a vaccination 33 3.9

Q4. If you are concerned 
about vaccine complications, 
what are they? (multiple 
choice question)

Anaphylactic shock 313 37.4

Fever 48 5.7

Pain, redness at the injection site 33 3.9

Rash 8 1.0

Q5. Why are you planning 
to get vaccinated? (multiple 
choice question)

I am worried about COVID-19 430 51.4

I am afraid that I might infect someone from my relatives or patients 349 41.7

I want to get back to my social life/trips 382 45.7

I have had COVID-19 and want to avoid getting it again 78 9.3

Q6. Do you think that 
vaccination against 
coronavirus should be 
mandatory? (multiple choice 
question)

Yes, for everyone 273 32.7

Yes, but only for people at risk (medics, police, army, teachers, chronically ill people) 64 7.7

Yes, for people traveling abroad 51 6.1

No, everyone should have a choice 502 60.0

Q7. What do you think 
can significantly reduce 
the number of coronavirus 
cases? (multiple choice 
question)

Vaccinating entire societies 579 69.3

Use of personal protective equipment (masks, disinfection, gloves) 564 67.5

Limiting interpersonal contacts to the necessary minimum 276 33.

Closing the state borders 128 15.3
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not be vaccinated because they had already been sick with 
COVID-19 were significantly younger (Mann–Whitney 
U test; U = 9685.000, p = 0.0375).

– The younger the respondents, the more often they 
cited the desire to return to a social life and travel as the rea-
son for vaccination (r = −0.082, p = 0.017). Respondents 
who cited the desire to return to a social life and travel 
as the reason for vaccination were significantly younger 
(Mann–Whitney U test; U = 11814.500, p = 0.0424).

– The older the respondents, the more often they cited 
fear of contracting COVID-19 as a reason for vaccination 
(r = 0.119, p = 0.0013). Respondents who cited fear of con-
tracting COVID-19 as a reason for vaccination were sig-
nificantly older (Mann–Whitney U test; U = 100007.000; 
p = 0.000).

Place of residence

There was a  significant relationship between place 
of residence and answers given to  the survey question 
(χ2 = 24.263, p = 0.0022):

– Respondents from bigger cities gave the fear of COVID-19 
disease as a reason for vaccination significantly more often 
than people from smaller cities (χ2 = 22.050, n = 430; 
p = 0.000).

– Respondents from bigger cities gave the desire to re-
turn to a social life as a reason for vaccination significantly 
more often than people from smaller cities (χ2 = 17.116, 
p = 0.002, n = 382).

Educational level

There was a significant relationship between education 
level and answers given to the survey question (χ2 = 37.234):

– Respondents with higher education were significantly 
more likely to believe that the coronavirus vaccine was 
safe than those with a vocational education (z-test with 
Bonferroni correction, z = 2.773, p = 0.0056) or a second-
ary education (z-test with Bonferroni correction, z = 4.524, 
p < 0.0001, n = 364).

– Respondents with higher education significantly more 
often perceived population vaccination as an effective 
means to reduce coronavirus incidence than those with 

vocational education (z-test with Bonferroni correction, 
z = 4.136 p < 0.0001) or secondary education (z-test with 
Bonferroni correction, z = 4.772, p < 0.0001, n = 579).

Cancer

There was a significant relationship between the pres-
ence of cancer and concerns about the safety of the coro-
navirus vaccine (χ2 = 11.400, p = 0.0031). In particular:

– Cancer patients were significantly less likely to believe 
that coronavirus vaccines are safe than non-cancer patients 
(z-test: z = 3.305, p = 0.0009, n = 364).

– No significant relationship between willingness to be 
vaccinated against coronavirus and presence of cancer was 
observed (χ2 = 3.875, p = 0.1444, n = 506).

– Cancer patients were significantly less likely to intend 
to get vaccinated due to a desire to return to a social life 
than non-cancer patients (z-test: z = 2.605, p = 0.0091, 
n = 382).

The above data are summarized in Table 3.

Discussion

Our study is the first to investigate the awareness of Pol-
ish patients suffering from various chronic diseases, mainly 
cancer, about vaccination against SARS-CoV-2. Its results 
highlight the importance of this problem and draw atten-
tion to the need to educate these communities about the se-
vere course and complications of coronavirus infection.

The successful completion of clinical trials for the use 
of SARS-CoV-2 vaccines was one of the highlights of 2020. 
The initial approval by the European Medicines Agency 
(EMA) and FDA of the Pfizer/BioNTech and Moderna vac-
cines marked a milestone in the fight against the COVID-19 
pandemic. However, the increased public debate about 
the vaccine development process and vaccine side effects 
have activated the anti-vaccine community, which has 
begun to spread conspiracy theories about vaccine safety.

Previous studies analyzing morbidity and mortality due 
to COVID-19 confirm that the groups most vulnerable 
to severe SARS-CoV-2 infection are the elderly, those bur-
dened with chronic diseases and cancer patients. In our 

Table 3. Prerequisites for vaccination

Prerequisite No cancer (n = 193) Cancer (n = 643) z-test statistic p-value

I am afraid of catching COVID-19
n = 101
52.3%

n = 329
51.2%

0.284 0.7795

I am afraid I might infect a relative or a patient
n = 102
52.8%

n = 247
38.4% 3.567 0.0004

I want to get back to my social life/travels
n = 104
53.9%

n = 278
43.2% 2.605 0.0091

I have had COVID-19 and want to avoid getting it again
n = 18
9.3%

n = 60
9.3%

0.000 1.0000

Values in bold are statistically significant.
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study, all respondents were burdened with coexisting 
conditions, among which cancer predominated (77%), 
followed by cardiovascular diseases (heart disease 4.2%, 
hypertension 15.7%), psychiatric diseases (depression, 
anxiety disorders 11.1%), internal medicine and metabolic 
disorders (kidney disease 1.7%, diabetes 4.2%, gout 0.5%, 
hypothyroidism 4.5%, obesity 9%), and other conditions, 
although only 43.5% thought the SARS-CoV-2 vaccine was 
safe. A report by the Centre for Countering Digital Hate 
(CCDH) published in early October 2020 warned that more 
than 7 million users have joined anti-vaccine groups since 
2019. The study found that people who used social media 
to search for information about the pandemic were more 
hesitant in their decision to vaccinate.11

Individuals with coexisting chronic diseases should take 
special care of their health due to the higher risk of severe 
SARS-CoV-2 infection. More than 60.5% of the respon-
dents in our study planned to be vaccinated against SARS-
CoV-2. Similar results were obtained in a study conducted 
in the USA by Fisher et al. among 991 adults, with 571 
(57.6%) stating their intention to be vaccinated against 
SARS-CoV-2.12

Our study showed that almost ⅔ of patients wanted 
to be vaccinated against SARS-CoV-2, while more than 
1/5 of the respondents were undecided. The most com-
mon reason mentioned by Polish patients was fear of post-
vaccination complications (32.1%). Respondents were most 
concerned about anaphylactic shock (37.4%). Fear of severe 
post-vaccination complications is one of  the most fre-
quently addressed issues by anti-vaccine groups, which 
aim to discourage the public from vaccinating. A CDC 
report dated January 6, 2021, indicates that after 1.9 mil-
lion doses of the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine were admin-
istered, there were 21 cases of severe allergic reaction, 
which is a 0.001105% probability of such an adverse event. 
To a large extent, the benefits outweigh the risks.13

Among the motivations reported by respondents to vac-
cinate against SARS-CoV-2, the main reason was fear 
of getting COVID-19 (51.4%), while young people were 
more likely to indicate the desire to return to a social life 
(45.7%). A survey by Larson et al. of a group of 65,819 in-
dividuals from 67 countries indicated that education in-
creases awareness about the importance and effectiveness 
of vaccination, but not about its safety.14

Our study showed that patients with higher education 
were significantly more likely to report willingness to par-
ticipate in the SARS-CoV-2 vaccination program and sig-
nificantly more likely to believe in vaccine effectiveness. 
Individuals with higher education were more afraid of get-
ting COVID-19 than those without an academic education, 
and they regarded vaccination as an opportunity to return 
to a social life.

Similar views as  educated respondents were held 
by younger respondents, who were more likely to believe 
that vaccines should be voluntary and that the  main 
rationale for vaccination was to return to a social life. 

Older respondents, on the other hand, were more con-
cerned about being infected with COVID-19 and were 
more likely to believe that vaccines should be mandatory 
for everyone. The respondents, depending on their age, 
place of residence and education, were motivated to get 
vaccinated in different ways. This suggests that educa-
tion of all individuals, especially those at higher risk for 
severe SARS-COV-2 infection, is extremely important and 
may increase their awareness of the role and importance 
of vaccination.

The largest group of respondents were cancer patients 
(77%). As mentioned earlier, this group is particularly 
at risk of severe SARS-CoV-2 infection due to immuno-
suppressive oncological treatment. The recommendations 
of Polish and global scientific societies emphasize that 
cancer patients and people involved in their therapeutic 
process should be vaccinated as a priority, regardless of age 
or coexisting diseases.13

Due to the innovative nature of vaccines, there are dis-
cussions about their safety and vaccine feasibility in cancer 
patients. Cancer patients have not participated in clinical 
trials on vaccine effectiveness. However, based on previ-
ous experience with vector vaccines against the influenza 
virus, it should be assumed that vaccines against SARS-
CoV-2 are safe for them.15,16

Among the respondents, oncology patients were less 
likely to believe in the safety of vaccines than patients with 
other conditions (40.4% compared to 53.9%), thus their edu-
cation is extremely important. It is worth emphasizing that 
vaccines are safe and do not impair cancer treatment, nor 
should they be a reason for vaccine postponement. Their 
effectiveness may be limited during immunosuppressive 
therapy (chemotherapy), but in combination with the use 
of personal protective equipment, they are an effective 
strategy in the fight against coronavirus. Immuno therapy, 
hormonal therapy and targeted therapy do not impair 
patients’ immune response.Their effectiveness in cancer 
patients is on the same level as in the general population.

Our study found that cancer patients were less likely 
than patients with other conditions to report willingness 
to be vaccinated against coronavirus (58.8% compared 
to 66.3%), although the difference was not statistically 
significant. The same reasons for not wanting to vacci-
nate dominated in both groups: fear of complications (33% 
compared to 29%) and disbelief in vaccine effectiveness 
(12.6% compared to 9.8%). It is also worth mentioning that 
the motivation for vaccination in internal medicine pa-
tients was the desire to return to a social life and the fear 
of exposing relatives to coronavirus infection significantly 
more often than in cancer patients.

Limitations

Our study has several limitations. Firstly, we did not 
verify that the patients actually suffered from the diseases 
indicated. Secondly, a small proportion of respondents 
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were men and the vast majority of respondents were cancer 
patients. Lastly, the questionnaire used in the survey was 
not validated.

Conclusions

The vast majority of cancer and medical patients want 
to  be vaccinated against COVID-19. More than half 
of  the respondents did not believe that the COVID-19 
vaccine would be safe for them. The most common fear 
was the occurrence of anaphylactic shock following the ad-
ministration of the vaccine. Educating cancer and other 
patients about the safety and effectiveness of the vaccine, 
as well as the use of additional protective measures against 
infection, is an extremely important element of prevention 
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Abstract
Background. The concept of the sense of coherence (SOC) – the global orientation of life, created by Aaron 
Antonovsky – is increasingly popular. This study within the field of health psychology examines the situation 
of patients awaiting surgery in Poland and Ireland.

Objectives. To investigate the relationship between the strength of the SOC and its components (com-
prehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness) and the level of satisfaction with life (SWL) of patients 
hospitalized in surgical departments in hospitals in Poland and Ireland.

Materials and methods. The research was conducted in a group of 60 surgical patients, including 30 hos-
pitalized in Poland and 30 in Ireland. The tools utilized were the Sense of Coherence Questionnaire for Adults 
SOC-29 and the Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS). Polish versions of both questionnaires were also used.

Results. We obtained the following results:
–  for comprehensibility: in patients undergoing surgery in hospitals in Poland, the mean (M) = 46.3, standard 

deviation (SD) = 9.8, minimum value (Min) = 28, and maximum value (Max) = 63; in Irish patients, 
M = 50.8, SD = 9.2,Min = 33, and Max = 71;

–  for manageability: in patients undergoing surgery in hospitals in Poland, the M = 49.7, SD = 5.07, Min = 37, 
and Max = 58; in Irish patients, M = 49.3 SD = 6.39, Min = 38, and Max = 63;

–  for meaningfulness: in patients undergoing surgery in hospitals in Poland, M = 45.5, SD = 4.24, Min = 37, 
and Max = 54; in Irish patients, M = 44.9 SD = 5.74, Min = 34, and Max = 56.

Conclusions. The results of the study confirmed the assumption that a general SOC correlates with SWL. 
However, they did not confirm the hypothesis that differences in the strength of patients’ SOC, its components 
and their level of SWL depend on the country of hospitalization.

Key words: life satisfaction, sense of coherence, salutogenesis, surgical patient
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Background

The sense of coherence  
as the central concept of salutogenesis

The sense of coherence (SOC) has been a concept in psy-
chology for over 30 years. The originator of the concept 
is Aaron Antonovsky, a medical sociologist.3 The inspira-
tion for this concept was his analysis of the living situa-
tion (including health) of the survivors of concentration 
camps. Antonovsky sought an answer to  the question 
of why some people, despite extremely difficult experi-
ences, survived and lived long lives, maintaining opti-
mism and serenity, while others lost their desire to live, 
became bitter and, after regaining freedom, became ill 
and died. Antonovsky sought to explain what determines 
that some people maintain their health, living a long and 
active life, while others are more likely to fall ill, recover 
with difficulty and live shorter lives as a result. The answer 
Antonovsky found was that the observed differences are 
caused by the way we comprehend ourselves and the world, 
by a sense of the meaningfulness of our lives and our ac-
tions, and a sense of possessing qualities that enable us 
to manage life successfully. These 3 elements are the in-
gredients of the notion of the SOC − the most important 

concept in Antonovsky’s concept of health, which is called 
salutogenesis.

In this approach, health is considered the current posi-
tion on a continuum of health–illness, where the left pole 
is characterized as a state of full mental, physical and so-
cial health, while the right pole is the state of profound, 
life-threatening illness.4 There are 2 types of approaches 
in the concepts of health: consideration and examination 
of health determinants (the salutogenic approach) and con-
sideration and examination of the factors responsible for 
the appearance of disease (pathogenetic approach). Based 
on the research questions listed in the text, we formulated 
the research hypotheses presented in Table 1. Table 2 pres-
ents the essential features of the salutogenic paradigm 
in comparison with the pathogenetic paradigm.

The notion of health in the salutogenic paradigm is re-
lated to the ability to cope with external and internal de-
mands and burdens while maintaining a dynamic balance.5 
Antonovsky outlines 4 key elements that affect an indi-
vidual’s health. These are: generalized resistance resources, 
stressors, SOC, and behavior and lifestyle.4

Antonovsky uses these concepts to explain why people 
maintain health despite experiencing stress and diffi-
cult conditions, or why – in the event of health problems 
– they quickly regain it. The answer is in the existence 

Table 1. Hypotheses and detailed hypotheses

SN Hypotheses Detailed hypotheses

1

H0:  There is no correlation between 
the strength of the sense 
of coherence (SOC) and the level 
of satisfaction with life (SWL).

H1:  There is a correlation between 
the strength of the sense 
of coherence (SOC) and the level 
of satisfaction with life (SWL).

Hypothesis 1A:
H0:  There is no correlation between the comprehensibility component of the SOC and the level 

of SWL.
H1: There is a correlation between the comprehensibility component of the SOC and the level of SWL.

Hypothesis 1B:
H0: There is no correlation between the manageability component of the SOC and the level of SWL.
H1: There is a correlation between the manageability component of the SOC and the level of SWL.

Hypothesis 1C:
H0: There is no correlation between the meaningfulness component of the SOC and the level of SWL.
H1: There is a correlation between the meaningfulness component of the SOC and the level of SWL.

2

H0:  There is no difference between 
the strength of the SOC in Polish and 
Irish patients.

H1:  There is a difference between 
the strength of the SOC in Polish and 
Irish patients.

Hypothesis 2A:
H0:  There is no difference between the levels of the comprehensibility component of the SOC in Polish 

and Irish patients.
H1:  There is a difference between the levels of the comprehensibility component of the SOC in Polish 

and Irish patients.

Hypothesis 2B:
H0:  There is no difference between the levels of the manageability component of the SOC in Polish 

and Irish patients.
H1:  There is a difference between the levels of the manageability component of the SOC in Polish and 

Irish patients.

Hypothesis 2C:
H0:  There is no difference between the levels of the meaningfulness component of the SOC in Polish 

and Irish patients.
H1:  There is a difference between the levels of the meaningfulness component of the SOC in Polish 

and Irish patients.

3

H0:  There is no difference between 
the levels of SWL in Polish and Irish 
patients.

H1:  There is a difference between 
the levels of SWL in Polish and Irish 
patients.

−
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of so-called generalized resistance resources, understood 
as “[…] characteristics of the natural, material and socio-
cultural environment, characteristics of  the  organism 
and psychological characteristics of the individual that 
are beneficial for the management of stress”.1 The func-
tional value of generalized resistance resources is  that 
they allow the individual to avoid stressors and influence 
the ability to cope with internal and external demands 
by preventing the transformation of tension into stress 
while promoting health care.6 Initially, the author defines 
stressors as the conditions for which there are no ready 
responses. Due to the lack of ready responses, tension ap-
pears.5 He then adds, however, that stressors are linked 
to overburden, a low level of involvement or a lack of in-
volvement in decision-making. Antonovsky proposes that 
stressors should be perceived in relation to the continuum 
of resistance resources – as resource deficits. The more 
resistance resources a person possesses, i.e., the closer 
they are to  the resources on  the continuum, the more 
their  experience will foster the development of a SOC.1 
Therefore,  Antonovsky regards as a stressor any factor 
that causes tension by increasing demands or creating new 
ones, necessitating a new way of responding. He empha-
sizes that a stressor can also act as a mobilizer, mobilizing 
and releasing energy, and strengthening resistance as a re-
sult. In a situation when the resources and the individual’s 
own energy are inadequate and ineffective in coping with 
demands (stressors), then tension transforms into stress, 
which leads to a health breakdown and the occurrence 
of disorders.6

According to Antonovsky, the key element influencing 
the method and quality of functioning of generalized re-
sistance resources is the SOC. The SOC has a motivational 
function in the active handling of demands, and a regula-
tory function, controlling the selection of resources rel-
evant to current requirements.6 The greater the intensity 
of the SOC, the more efficient and adequate is the use 
of resources and coping strategies. Therefore, coping with 
stress and tension depends on the adequate use of resourc-
es, which is linked to the strength of one’s SOC.

In Antonovsky’s concept, SOC is defined as “a global 
orientation that expresses the extent to which one has 
a pervasive, enduring yet dynamic feeling of confidence 
that one’s internal and external environments are struc-
tured and predictable, and the feeling of the probability 

of a positive turn of events, expected on the basis of rational 
premises”.1 He goes on to broaden the definition by add-
ing that the SOC is related to the fact that “1) the stimuli 
deriving from one’s internal and external environments 
in  the course of  living are structured, predictable and 
explicable; 2) the resources to meet the demands posed 
by these stimuli are available to one; and 3) these demands 
are challenges, worthy of investment and engagement”. 
The author does not equate the SOC with a personality 
trait. He uses the phrase “dispositional orientation”, which 
is correlated with comprehensibility, manageability and 
meaningfulness.1

Describing in  detail the  dynamics of  coherence 
in the human development cycle, Antonovsky emphasizes 
the importance of the process of socialization. According 
to the author, achieving a certain level of the SOC is a re-
sult of individual coherent life experiences created in in-
teraction with the environment. However, the SOC can be 
defined as a relatively constant trait only at the beginning 
of adulthood, when a socio-cultural context is established, 
related to (among other things) the roles one takes on, 
the work one undertakes and lasting relationships.1

Antonovsky initiated a  new processual understand-
ing of the notion of health. He defined health as a pro-
cess of balancing requirements (stressors) and resources. 
Health maintenance is therefore the use of available re-
sources to meet external and internal requirements with-
out permanently disrupting the dynamic balance between 
burdens and possibilities.1 The most important factor 
− “the key to health”, as the author puts it − is the SOC, 
which is a meta-resource of the individual.6

The concept of satisfaction with life 
in literature and psychological research

The concept of satisfaction with life (SWL) has been dis-
cussed in numerous works and is often associated with such 
concepts as quality of life (QOL), prosperity and happiness. 
Since the mid-20th century, it has been of interest to many 
scientific disciplines, including medicine, sociology, eco-
nomics, and psychology. The literature on the subject cites 
many definitions of levels of SWL and QOL viewed from 
different perspectives, e.g., Cummins, Dieber, Czapiński, 
Sęk and Heszen, Schipper, Levin, Argyle, de Walden- 
Gałuszko, and many other researchers. However, no single 

Table 2. A comparison between the salutogenic paradigm and the pathogenic paradigm

Pathogenic paradigm Salutogenic paradigm 

Thinking about people: either healthy or sick Thinking about health and illness within the continuum from health to disease

Concentration on one specific pathological unit Communicating with all who work on exploring the mystery of health

Studying the causes of disease Focus on resources to help deal with stress

All the stressors are bad How to learn to live in health with stressors and take advantage of them

It is important to declare war on the disease and 
overcome it

An open road to cooperation between scientists and practitioners and to making a significant 
contribution to the social system

Priority for individual cases and high-risk groups People should be taken care of at every point of the health−disease continuum
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coherent definition has yet been established that would 
address the issue from an interdisciplinary perspective.3

The state of health can be assessed objectively, from 
the point of view of an observer (e.g., a doctor) or subjec-
tively, from the perspective of the individual.6 One ele-
ment of a subjective evaluation is the level of SWL, also 
called the QOL, happiness or prosperity. The concept 
of the “quality of  life” is rooted in positive psychology, 
which focuses primarily on the promotion and multipli-
cation of happiness.7 As emphasized by R.A. Kane, for 
some the QOL is a very broad concept in which almost 
everything is significant, while for others it includes only 
some elements of life.8

According to  the  findings of  the  International Soci-
ety for Quality of Life Research (ISOQOL), the concept 
of the “quality of life” has 2 main underlying principles:

1. The concept of QOL as a practical (not necessarily 
strictly defined) concept in social policy and in evaluating 
services offered by it, as well as useful in evaluating various 
initiatives and programs undertaken at the local, national 
and international levels.

2. The overriding importance of individual perception 
and the subjective perspective of the individual regarding 
their QOL.9

The multidimensional nature of the concept of the QOL 
is also emphasized, highlighting the link between QOL and 
individual and environmental factors, such as intimacy, 
family life, friendship, work, neighborhood, place and liv-
ing conditions, education, health, standard of living, and 
nationality.10

An interesting definition was put forward by Raphael 
et al., who defined QOL as “the degree to which a person 
enjoys the important possibilities of his/her life”.11 The au-
thors list 3 main areas from the perspective of which they 
study the concept of QOL: being – individual attributes 
of the individual; belonging – matching the person and 
the environment; and becoming – realizing oneself (see 
Table 3 for details).

According to the assumptions formulated by Schalock, 
QOL consists of 8 components: emotional well-being, 

interpersonal relations, material well-being, personal 
development, physical well-being, self-determination, 
social inclusion, and individual rights.12 The author pres-
ents QOL in a multidimensional and dynamic perspec-
tive, emphasizing the hierarchical dependence of these 8 
factors, as shown in Fig. 1. At the same time, the author 
draws attention to the interactions of the individual with 
the environment, including the educational and medical 
contexts.12

Cummins, on the other hand, points to both the ob-
jective and subjective dimension of QOL, each of which 
is characterized by 7 identical factors. These are: standard 
of living, health, life achievements, relationships with other 
individuals, personal security, relationships with the com-
munity, and securing the future. The subjective dimension 
is related to the sense of SWL. The researcher proposed 
a homeostatic model of the subjective QOL, presented 
in Fig. 2, according to which 3 groups of factors determine 
the degree of SWL:

1. Determinants of the 1st order: personality, i.e., ex-
traversion and neuroticism, strongly correlated to one’s 
sense of QOL.

2. Determinants of the 2nd order: so called internal buf-
fers, i.e., control, self-esteem and optimism, which have 

Fig. 1. Quality of life in a hierarchical perspective
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Table 3. Areas of the quality of life (QOL)

Main areas Sub-areas Detailed description

Being 

physical health, personal hygiene, nutrition, movement, care, dress, exterior appearance

mental mental health and adaptation, perception, emotions, self-evaluation and self-control

spiritual personal values, lifestyle, beliefs

Belonging 

physical relationship with the physical environment, e.g., home, workplace, neighborhood, school, community

social 
relationship with the environment regarding the acceptance and kindness of others, e.g., family, friends, 
co-workers, neighbors

local 
equal and adequate access to social resources such as income, healthcare, social welfare, employment, 
education, recreation, celebrations

Becoming

productivity 
planning and regular activities taking into account the needs of the individual, concerning, e.g., home, work, 
education

free time rest, relax, stress reduction

personal development classes developing knowledge and skills
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the function of alleviation in the event of the deterioration 
of external conditions.

3. Determinants of the 3rd order: the personal experience 
of the individual.

According to Shin and Johnson, SWL is an “overall as-
sessment of QOL in relation to selected criteria”.2 If the as-
sessment is positive, it  is assumed that the person feels 
satisfied with his/her life. Diener, on the other hand, lists 
SWL, in addition to the presence of positive feelings and 
the absence of negative feelings, as elements of so-called 
well-being.2 According to Sęk and Heszen, QOL can be 
associated with the predominance of positive emotions, 
the level of satisfaction of needs, an abundance of goals, 
activity, commitment, and a positive attitude towards life. 
These concepts can be considered from an objective and 
a subjective perspective. The objective perspective refers 
to a person’s living and working conditions, i.e., to their 
physical, material and socio-cultural conditions. The sub-
jective determinants, on the other hand, are the evaluation 
of life as a whole and its individual elements. It should be 
noted that there are no simple relations between these 
2 perspectives. Sęk points to persons who, despite dif-
ficult objective conditions, value life positively, due 
to a sense of influence over their own life and the skillful 
use of resources.4

Discussing the  relationship between the  SOC and 
the level of SWL, we will refer to the subjective perception 
of QOL. The aim of the study was an attempt to answer 
the question of whether there is a link between the strength 
of the SOC in patients undergoing surgery in Poland and 
Ireland and the level of their SWL.

Objectives

The main goal of the study was to examine the relation-
ship between the SOC and its components (comprehen-
sibility, manageability and meaningfulness), and the level 
of SWL in patients hospitalized in surgical departments 
in hospitals in Poland and Ireland. The main assumptions 
were:

1. the hypothesis that there is a relationship between 
the variables tested; and

2. the hypothesis that there is a difference in the SOC 
and SWL between the 2 study groups, with higher values 
assumed   for the Irish patients, as a result of higher living 
standards, including medical and social care.

Also, so-called contextual variables, such as age, sex, 
place of residence, level of education, marital status, and 
the reason for hospitalization, the length of the hospital 
stay, the number of stays, and medical history were con-
sidered important factors in the study.

Materials and methods

The research was conducted in a group of 60 surgical 
patients, including 30 hospitalized in Poland and 30 in Ire-
land. The tools utilized were:

1. the  Sense of  Coherence Questionnaire for Adults 
SOC-29 and

2. the Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS).
Polish versions of both questionnaires were also used. Based 

on the literature, the following specific questions were asked:
1. Is there a correlation between the level of an indi-

vidual’s SOC and their level of SWL?
2. Is there a difference between the strength of the SOC 

in Polish and Irish patients?
3. Is there a difference between the level of SWL in Pol-

ish and Irish patients?
Taking into account the variables being tested, it was 

assumed that people with a stronger SOC as a global ori-
entation in life, along with its components (comprehen-
sibility, manageability and meaningfulness), experience 
a relatively higher level of SWL. In addition, it was assumed 
that in patients hospitalized in Ireland, the levels of both 
tested variables are higher than in Polish patients, due 
to better medical care.

Structure of the variables

The variables included in the study were divided into 
dependent, independent, categorical, and contextual data. 
The main dependent variable is the level of SWL. The inde-
pendent variable is the strength of the SOC and its compo-
nents. The categorical variable is the country of residence 
(Poland or Ireland). Contextual variables included age, 
sex, place of residence, level of education, marital status, 
the reason for hospitalization, the length of the hospital 
stay, the number of stays, and medical history.

Stages of the research

In  the  research, the  correlation model was applied. 
The research plan consisted of the following stages:

1. Defining the objective and research problems, select-
ing the variables to be tested:

– SOC,
– SWL.

Fig. 2. Homeostatic model of the subjective quality of life (QOL)
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2. Selecting appropriate research tools:
– Sense of Coherence Questionnaire – SOC-29 (Polish 

version),
– Sense of Coherence Questionnaire – SOC-29 (English 

version),
– SWLS (Polish version),
– SWLS (English version).
3. Psychometric analysis of the tools.
4. Research, conducted in 2 stages:
– pilot studies – May 2011,
– research on patients undergoing surgical treatment 

using selected research tools – June–August 2011.
5. Analysis of  the  data obtained, verification 

of hypotheses.
6. Conclusions.

Selection and characteristics 
of the research sample

The study was conducted between May and August 2011 
in surgical departments in the Jan Mikulicz-Radecki Uni-
versity Teaching Hospital in Wrocław (Poland), the District 
Hospital Complex in Oleśnica (Poland) and St. Michael’s 
Hospital in Dun Laoghaire (Ireland).

The primary criterion for selecting the research sample 
was the waiting period for surgery. Each time before the re-
search, the patients were asked about their physical and 
mental health, well-being and willingness to participate 
in the research. The subjects were informed of the volun-
tary nature of their participation, the aim of the research 
and that they could withdraw from it at any time. There 
were 3 patients who did not consent. Prior to the beginning 
of the research, consent was obtained from the directors 
of the hospitals and department heads.

The research included 60 patients, 30 in hospitals in Po-
land and 30 in the hospital in Ireland. All the questionnaires 
were correctly completed by the participants, in accordance 
with the instructions attached to the questionnaires, which 
allowed us to include all of them in our analysis.

The following variables were included in the characteris-
tics of the research sample: the participant’s age, sex, level 
of education, place of residence, marital status, the rea-
son for the hospitalization, the length of the hospital stay, 
the number of stays, and medical history.

The number of men and women was evenly distributed 
(50% from each group). The average age was 47 years. 
The largest number of people had secondary or higher 
education (33% each). The majority of the respondents 
lived in rural areas or small towns (33% each), and the ma-
jority (61.7%) were married. The most common causes 
of hospitalization were gallbladder disease (20%), hernia 
(15%) and fracture (11.7%). The majority of the patients 
remained in the hospital for 2 days (36.7%). The most com-
mon diseases in the respondents’ medical histories were 
hypertension, hernia and heart problems.

Statistical analyses

SPSS PL v. 19 software (Predictive Solutions Sp. z o.o., 
Kraków, Poland) was used for the statistical calculations. 
The level of correlations between variables was determined 
using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, and differences 
between the groups (country of residence: Poland or Ire-
land) were determined using Student’s t-test. In addition, 
the  following analyses were performed on  the general 
characteristics of the research group: descriptive statistics, 
minimum and maximum value (Min and Max), mean (M), 
standard deviation (SD), frequency, and the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test. P-values <0.05 were regarded as statistically 
significant.

Results

The independent variable in the research was the SOC 
and its components (comprehensibility, manageability 
and meaningfulness). The strength of the SOC was as-
sessed on the basis of the SOC-29 questionnaire, in which 
one can score in  total between 29 and 203  points. 
In the research group, the following values   were obtained 
(Table 4):

– for comprehensibility: in patients undergoing sur-
gery in hospitals in Poland, M = 46.3, SD = 9.8, Min = 28, 
Max = 63; in Irish patients, M = 50.8, SD = 9.2, Min = 33, 
Max = 71;

– for manageability: in  patients undergoing surgery 
in hospitals in Poland, M = 49.7, SD = 5.07, Min = 37, 

Table 4. Breakdown of the level of the components of the sense of coherence (SOC) in the 2 groups

Component Group Number 
of participants Min Max Mean SD

Comprehensibility
PL 30 28 63 46.3667 9.85930

IE 30 33 71 50.8000 9.23785

Manageability
PL 30 37 58 49.7333 5.07144

IE 30 38 63 49.3667 6.39765

Meaningfulness
PL 30 37 54 45.5000 4.24873

IE 30 34 56 44.9000 5.74966

SOC – sense of coherence; PL – Polish participants; IE – Irish participants; SD – standard deviation.
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Max = 58; in Irish patients, M = 49.3 SD = 6.39, Min = 38, 
Max = 63;

– for meaningfulness: in patients undergoing surgery 
in hospitals in Poland, M = 45.5, SD = 4.24, Min = 37, 
Max = 54; in Irish patients, M = 44.9 SD = 5.74, Min = 34, 
Max = 56.

Table 5 shows a breakdown of the strength of the SOC. 
Average scores (117–156 points) were reported by 23 of Pol-
ish patients (76.7%) and 21 of Irish patients (79%). High re-
sults (above 156 points) were scored by 7 of Polish patients 
(23.3%) and 9 of Irish patients (30%). A low SOC (below 
117 points) did not occur. In general, 44 patients (73.7%) 
had mean SOC scores and 16 (26%) had high SOC scores. 
The results are shown in Fig. 3–5.

The dependent variable was the level of SWL, tested 
using the SWLS questionnaire. The respondents could 
get between 5 and 35 points. As can be seen from the data 
in Table 6, the following values   were obtained in the re-
searched group:

– in patients undergoing surgery in hospitals in Poland, 
M = 24.6, SD = 5.1, Min = 15, Max = 33;

– in patients undergoing surgery in hospitals in Ireland, 
M = 23.9, SD = 6.1, Min = 8, Max = 35.

According to the data, the mean level of SWL is similar 
in the 2 groups. The overall average level of SWL in pa-
tients in both countries is M = 24.25, which in standard-
ized units corresponds to a sten score of 7. This result 
indicates that the subjects of the research are characterized 
by a high level of SWL.

The results of the distribution of the dependent and in-
dependent variables tested in both groups are presented 
in Fig. 6.

Statistical verification of the hypotheses

The study posited main hypotheses with detailed hy-
potheses. Their verification on the basis of  the results 
of the research is presented below. Fig. 5. Distribution of the results of the overall sense (SOC) of coherence 

in terms of the number of persons

Fig. 4. Distribution of results of the sense of coherence (SOC) in Irish 
patients in terms of the number of persons

Fig. 3. Distribution of results for the sense of coherence (SOC) in Polish 
patients in terms of the number of persons
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Table 5. Breakdown of the level of the sense of coherence (SOC) in the 2 groups

SOC Results Polish patients Irish patients In total

Level 
of the SOC

low
(below 117 points)

number of persons 0 0 0

% of persons 0 0 0

medium
(117–156 points)

number of persons 23 21 44

% of persons 76.7 70 73.7

high
(over 156 points)

number of persons 7 9 16

% of persons 23.3 30 26.7

Table 6. Breakdown of the level of SWL in the 2 groups

Variable Country Number Min Max Mean SD SEM

SWLS
L 0 5 3 24.6000 5.10308 0.93169

E 0 8 5 23.9333 6.11912 1.11719

Min – minimum; Max – maximum; SD – standard deviation; SEM – standard error of the mean; SWLS – Satisfaction with Life Scale.
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Hypothesis 1

In order to verify the first hypothesis, correlations be-
tween the results of the SOC-29 and SWLS questionnaires 
were examined using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. 
The results (presented in Table 7) show that the corre-
lations between the subcategories of the SOC and SWL 
in the examined patients are as follows.

There was a statistically significant positive correlation 
between the overall result of the SOC and SWL (p < 0.01; 
r = 0.36). The results show that with an increase in one vari-
able, the second variable increases too, and that with a de-
crease in one variable, the second variable also decreases.

In addition, the following statistically significant positive 
correlations were observed:

– between comprehensibility and manageability 
(p < 0.01; r = 0.36),

– between comprehensibility and meaningfulness 
(p < 0.01; r = 0.37),

– between comprehensibility and SWL (p  <  0.05; 
r = 0.26).

In each case, the results again show that with an increase 
in one variable, the second variable increases too, and that 
with a decrease in one variable, the second variable also 
decreases.

There was a statistically significant positive correlation 
between manageability and meaningfulness (p < 0.001; 
r = 0.61). Once more the results show that with an increase 
in one variable, the second variable increases too, and that 
with a decrease in one variable, the second variable also 
decreases.

Thus, there is a connection between all the variables 
except manageability and SWL. It can be stated that for 
the first major hypothesis, the detailed hypotheses H0A 
and H0C can be rejected in favor of hypotheses H1A and 
H1C. However, there is no reason to reject hypothesis H0B.

Hypothesis 2

In order to test differences in the level of comprehen-
sibility in the groups of patients hospitalized in Poland 
and Ireland, Student’s t-test for independent samples was 
used (t[58] = −1.797, p = 0.078). The result of the analy-
sis indicates that there are no differences between the 2 
groups in terms of comprehensibility. This means there 
are no grounds for rejecting the zero hypothesis. The data 
obtained are presented in Table 8.

Student’s t-test for independent samples was also 
used to  test differences in  the  level of  manageabil-
ity in the groups of patients hospitalized in Poland and 
Ireland (t[58] = 0.246, p = 0.807). The result again indi-
cates that there are no differences between the 2 groups 
in terms of manageability, and that there are no grounds 

Table 7. Correlations between particular subscales of the sense of coherence (SOC) and the satisfaction with life (SWL)

Variable Parameter Comprehensibility Manageability Meaningfulness SOC SWL

Comprehensibility 

Pearson’s correlation 1 0.360 0.374 0.836 0.257

significance (bilateral) − 0.005 0.003 0.000 0.048

number of persons 60 60 60 60 60

Manageability

Pearson’s correlation 0.360 1 0.605 0.752 0.234

significance (bilateral) 0.005 − 0.000 0.000 0.071

number of persons 60 60 60 60 60

Meaningfulness

Pearson’s correlation 0.374 0.605 1 0.750 0.403

significance (bilateral) 0.003 0.000 − 0.000 0.001

number of persons 60 60 60 60 60

SOC

Pearson’s correlation 0.836 0.752 0.750 1 0.357

significance (bilateral) 0.000 0.000 0.000 − 0.005

number of persons 60 60 60 60 60

SWL

Pearson’s correlation 0.257 0.234 0.403 0.357 1

significance (bilateral) 0.048 0.071 0.001 0.005 −

number of persons 60 60 60 60 60

Fig. 6. Distribution of the results of the variables examined in Polish and 
Irish patients
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for rejecting the zero hypothesis. The data obtained are 
presented in Table 9.

When Student’s t-test for independent samples was used 
to test differences in the level of meaningfulness in the 2 
groups of patients, the result (t[58] = 0.46, p = 0.647) once 
again indicated that there are no differences between the 2 
groups in terms of meaningfulness. Again, this means 
there are no grounds for rejecting the zero hypothesis. 
The data obtained are presented in Table 10.

Therefore, the results of the analysis indicates, therefore, 
that there are no differences between the groups of Polish 
and Irish patients in terms of the SOC and its components.

Hypothesis 3

In order to test differences in the level of SWL in the com-
pared groups of patients hospitalized in Poland and Ireland, 
Student’s t-test for independent samples was used. The re-
sult of the analysis (t[58] = 0.458, p = 0.648) indicates that 
there are no differences between the 2 groups in terms 
of SWL. This means there are no grounds for rejecting 
the zero hypothesis H30. The data obtained is presented 
in Tables 11,12.

Conclusions

Analyzing the results of our research, we formulated 
the following conclusions:

1. The study group has a high average level of SWL.
2. Most of  the  respondents got an  average score for 

the SOC.
3. There are relationships between particular subscales 

of  the SOC, i.e., comprehensibility, manageability and 
meaningfulness, with the highest correlation between 
manageability and meaningfulness (r = 0.61).

4. Patients who are characterized by a strong SOC are 
probably also characterized by a high level of SWL.

5. Patients who are characterized by an average SOC 
are probably also characterized by  an  average level 
of SWL.

6. In the study group, increases in the SOC were ac-
companied by increases in the level of SWL, and decreases 
in the SOC mean the level of SWL decreases too.

7. Correlations were demonstrated among the compo-
nents of the SOC (comprehensibility, manageability and 
meaningfulness).

8. There is no significant correlation between the man-
ageability component of the SOC and SWL.

9. None of the patients had a low level of the SOC.
10. There were no significant differences between pa-

tients hospitalized in Polish and Irish hospitals in terms 
of the SOC and its components.

Table 8. Results of Student’s t-test for independent samples 
for the variable comprehensibility

T df Significance

−1.797 58 0.78

T –Student’s t-test; df – degrees of freedom.

Table 9. Results of Student’s t-test for independent samples for 
the variable manageability

T df Significance

0.246 58 0.807

T –Student’s t-test; df – degrees of freedom.

Table 10. Results of Student’s t-test for independent samples 
for the variable meaningfulness

T df Significance

0.406 58 0.647

T –Student’s t-test; df – degrees of freedom.

Table 11. Results of Student’s t-test for independent samples 
for the variable satisfaction with life

T df Significance

0.458 58 0.648

T –Student’s t-test; df – degrees of freedom.

Table 12. Significance of the differences in the level of satisfaction with life (SWL) for independent groups: Polish participants compared to Irish ones

Method Variables

Levene’s test of 
the equation 
of variance

t-test of the equality of means

F significance t df significance 
(bilateral)

difference 
in means

standard error 
of the difference

95% CI for the difference 
in means

lower limit upper limit

SWLS

equation 
of variance 
is assumed

1.019 0.317 0.458 58 0.648 0.66667 1.45471 −2.24524 3.57858

equation 
of variance 

is not 
assumed

– – 0.458 56.187 0.649 0.66667 1.45471 −2.24724 3.58058

CI – confidence interval; df – degrees of freedom; SWLS – Satisfaction with Life Scale.
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11. There were no significant differences between pa-
tients hospitalized in Polish and Irish hospitals in terms 
of the level of SWL.

12. Therefore, the country of hospitalization does not 
significantly differentiate the remaining variables analyzed 
in the study.
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Abstract
Background. Cerebrovascular disease is currently a serious threat to human health and life, commonly 
including cerebral infarction, cerebral hemorrhage and transient cerebral ischemia, among others.

Objectives. To explore the role and e molecular mechanism of GP6 in the development of cerebral ischemic 
stroke (CIS) induced by atherosclerosis (AS).

Materials and methods. Forty-five male New Zealand white rabbits were randomly divided into 3 groups: 
the control, CIS model and anti-GP6 group. Carotid artery tissues and blood of the white rabbits were col-
lected for analysis. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was used to analyze the pathological characteristics 
of vascular endothelial injury. Flow cytometry (FCM) was performed to analyze the content of Th1 and Th17 
in blood. Immunohistochemistry was used to analyze the distribution and relative expression of FCER1G, ITGA2 
and GP6 proteins in the carotid artery and cerebrovascular tissues. Western blot was applied to determine 
the protein expression of GP6, FYN, PKA, pPTK2, and pFAK1 in carotid artery tissues of the rabbits.

Results. In the CIS model group, there was lymphocyte infiltration, fibrous tissue formation, and the forma-
tion of thrombus and lipid plaques. In the anti-GP6 group, scattered thin plaques were observed, and no 
obvious foam cell deposition was observed. The Th1 and Th17 content was significantly decreased in the CIS 
model group compared to the control and anti-GP6 group. The relative expression of FCER1G, ITGA2 and GP6 
in the CIS model group was significantly higher compared to those in the control group and anti-GP6 group. 
The protein expression of GP6, FYN, PKA, pPTK2, and pFAK1 in the CIS model group were markedly higher 
compared to those in the control group and anti-GP6 group.

Conclusions. GP6 can promote the development of CIS by activating the FYN-PKA-pPTK2/FAK1 signaling 
pathway.

Key words: CIS, AS, GP6, thrombus, vascular endothelial cells
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Background

Cerebrovascular disease is currently a serious threat 
to human health and life, the most common being cerebral 
infarction, cerebral hemorrhage and transient cerebral 
ischemia, among others.1 It mainly occurs in middle-aged 
and elderly people, but the age of onset has shown a trend 
of decreasing, often occurring in people 30–50 years old.2 
The disease often leads to cognitive disorders or disorders 
affecting the physical activity of patients. Many patients 
are unable to take care of themselves after onset and qual-
ity of life is seriously reduced, resulting in them becoming 
a heavy burden to their families and society.3 At present, 
there is no radically effective cure for the disease, and 
the prognosis is often closely related to the initial sever-
ity of the disease.4 Even if patients survive, most of them 
are accompanied by lifelong sequelae, and cerebrovascu-
lar diseases can occur repeatedly, causing far more pain 
to the patients and their families than malignant tumors 
and cardiovascular diseases. Therefore, how to prevent and 
treat cerebrovascular disease more effectively is the most 
serious problem that neurology faces presently.5 Cerebral 
ischemic stroke (CIS) is  ischemic necrosis or softening 
of  localized brain tissue due to cerebral blood circula-
tion disorder, ischemia or hypoxia. It is the most common 
type of cerebrovascular disease, accounting for about 70% 
of all acute cerebrovascular diseases. About 30–40% of CIS 
is caused by carotid atherosclerotic stenosis.6

Extracellular matrix (ECM) contact exposed at the site 
of platelet and vascular injury is the first line of defense 
for repairing damaged tissue and stopping bleeding. Col-
lagen, one of the macromolecular components of ECM, 
can not only adhere to platelets through direct and in-
direct channels but also cause platelet aggregation and 
expression of pro-coagulant activity. The interaction be-
tween platelets and collagen in arteries or damaged vessels 
with high shear stress is particularly important. Current 
research suggests that platelets have 2 types of collagen 
receptors on their surfaces, α2β1 and glycoprotein 6 (GP6). 
It  is a glycoprotein receptor that acts on collagen and 
is located on the long arm of chromosome 19 (19q13.4). 
It contains 8 exons and has a molecular weight of 62 kDa. 
In humans, GP6 is encoded by the GP6 gene. GP6 medi-
ates the initial adhesion of platelets to collagen, generates 
signal transduction, improves the binding affinity of in-
tegrin receptors, and causes platelet aggregation, platelet 
release and thrombosis.7 When serum GP6 concentration 
is increased, it can promote the initial adhesion of collagen 
and platelets, improving the affinity of the integrin recep-
tor, which induces platelet aggregation and thrombosis.8 
Kubisz et al. found that a variation of the GP6 gene was 
related to platelet aggregation.9 Sokol et al. found that 
a GP6 gene polymorphism may be related to the height-
ened aggregation ability of platelets.10 Despite the complex 
composition of the ECM, the adhesion of platelets and 

collagen plays an important role in initiating hemostasis 
and thrombus in the body. Inhibition of GP6 function 
can significantly inhibit collagen-induced platelet adhe-
sion, aggregation and platelet thrombosis under high shear 
stress in vitro.11 Therefore, we believe that atherosclerotic 
CIS is closely related to the structural and functional in-
tegrity of GP6, but the mechanism of action of GP6 in ath-
erosclerosis (AS) has rarely been studied.

Objectives

In this paper, we wanted to investigate the mechanism 
of action of GP6 in AS. Helper T (Th) cell content, Th1 and 
Th17, was significantly decreased in the CIS model group 
compared to the control group, while having no marked 
differences compared to the anti-GP6 group. Immunohis-
tochemistry showed that the proteins FCER1G, ITGA2 and 
GP6 were all distributed in the cell membrane. GP6 can 
promote the formation of cerebral ischemic stroke via up-
regulating the expression of FCER1G, ITGA2, FYN, PKA, 
pPTK2, and pFAK1. This may be a new target for treating 
cerebral ischemic stroke.

Materials and methods

Model establishment and grouping

Forty-five male New Zealand white rabbits (~16–
18 weeks old, weight: ~1.5–2.0 kg) were obtained from 
the Naval Medical Institute Animal Center (Shanghai, 
China). They were randomly divided into 3 groups (n = 15 
in each group): the control group, CIS group and anti-GP6 
group. In the CIS group and the anti-GP6 group, rabbits 
were first fed with a specific high-fat diet for 8 weeks, and 
then 3% hydrogen peroxide solution was applied to perfuse 
the bilateral common carotid arteries of the rabbits, caus-
ing vascular endothelial oxidative stress injury. In the anti-
GP6 group, the rabbits were given anti-GP6 antibody via 
the tail vein. Carotid artery tissues of the white rabbits 
were collected and rapidly stored in −80°C liquid nitrogen 
for further use.

In  this study, atherosclerotic stenosis injury rabbit 
models were constructed and separated into 3 groups: 
the  control group, CIS group and anti-GP6 group. 
Hemato xylin and eosin (H&E) staining was used to an-
alyze the pathological features of vascular endothelial 
injury. Flow cytometry (FCM) was used to determine 
the concentration of Th1 and Th17 cells in blood samples. 
The expressions of GP6, FYN, PKA, pPTK2, and FAK1 
were also assessed.

The animal experiments were approved by the Ethics 
Committee of Xinhua Hospital affiliated with Shanghai 
Jiaotong University School of Medicine (Shanghai, China).
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Hematoxylin and eosin staining

After the rabbits were sacrificed by the cervical disloca-
tion method, hippocampal tissue was taken from their 
brains. The tissues were fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 
24 h, embedded in paraffin and sectioned into 5 μm-thick 
sections. Histopathological changes were observed under 
a light microscope (Olympus Corp., Tokyo, Japan) after 
H&E staining.

Flow cytometry

Cells were digested with trypsin, washed twice with 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and collected into a cen-
trifuge tube. Binding buffer was added to prepare cell 
suspensions with a  final concentration of 1 × 106/mL. 
Annexin V-FITC kit (BioVision, Milpitas, USA) instruc-
tions were used for labeling, which was performed accord-
ing to the instructions of Annexin V-FITC kit. Annexin 
V was added for staining at room temperature in the dark 
for 15 min.

Western blot

Cells were lysed with cell lysis buffer on ice for 30 min 
and then centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 25 min. Super-
natant was collected and the Bradford method was used 
for protein quantification. Protein in the amount of 25 μg 
was loaded for sodium dodecyl sulphate–polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). The proteins were trans-
ferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane 
and sealed with 5% skim milk at room temperature for 1 h; 
then, primary antibody was added and the membrane was 
incubated overnight at 4°C. The next day, the secondary 
antibody was added and incubated at room temperature 
for 1 h, and then, electrochemiluminescence (ECL) hyper-
sensitive luminescence solution was added for developing.

Immunohistochemistry

Tissues were dewaxed and endogenous oxidase was inac-
tivated with 3% hydrogen peroxide. After washing in PBS 
3  times, the antigen was retrieved by microwave heat-
ing. The slices were placed in sodium citrate buffer with 
pH 6.0, heated to boiling in a microwave and then cooled. 
The slices were again microwaved in sodium citrate buffer 
with pH 6.0 and then washed with PBS. After cleaning, 
sections were removed and sealed for 10 min. Then, mouse 
anti-human FCER1G, ITGA2 and GP6 monoclonal anti-
bodies (1:150) were added and incubated at 4°C for 12 h. 
After washing, biotin-labeled secondary antibodies were 
added and incubated at 4°C for 20 min each. After incuba-
tion and washing, the samples were washed again and im-
mersed in DAB color developing solution for 5 min. Then, 
the samples were washed, re-dyed, dehydrated, sealed and 
observed under an optical microscope.

Statistical analyses

IBM SPSS v. 19.0 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, USA) 
was used for statistical analysis. The results were expressed 
as mean values ± standard deviation (SD). Differences 
between groups were compared using one-way analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) tests followed by Bonferroni post 
hoc test. The assumption for ANOVA was verified with 
the Brown–Forsythe test. A value of p < 0.05 was consid-
ered statistically significant.

Results

Anti-GP6 inhibits vascular  
endothelial injury

After the successful establishment of  the evaluation 
models, the rabbits were anesthetized with isopentane 
and sacrificed. Carotid artery tissue and cerebrovascular 
tissues were collected from the white rabbits, and H&E 
staining was used to analyze the pathological characteris-
tics of the vascular endothelial injury. As shown in Fig. 1, 
in the control group, the smooth muscle cells were ar-
ranged neatly, tightly and orderly, the endothelial layer was 
continuous and there was no lipid deposition in the sub-
cutaneous tissue. The structure of each layer was clear. 
In the CIS group, the endothelium was discontinuous, 
the intimal hyperplasia was serious, the tube wall was full 
of plaques, a  large number of foam cells could be seen, 
the membranes in the middle and outside were irregu-
larly thickened, and foam cell infiltration could be seen. 
In the anti-GP6 group, endothelial cells were continuous, 
lipid deposition was observed under the intima, scattered 
thin plaques were observed, and no obvious foam cell de-
position was observed. The thickness of the membrane was 
the same as that of the control group membrane, which 
was thinner than the CIS model group membrane.

Content of Th1 and Th17

The content of Th1 and Th17 in blood was analyzed 
with FCM and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The Th1 
(p < 0.01, degrees of freedom (df) = 2, F = 337.7) and Th17 
(p < 0.01, df = 2, F = 150.6) content was significantly de-
creased in the CIS model group compared to the control 
group, while there was no marked difference compared 
to the anti-GP6 group.

Results of immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry was used to analyze the dis-
tribution and relative expression of FCER1G, ITGA2 and 
GP6 proteins in the carotid artery and cerebrovascular 
tissues of white rabbits. The proteins FCER1G, ITGA2 
and GP6 were all distributed in  the  cell membrane 
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(Fig. 3). The relative expression of FCER1G, ITGA2 and GP6 
in the CIS model group was significantly higher compared 
to the control group and anti-GP6 group. The relative ex-
pression of FCER1G, ITGA2 and GP6 did not significantly 
differ between the control group and anti-GP6 group.

Expression of GP6, FYN,  
PKA, pPTK2, and pFAK1

Western blot was applied to determine the protein ex-
pression of GP6, FYN, PKA, pPTK2, and pFAK1 in carotid 
artery tissues of rabbits from the control, CIS model and 
anti-GP6 group. The protein expression of GP6 (p < 0.001, 
df = 2, F = 392.9), FYN (p < 0.001, df = 2, F = 380.3), PKA 
(p < 0.001, df = 2, F = 304.3), pPTK2 (p < 0.001, df = 2, 
F  =  369.9), and pFAK1 (p  <  0.001, df  =  2, F  =  562.8) 
in the CIS model group were markedly higher compared 

to those in the control group and anti-GP6 group (Fig. 4). 
Moreover, the expression of GP6, FYN, PKA, pPTK2, and 
pFAK1 were significantly upregulated in  the anti-GP6 
group compared with the control group.

Discussion

With a remarkable rise in people’s living standards and 
an accelerated pace of life, the onset of CIS is observed ear-
lier than before and the incidence rate increases year after 
year. In particular, progressive CIS has a poor prognosis 
and high morbidity and mortality, which poses a serious 
threat to people’s health and life safety, and burdens patients 
and families.12,13 Carotid AS is an important risk factor for 
CIS and is closely related to the occurrence, development 
and recurrence of cerebral infarction.14 To date, surgery 

Fig. 2. The content of Th1 and Th17 in blood samples of rabbits from the control, cerebral ischemic stroke (CIS) model and anti-GP6 groups determined with 
flow cytometry (FCM). The Th1 and Th17 content was significantly decreased in the CIS model compared to the control group and anti-GP6 group

*p < 0.05 or ##p < 0.01, indicating the significant difference using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Bonferroni post hoc test.

Fig. 1. The pathological features of vascular endothelial injury in the control, cerebral ischemic stroke (CIS) model and anti-GP6 groups analyzed using H&E 
staining. In the control group, the smooth muscle cells were arranged neatly, tightly and orderly, the endothelial layer was continuous and there was no 
lipid deposition in the subcutaneous tissue; in the CIS model group, the endothelium was discontinuous, the intimal hyperplasia was serious, the tube wall 
was full of plaques, and a large number of foam cells could be seen; and in the anti-GP6 group, scattered thin plaques were observed and no obvious foam 
cell deposition was observed
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Fig. 4. The protein expression of GP6, FYN, PKA, pPTK2, and pFAK1 in carotid artery tissues of rabbits in the control, cerebral ischemic stroke (CIS) model and 
anti-GP6 groups measured with western blot assay. The protein expression of GP6, FYN, PKA, pPTK2, and pFAK1 in the CIS model group was markedly higher 
compared to the control group and anti-GP6 group

*p < 0.001 or #p < 0.01, indicating the significant difference using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Bonferroni post hoc test.

Fig. 3. Immunofluorescent staining of FCER1G, ITGA2 and GP6 proteins in the carotid artery and cerebrovascular tissues of white rabbits in the control, 
cerebral ischemic stroke (CIS) model and anti-GP6 groups. The proteins FCER1G, ITGA2 and GP6 were all distributed in the cell membrane. The relative 
expression of FCER1G, ITGA2 and GP6 in the CIS model group was significantly higher compared to the control group and anti-GP6 group
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or endovascular treatment for patients with recent ischemic 
diseases has been dependent on the degree of narrowing 
of the responsible vessel. For many years, the extent of ar-
tery stenosis has been regarded as the most reliable index 
to predict the risk of stroke in patients with AS. Thrombo-
embolism derived from atherosclerotic plaque is considered 
to be the main pathogenesis of CIS in most atherosclerotic 
patients. Plaque rupture can lead to platelet aggregation, lo-
cal thrombosis or thromboembolism. Plaque itself can also 
cause thromboembolism.15 Protein function analysis re-
vealed that GP6 is a platelet glycoprotein, which plays an im-
portant role in platelet coagulation, thrombosis and arterial 
embolization.16 The GP6 signaling pathway mainly activates 
FYN and PKA, phosphorylates PTK2/FAK1 and promotes 
platelet adhesion to damaged vascular endothelium.

Vascular endothelial cells have anticoagulant and fibri-
nolytic properties and can influence the chemotaxis and 
adhesion properties of cell membranes.17 Under normal 
circumstances, vascular endothelial cells cover the inner 
surface of the entire vascular system, providing an an-
ticoagulant interface that prevents platelets and other 
blood cells from adhering to the subcutaneous tissue and 
preventing activation of the clotting response. Endocrine 
dysfunction caused by endothelial cell injury plays a key 
role in  the pathophysiological mechanism of  the early 
formation and development of AS.18 In this study, male 
New Zealand white rabbits were randomly divided into 
3 groups: control, CIS model and anti-GP6 group. Results 
of H&E staining analysis of the vascular endothelial in-
jury showed that in the CIS model group, the endothelium 
was discontinuous, the intimal hyperplasia was serious, 
the tube wall was full of plaques, a large number of foam 
cells could be seen, the membranes in the middle and out-
side were irregularly thickened, and foam cell infiltration 
could be seen. However, the injury degree was reduced 
in the anti-GP6 group compared to the CIS model group. 
Results of FCM showed that Th1 and Th17 content was 
significantly decreased in the CIS model group compared 
to the control group, while it did not markedly differ from 
the anti-GP6 group. Atherosclerosis occurs for various 
reasons, including the involvement of macrophages, T lym-
phocytes, endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, mast cells, 
and other cells. After entering the vascular wall, T lympho-
cytes are activated under antigen stimulation to produce 
inflammatory cytokines, which can aggravate the pro-
gression of AS by amplifying the inflammatory response. 
Different T cell subsets in the vascular wall are not only in-
volved in the early plaque formation of AS but also promote 
the progression of AS, which is closely related to the patho-
logical process of AS.19 The CD4+T cells play a crucial 
role in the development of AS. According to biological 
characteristics and different cytokines produced, CD4+T 
cells are mainly divided into Th1, Th2 and Th17. The Th1 
cells are differentiated from initial T cells in response to in-
terleukin (IL)-12 and produce interferon gamma (IFN-γ), 
which acts as a defense against microorganisms in the cell. 

The role of Th17 cells in disease is mainly to promote de-
fense against organ-specific autoimmune diseases and 
chronic infections. Results of animal experiments carried 
out by Davenport et al. showed that Th1 and Th2 immune 
responses were involved in the formation of atherosclerotic 
lesions.20 Kim et al. assessed 124 patients with chest pain 
who underwent coronary angiography and found the ex-
pression of Th1 and Th17 cells in patients with stable an-
gina pectoris was significantly increased, which indicated 
that Th1 and Th17 cells are associated with the develop-
ment of AS.21 Interleukin 17 (IL-17) is a major effector 
of Th17 cells and an early promoter of T-cell-induced in-
flammatory response, which can amplify the inflamma-
tory response. Immunohistochemistry results in our study 
showed the proteins FCER1G, ITGA2 and GP6 were all 
distributed in the cell membrane. The relative expression 
of FCER1G, ITGA2 and GP6 in the CIS model group was 
significantly higher compared to the control group and 
anti-GP6 group. The FCER1G gene is  located on chro-
mosome 1q23 (1:161185024-161190489) 24 and encodes 
an 86-amino acid protein.22 ITGA2 is a protein-coding 
gene. Diseases associated with ITGA2 include anus disease 
and thrombocytopenia.23 Results from western blotting 
indicated that the protein expression of GP6, FYN, PKA, 
pPTK2, and pFAK1 in the CIS model group was markedly 
higher compared to the control group and anti-GP6 group. 
Protein kinases are enzymes that catalyze protein phos-
phorylation, which include an important protein kinase, 
protein kinase A (PKA).

Limitations

At present, a large number of studies have been carried 
out on the GP6 gene in China and abroad. The consis-
tent view is that GP6 gene polymorphisms are related 
to  platelet aggregation ability, but whether they lead 
to an increase or decrease in platelet aggregation, is still 
in  question. If  a  polymorphism leads to  an  increase 
in platelet aggregation, then it is likely to be associated 
with thrombotic diseases. However, some scholars found 
that the ti3254c gene polymorphism of GP6 is not sig-
nificantly associated with the occurrence of coronary 
heart disease. Scholars generally agree that the expres-
sion of GP6 is enhanced in patients with acute ischemic 
diseases such as stroke and myocardial infarction. How-
ever, regarding whether GP6 gene polymorphisms are 
related to AS-based diseases (such as coronary heart 
disease and cerebral infarction), current research re-
sults are mostly negative and more in-depth studies are 
needed for verification. The safety of  long-term drug 
use and the role of drug immunity and cardiovascular 
events need to be further explored. Chronic inflamma-
tion, which is repeated over a  long time, can also lead 
to an inability to cure the disease. The presence of other 
pathways in  the  mechanism of  GP6 in  the  treatment 
of AS requires further study.
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Conclusions

GP6 can promote the formation of cerebral ischemic 
stroke by upregulating the expression of FCER1G, ITGA2, 
FYN, PKA, pPTK2, and pFAK1. It may be a new treatment 
target for cerebral ischemic stroke.
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Abstract
Background. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most severe malignant cancers that leads to high 
death rate worldwide. Recent research revealed that long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) exert a critical role 
regarding chemoresistance in numerous cancers, including HCC.

Objectives. Our research aimed to explore the function and molecular mechanism of lncRNA PCGEM1 
on oxaliplatin resistance of HCC in vitro.

Materials and methods. Expression of the lncRNA PCGEM1, together with miR-129-5p, and the mRNA 
level of ETV1 and drug resistance-related genes including LRPA, MDR1 and MDR3 were determined using 
quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) in an oxaliplatin-resistant HCC cell line (Hep3B/
OXA). Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) was employed to assess the viability and cell survival rate, and transwell 
assays were performed to measure the number of migrated or invaded cells. In addition, the relation among 
lncRNA PCGEM1, miR-129-5p and ETV1 were determined using luciferase assay.

Results. Our data indicated that PCGEM1 and ETV1 expression were enhanced in Hep3B/OXA cells. Further-
more, knockdown of lncRNA PCGEM1 significantly decreased the migration, invasion and mRNA expressions 
of LRPA, MDR1 and MDR3, and the cell viability in Hep3B/OXA cells. The starBase online tool and luciferase 
assays verified that miR-129-5p targeted PCGEM1 and ETV1, signifying that PCGEM1 could enhance ETV1 
expression via suppressing miR-129-5p.

Conclusions. Our findings demonstrated that PCGEM1 modulated oxaliplatin resistance by targeting the miR-
129-5p/ETV1 pathway in HCC in vitro, suggesting a potential strategy for the treatment of chemoresistant HCC.

Key words: hepatocellular carcinoma, miR-129-5p, oxaliplatin resistance, PCGEM1, ETV1
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Background

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is  a  severe type 
of malignant tumor, leading to a large number of can-
cer-related deaths worldwide.1,2 It  is  an  invasive and 
fast-growing tumor that leads to higher recurrence and 
metastasis.3 Despite advancements in the therapeutic 
techniques for HCC such as radiotherapy, chemotherapy 
and surgery, the prognosis is still unsatisfactory, with 
an overall five-year survival rate of 15−40%.4,5 The un-
derlying mechanism behind the pathogenesis of HCC 
is complicated and needs to be investigated for promising 
prognosis and early-stage detection.6 Therefore, novel 
targets and diagnostic indicators of HCC treatment are 
urgently needed.

Along with the progression of microarray analysis and 
sequencing, numerous novel non-coding RNAs have been 
discovered. Non-coding RNAs are sequences of nucleo-
tides transcribed from chromatin and lack protein-coding 
capacity.7 Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are a group 
of non-coding RNAs having a length of >200 nucleotides.8 
Previous research showed that lncRNAs exert critical 
functions in  the  pathogenesis of  HCC.9 For example, 
lncRNA UBE2CP3 was overexpressed in HCC and en-
hanced tumor metastasis through the modulation of EMT 
and induced migration and invasion.10 Furthermore, other 
research revealed that overexpression of lncRNA UCA1 
suppressed miR-216b expression and stimulated FGFR1/
ERK pathways to enhance the pathogenesis of HCC.11 
Moreover, lncRNA AK021443 mediated the migration and 
proliferation of HCC cells via EMT regulation in vitro.12 
The  lncRNA PCGEM1 was identified to be highly ex-
pressed in prostate cancer, and acts to enhance its prolif-
eration.13,14 Also, PCGEM1 was highly expressed in ovar-
ian cancer tissues and enhanced the invasion, migration 
and proliferation, while decreasing the apoptosis rate.15 
Furthermore, PCGEM1 induced metastasis and EMT via 
enhancing the SNAI1 expression in gastric cancer cells.16 
However, whether lncRNA PCGEM1 exerts its function 
in the development and tumorigenesis of HCC remains 
unknown.

It has been previously reported that oxaliplatin-medi-
ated chemotherapy prolonged survival and reduced mor-
tality during treatment of HCC patients in an advanced 
stage of the disease.17 Conversely, the resistance mecha-
nism of oxaliplatin still needs to be elucidated. Numer-
ous research has revealed that lncRNAs play a vital role 
in chemotherapy resistance in HCC. Several lncRNAs 
were highly expressed in chemoresistant HCC tissues 
and cells, and were shown to exert their function dur-
ing oxaliplatin resistance and HCC pathogenesis.18 For 
example, lncRNA ARSR increased doxorubicin resistance 
in HCC by regulating PTEN.2 Conversely, lncRNA HULC 
increased chemosensitivity by  inhibiting autophagy 
in HCC cells.19

Objectives

This study aimed to investigate the impact of lncRNA 
PCGEM1 on oxaliplatin resistance in vitro in an HCC cell 
line. Our findings elucidated that lncRNA PCGEM1 me-
diates oxaliplatin resistance in HCC via the miR-129-5p/
ETV1 axis, indicating that PCGEM1 might be a therapeu-
tic target for HCC treatment.

Materials and methods

Cell culture

The human liver cancer Hep3B cell line was acquired 
from American Type Cell Culture (ATCC, Manassas, 
USA) and cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 
(DMEM; Biocompare, San Francisco, USA) containing 
100 units/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL streptomycin (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) and 10% fetal bovine 
serum (FBS; Biocompare) at 37°C in 5% CO2.

Establishment of oxaliplatin-resistant 
Hep3B cells

Hep3B cells were exposed to increasing concentrations 
of oxaliplatin (2–25 µM) to establish the oxaliplatin-re-
sistant Hep3B cells.20 The IC50 of Hep3B cells was calcu-
lated after detection with Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) 
(Beyotime, Shanghai, China), and after that, the oxaliplatin 
(25 µM) group was selected as Hep3B/OXA. Hep3B and 
Hep3B/OXA cells were cultured in minimum essential me-
dium (MEM) containing 10% FBS. A T25 culture flask was 
used to seed cells (2 × 106 cells/well) for 72 h per passage.

Cell transfection

Briefly, scrambled siRNA (si-control) and PCGEM1 siRNAs  
(si-PCGEM1#1), (si-PCGEM1#2) and (si-PCGEM1#3), and 
pcDNA3.1 control (pcDNA/control) were all obtained 
from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, USA). The miR-129-5p mimics, 
mimic negative control (NC), miR-129-5p inhibitor, and 
inhibitor NC was bought from GeneCopoeia (Rockville, 
USA). ETV1 mRNA 3’UTR and NC were obtained from 
Origene (Rockville, USA). Hep3B cells were cultured with 
60–70% confluence at 37°C in 5% CO2, and Lipofectamine 
2000 (Invitrogen) was used to transfect these plasmids into 
the cells following the manufacturer’s instructions (http://
go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=255141).

Mycoplasma detection

Hep3B cells and Hep3B/OXA cells were kept in an RPMI-
1640 medium containing 10% FBS and antibiotic-antimy-
cotic solution (Spectrum Chemical Manufacturing Corp., 
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New Brunswick, USA) and cultured for 3 years with occa-
sional freezing as previously described.21 Blood agar plates 
and Mycoplasma IST2 kit (Biomereux Italia Spa, Florence, 
Italy) were used to perform titer of mycoplasmas as de-
scribed previously.21 Twelve well plates were used to add 
mycoplasmas (1 × 105 CFU/mL) into the mycoplasma-free 
Hep3B cells (2 × 103 cells/well). Infected cells were ana-
lyzed using MycoGuard™ Mycoplasma PCR detection kit 
(GeneCopoeia) for the detection of mycoplasmas using 
the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method, as described 
previously.21 Agarose gel electrophoresis was used to visu-
alize amplified PCR products.

CCK-8 assay

Chemosensitivity and the rate of cell survival were ex-
amined using a CCK-8 assay. More specifically, 24-well 
plates were used to seed the cells at a density of 2 × 103 
cells/well at 37°C. The CCK-8 solution (10 µL; Abcam, 
Cambridge, USA) was introduced into wells, and these 
plates were incubated for 1 h at 37°C. Proliferation was 
determined at 460 nm. The cell growth inhibition curve 
was detected by calculating the value of IC50 as (1-OD/
OD0 µM) × 100%, as described previously.22

Transwell invasion and migration assay

Transwell chambers (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, 
USA) were used to perform invasion and migration assay 
on Hep3B/OXA cells. For performing the invasion assay, 
Hep3B/OXA cells were passaged in a serum-free media 
(200 µL) and kept in the higher compartment, followed 
by 600 µL of a medium comprising 10% FBS into the lower 
compartment. The cells were fixed with polyoxymeth-
ylene after incubation for 48 h. For the migration assay, 
24-well plates were used to seed Hep3B/OXA cells, and 
1 × 106 cells were re-suspended in a serum-free media 
(200 µL) and kept in  the higher compartment. Media 
(600 µL) with 10% FBS were introduced into the lower 
compartment, and cells were incubated with 5% CO2 for 
48 h at 37°C. Finally, the invasion and migration of cells 
was visualized after staining with 20% Giemsa solu-
tion (Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) and counted from 
5 random chambers using an inverted microscope (Nikon 
Corp., Tokyo, Japan). All the experimentations were re-
peated in triplicate.

Luciferase assay

Online bioinformatics tools including miRcode (http://
mircode.org/), starBase v. 2.0 (http://starbase.sysu.edu.
cn/starbase2/index.php) and microRNA.org (https://bigd.
big.ac.cn/databasecommons/database/id/1426) were used 
to predict the binding sites of miR-129-5p on PCGEM1 
as well as the ETV1 binding sites on the miR-129-5p gene. 
Luciferase assay (BioAssay Systems, Hayward, USA) was 

then performed to assess the luciferase activity according 
to the manufacturer’s protocol (https://www.bioassaysys.
com/Luciferase-Reporter-Assay-Kit-(1000-tests).html). 
A  Mammalian Genomic DNA Miniprep Kit (Qiagen, 
Hilden, Germany) was used to generate the pGL3 plasmid 
(VWR, Radnor, USA), and once bound to their binding 
sites on the miR-129-5p, the RNA sequence of PCGEM1 
and 3’-UTR of ETV1 were spliced into pGL3 to produce 
pGL3-PCGEM1 (or ETV1 mRNA) mutant or wild-type 
reporter vector. The  24-well plates were used to  seed 
cells, and pGL3 mutant or wild type vector (100 ng) and 
miR-129-5p mimic or mimic NC, miR-129-5p inhibitor 
or inhibitor negative control (50 nmol/L) were transfected 
using Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) into 
the cells. Renilla luciferase gene was taken as a standard. 
All the experiments were performed in triplicate.

qRT-PCR

Total RNA was extracted using Ribozol RNA extrac-
tion reagent (VWR) following the manufacturer’s proto-
col (https://us.vwr.com/store/product/7437721/vwr-life-
science-ribozoltm-rna-extraction-reagent). A NanoDrop 
ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
was used to  examine the  purity and RNA concentra-
tion at 260/280 nm. Reverse transcription of total RNA 
(2 µg) into cDNA was performed using the SuperScript 
First-Stand Synthesis System. ABI PRISM 7500 and SYBR 
Premix ExTaq II kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used 
to perform quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR). Primers 
sequences are given below in Table 1. All the experiments 
were performed 3 times. GAPDH acted as the internal con-
trol, and the expressions of genes were measured using 
the 2−ΔΔCt method.23

Table 1. The primer sequences for quantitative real-time polymerase 
chain reaction (qRT-PCR) analysis

Primers Sequence

PCGEM1
forward CTGTGTCTGCAACTTCCTCTAA

reverse TCCCAGTGCATCTCGTAGTA

miR-129-5p
forward ACCCAGTGCGATTTGTCA

reverse ACTGTACTGGAAGATGGACC

ETV1
forward TAGCCGTTCACTCCGCTATT

reverse CCTCGTTGATGTGACGTTCC

LRP1
forward AATGGGCTAAGCCTGGACAT

reverse TGCCACTCCGATACTCAGTC

MDR1
forward TCATTCGAGTAGCGGCTCTT

reverse TTCTTTGCTCCTCCATTGCG

MDR3
forward TGCAGCCCACTTATTCATGC

reverse TTCTTCACCTCCAGGCTCAG

GAPDH
forward GGTGTGAACCATGAGAAGTATGA

reverse GAGTCCTTCCACGATACCAAAG
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Statistical analyses

Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation 
(SD). IBM SPSS v.  19 (IBM Corp., Armonk, USA) and 
GraphPad Prism v. 8.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, 
USA) were used for statistical analyses of all data. The dif-
ference between the 2 groups was evaluated using Student’s 
t-test while multiple-group comparisons were performed 
using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s post hoc 
analysis. The general alpha value was set as 0.05. All the ex-
perimentations were performed 3 times.

Results

Effect of lncRNA PCGEM1 and ETV1 
on oxaliplatin-resistant HCC cells

Hep3B cells were treated with oxaliplatin, and the PC-
GEM1 expression was examined using qRT-PCR. Results 
indicated that PCGEM1 expression was significantly en-
hanced in Hep3B/OXA cells compared to Hep3B cells 
without oxaliplatin treatment (Fig. 1A). The  survival 
of Hep3B cells was assessed using a CCK-8 assay, and 
our data indicated that the percentage survival of Hep3B/
OXA cells was greater than Hep3B control cells (Fig. 1B). 
Furthermore, ETV1 mRNA expression was markedly 
enhanced in Hep3B/OXA cells compared to that of pa-
rental Hep3B cells (Fig. 1C). Next, oligonucleotides were 

Fig. 1. Effect of lncRNA PCGEM1 and ETV1 in oxaliplatin-resistant hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) cells. A. PCGEM1 expression was determined in oxaliplatin-
resistant Hep3B cells using quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR); B. The cell survival rate was examined in oxaliplatin-resistant Hep3B 
cells using the Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) assay; C. The ETV1 mRNA level in oxaliplatin-resistant Hep3B cells was examined using qRT-PCR; D. The PCGEM1 
expression was assessed after Hep3B cells were treated with interfering oligonucleotides (**p < 0.01, ns – not significant); E. qRT-PCR measured the mRNA 
level of MDR1, MDR3 and LRP1 (drug resistance-related genes); F. The IC50 was measured in oxaliplatin-resistant Hep3B cells (*p < 0.03, **p < 0.002)
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prepared and Hep3B/OXA cells were transfected with 
them to  reduce the  expression of  PCGEM1 (Fig. 1D). 
Moreover, our findings revealed that PCGEM1 knock-
down considerably decreased the  mRNA expression 
of drug resistance-related genes, including low-density 
lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1 (LRP1), multidrug 
resistance gene 1 (MDR1) and multidrug resistance gene 
3 (MDR3) compared to that of the control group (Fig. 1E). 
The CCK-8 assay was used to measure the cell growth 
inhibition curve by calculating the value of the inhibi-
tory concentration (IC50). Our findings elucidated that 
PCGEM1 knockdown markedly suppressed the IC50 value 
in comparison to the control group (Fig. 1F). These data 
illustrated that PCGEM1 knockdown markedly reduced 
the oxaliplatin resistance of HCC cells.

Effect of lncRNA PCGEM1 on invasion 
and migration in the oxaliplatin-resistant 
HCC cells

Transwell assays indicated that PCGEM1 knock-
down considerably reduced the number of invasive cells 
in Hep3B/OXA cells compared to that of the empty vector 

group (Fig. 2A). Our findings also revealed that PCGEM1 
knockdown markedly reduced the number of migrating 
cells compared to the empty vector cells (Fig. 2B). These 
findings revealed that PCGEM1 knockdown inhibited 
the invasion and migration in Hep3B/OXA cells.

MiR-129-5p was a target of PCGEM1

Online bioinformatics tools including miRcode (http://
mircode.org/), starBase v. 2.0 (http://starbase.sysu.edu.cn/
starbase2/index.php) and microRNA.org (https://bigd.big.
ac.cn/databasecommons/database/id/1426), together with 
a luciferase assay, were used for the prediction and con-
firmation of binding between PCGEM1 and miR-129-5p. 
Our data elucidated that the luciferase activity was sig-
nificantly reduced in the PCGEM1-WT and miR-129-5p 
mimics group. At the same time, no significant change 
was observed in the rest of the groups (Fig. 3A,B). More-
over, miR-129-5p expression was reduced in Hep3B/OXA 
cells compared to that of parental Hep3B cells (Fig. 3C). 
Finally, miR-129-5p expression was significantly enhanced 
in Hep3B/OXA cells transfected with si-PCGEM1 com-
pared to that of the empty vector group (Fig. 3D).

Fig. 3. PCGEM1 directly targeted miR-129-5p.  
A and B. The binding sites between PCGEM1 
and miR-129-5p were predicted using online 
bioinformatic tools, including TargetScan 
website (http://www.targetscan.org) and 
starBase website (http://starbase.sysu.edu.cn/
starbase2/index.php), and confirmed using 
a luciferase assay (*p < 0.03); C. The expression 
of miR-129-5p in Hep3B/OXA cells was examined 
using qRT-PCR (*p < 0.03); D. The miR-129-5p 
expression was determined in Hep3B/OXA 
cells transfected with empty vector 
or PCGEM1 siRNA (*p < 0.03)

Fig. 2. Effect of PCGEM1 knockdown 
on invasion and migration of oxaliplatin-
resistant hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 
cells in vitro. A. Transwell assay detected 
the number of invasive cell in Hep3B/
OXA cells transfected with PCGEM1 siRNA 
compared to the cells transfected with 
empty vector (**p < 0.002); B. Transwell 
assay detected the number of migrative cell 
in Hep3B/OXA cells transfected with PCGEM1 
siRNA compared to the cells transfected with 
empty vector (**p < 0.002)
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LncRNA PCGEM1 regulated ETV1 
expression via targeting miR-129-5p

The  results from bioinformatic tools indicated that 
miR-129-5p shared binding sites with the 3’UTR of ETV1 
mRNA (Fig. 4A). Luciferase assay results revealed a de-
crease in luciferase activity after the co-transfection with 
miR-129-5p and ETV1-WT (100 ng), indicating molec-
ular binding between miR-129-5p and ETV1 (Fig. 4B). 
Furthermore, ETV1 mRNA expression was increased 
in Hep3B/OXA cells transfected with miR-129-5p inhibitor 
(50 nmol/L) (Fig. 4C). Finally, the knockdown of PCGEM1 
reduced ETV1 mRNA expression, while inhibition of miR-
129-5p enhanced the mRNA level of ETV1 in Hep3B/OXA 
cells (Fig. 4D).

Discussion

The HCC is a hepatic malignant neoplasm.24 Despite 
great advancement in the therapeutic techniques for HCC, 
the overall outcomes remain unsatisfactory,25 with a com-
mon obstacle being chemoresistance towards drugs such 
as oxaliplatin, doxorubicin and cisplatin, among others.26 
Our study explored the regulatory functions of PCGEM1 
in oxaliplatin resistance regarding miR-129-5p/ETV1 in-
teractions using oxaliplatin-resistant HCC cells (Hep3B/
OXA) (Fig. 5).

The  lncRNAs present a  vital function in  regulating 
tumorigenesis, as well as the chemoresistance of cancer 
cells.27 Previous research has suggested that dysregulated 

lncRNA expression might mediate potential chemoresis-
tance.28 Our findings revealed that the PCGEM1 expres-
sion was enhanced in Hep3B/OXA cells compared to that 
of its parental cell line. Furthermore, knockdown of ln-
cRNA PCGEM1 decreased the mRNA expression levels 
of LRP1, MDR1 and MDR3 in Hep3B/OXA cells, indicating 
that silencing of PCGEM1 might reduce the oxaliplatin 
resistance. Moreover, PCGEM1 knockdown significantly 
inhibited the proliferation, migration and invasiveness 
of  Hep3B/OXA cells, which was in  accordance with 
the hypothesis that downregulation of PCGEM1 might 
lead to the decrease in chemoresistance in vitro. Similar 
to our findings, it has been reported that downregulation 
of another lncRNA, lncRNA PVT1 was able to inhibit tu-
mor progression and reduced chemoresistance to cisplatin 
in colorectal cancer patients.29 In HCC, lncRNA HULC 
was significantly upregulated in HCC cells after treat-
ment with drugs including cisplatin and oxaliplatin, and 

Fig. 4. LncRNA PCGEM1 
regulated ETV1 expression 
by targeting miR-129-5p. 
A and B. The binding sites 
between ETV1 and miR-129-5p 
were predicted using online 
bioinformatic tools including 
TargetScan website  
(http://www.targetscan.org) 
and starBase website  
(http://starbase.sysu.edu.cn/
starbase2/index.php), and 
confirmed using a luciferase 
assay (*p < 0.03); C. The ETV1 
mRNA level was assessed 
in Hep3B/OXA cells transfected 
with miR-129-5p inhibitor using 
qRT-PCR (*p < 0.03, compared 
to si-control); D. The ETV1 
mRNA level was measured 
in Hep3B/OXA cells transfected 
with an empty vector, 
miR-129-5p inhibitor and 
PCGEM1 siRNA (*p < 0.03, 
**p < 0.002 compared 
to si-control, ##p < 0.002 
compared to miR-129-5p 
inhibitor)

Fig. 5. The illustration of the hypothetical mechanism of PCGEM1 
in Hep3B/OXA cells
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the additional knockdown of HULC enhanced chemore-
sistance of HCC cells through its interaction with SIRT119. 
In this study, we found that the relative mRNA expres-
sion of ETV1 was decreased by the knockdown of lncRNA 
PCGEM1 in Hep3B/OXA cells. ETV1 has been reported 
to function as an oncogene in various human malignant tu-
mors.30,31 A previous study indicated that ETV1 enhanced 
the invasion, migration and proliferation of breast cancer 
cells.32 Moreover, inhibitor of ETV1 enhanced the cellu-
lar sensitivity to docetaxel in prostate cancer.33 Similarly, 
ETV1 was reported to be modulated by Circ-ZNF609/
miR-1224-3p in lung cancer cells.34 We discovered that 
the expression of ETV1 was positively regulated by PC-
GEM1 in Hep3B/OXA cells, suggesting that knockdown 
of PCGEM1 in HCC cells increased sensitivity to oxalipla-
tin, perhaps through the modulation of ETV1.

To predict the  targeted sites between mRNA and ln-
cRNA, bioinformatic prediction tools were used.35 By using  
these online tools, we established that miR-129-5p targeted 
PCGEM1. The miR-129-5p overexpression has been shown 
previously to attenuate the proliferation of PC-3 cells,36 
while in prostate cancer, miR-129-5p was downregulated 
in tissues and cells in comparison with normal counterparts, 
and it specifically inhibits ETV1.36 Furthermore, the upregu-
lation of miR-129-5p was shown to curb the cell proliferation 
by suppressing ETV1 in prostate cancer cells.36 Finally, it was 
disclosed that miR-129-5p inhibited the development of co-
lon cancer and osteosarcoma via regulating HMGB1.37,38 
In conclusion, our data revealed the  impact of  lncRNA 
PCGEM1 in HCC oxaliplatin resistance in vitro. We have 
shown that PCGEM1 and miR-129-5p expression levels were 
negatively correlated to each other, representing the enrich-
ment and antagonistic function. PCGEM1 downregulation 
led to an increase in miR-129-5p expression in Hep3B/OXA 
cells, while downregulation of miR-129-5p induced ETV1 
mRNA expression. In our work, PCGEM1 downregulation 
reduced the oxaliplatin resistance in Hep3B/OXA cells via 
binding miR-129-5p and inhibiting ETV1. 

Limitations

The  limitation of  this current study mainly exists 
in the absence of animal models. If respective animal mod-
els could be established to further validate the mechanism 
of the PCGEM1/miR-129-5p/ETV1 pathway on HCC ox-
aliplatin resistance, the research would be more valuable 
and complete.

Conclusions

Our findings demonstrated the potential mechanism 
of the PCGEM1/miR-129-5p/ETV1 pathway on HCC ox-
aliplatin resistance, suggesting the critical function of PC-
GEM1 in HCC treatment and providing a new therapeutic 
target.
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Abstract
Background. Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) are involved in the development of many cancers, including 
colorectal cancer (CRC). FEZ family zinc finger 1 antisense RNA 1 (FEZF1-AS1) is a key lncRNA in the regulation 
of CRC progression, but its potential molecular mechanisms need to be further explored.

Objectives. To investigate the mechanism of lncRNA FEZF1-AS1 in the progression of CRC.

Materials and methods. Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) was performed 
to measure FEZF1-AS1 and miR-363-3p expression. Cell proliferation, migration and invasion were analyzed 
using Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) and transwell assays. Protein expression of epithelial–mesenchymal 
transformation (EMT)-related markers and paired-related homeobox 1 (PRRX1) were determined using 
western blot analysis. The interactions among FEZF1-AS1, miR-363-3p and PRRX1 were verified with dual-
luciferase reporter assay. A xenograft model was constructed in vivo to confirm the role of FEZF1-AS1 in CRC 
tumor growth.

Results. We demonstrated that FEZF1-AS1 expression was upregulated in CRC, and its silencing reduced 
CRC cell proliferation, migration, invasion, and EMT. MiR-363-3p could be inhibited by FEZF1-AS1, which 
inhibitor could reverse the suppressive effect of FEZF1-AS1 silencing on CRC progression. Paired-related 
homeobox 1 could be targeted by miR-363-3p, and the inhibitory effect of FEZF1-AS1 knockdown on CRC 
progression could also be eliminated by PRRX1 overexpression. Furthermore, interference of FEZF1-AS1 
reduced the tumor growth of CRC in vivo.

Conclusions. Our data demonstrate that FEZF1-AS1 regulated PRRX1 expression to promote CRC progression 
via inhibition of miR-363-3p.
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Background

Globally, colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of  the most 
common malignant tumors, with more than 1.2 million 
new CRC patients diagnosed annually.1,2 The age of CRC 
patient tends to be older (41–65 years), and is more com-
mon in females.3 At present, the leading cause of death 
in CRC patients was tumor metastasis,4 a process driven 
by  epithelial–mesenchymal transformation (EMT).5 
Therefore, it is urgent to explore the mechanism affect-
ing CRC metastasis.

Currently, increasing evidence reveals that long non-cod-
ing RNAs (lncRNAs) are involved in the regulation of can-
cer progression, including CRC.6,7 The lncRNA is a kind 
of non-protein coding RNA with a length of more than 200 
nucleotides (nts),8 and mainly participates in the regula-
tion of gene expression as a competitive endogenous RNA 
(ceRNA) that adsorbs microRNAs (miRNAs).9,10 Studies 
have shown that a variety of lncRNAs (such as NKILA, 
BLACAT2 and MEG3) are abnormally expressed in CRC, 
which can modulate its occurrence and development.11–13

FEZ family zinc finger 1 antisense RNA 1 (FEZF1-AS1) 
was found to be aberrantly expressed in various cancers, 
such as prostate cancer, retinoblastoma and oral squa-
mous cell carcinoma.14–16 In nasopharyngeal carcinoma 
cells, FEZF1-AS1 silencing was discovered to significantly 
inhibit the EMT process of cancer cells, and played a role 
in promoting cancer cell proliferation and metastasis.17 
Furthermore, FEZF1-AS1  has been confirmed to  up-
regulate the invasion and EMT of human hepatocellular 
carcinoma cells.18 However, few studies have examined 
the role and potential molecular mechanism of lncRNA 
FEZF1-AS1 in CRC.

Objectives

Our research aimed to explore the function and mecha-
nism of FEZF1-AS1 in CRC, so as to provide new ideas for 
the pathogenesis and therapy of CRC.

Materials and methods

Patients and tissues

Seventy-one CRC patients were recruited from 
the  Third Hospital Affiliated to  Hebei Medical Uni-
versity (Shijiazhuang, China). The  clinicopathologi-
cal parameters of CRC patients are shown in Table 1. 
The CRC tumor tissues and adjacent normal tissues were 
preserved at −80°C. Each patient provided informed con-
sent. This study was authorized by the Ethics Committee 
of the Third Hospital Affiliated to Hebei Medical Uni-
versity and was carried out in accordance with the 1964 
Declaration of Helsinki.

Cell culture and transfection

The CRC cell lines (LOVO, HCT116, SW480, and SW620) 
and normal human intestinal epithelial cells (HIEC-6) were 
obtained from American Type Cell Culture (ATCC, Manas-
sas, USA) and cultured in  RPMI-1640 medium (Gibco, 
Waltham, USA) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; 
Gibco) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin at 37°C with 5% CO2. 
Lentiviral short hairpin RNA (shRNA) against FEZF1-AS1 
(sh-FEZF1-AS1) and its negative control (sh-NC), miR-363-3p 
mimic and inhibitor (miR-363-3p and anti-miR-363-3p) 
or their negative controls (miR-NC and anti-NC), FEZF1-
AS1 and paired-related homeobox 1 (PRRX1) overexpression 
vectors or their negative controls (vector) were synthesized 
by Genechem (Shanghai, China). Cell transfection was per-
formed using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 
USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

qRT-PCR

Total RNA was isolated using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) 
and cDNA was synthesized using the Reverse Transcrip-
tion Kit (HaiGene, Harbin, China). Quantitative real-time 
PCR (qRT-PCR) was carried out using SYBR Green reagent 
(HaiGene); β-actin or U6 was used as the endogenous control. 
The primers sequences that were used are as follows: FEZF1-
AS1, Forward (F), 5’-AGGGGATCGACGAGTTGAGA-3’ 
and Reverse (R), 5’-TTGTCCCCGAGTCATTGGTG-3’; 

Table 1. Correlation between FEZF1-AS1 expression and 
clinicopathological parameters of colorectal cancer (CRC) patients

Parameters Patients
(n, %)

FEZF1-AS1 
high
(n, %)

FEZF1-AS1 
low

(n, %)
p-value

Gender

Female
Male

29 (40.85)
42 (59.15)

12 (41.38)
24 (57.14)

17 (58.62)
18 (42.86)

0.192

Age [years]

≥60
<60

39 (54.93)
32 (45.07)

23 (58.97)
13 (40.63)

16 (41.03)
19 (59.37)

0.124

Tumor size [cm]

≥4
<4

47 (66.20)
24 (33.80)

27 (57.45)
9 (37.50)

20 (42.55)
15 (62.50)

0.112

TNM stage

I–II
III–IV

35 (49.30)
36 (50.70)

13 (37.14)
23 (63.89)

22 (62.86)
13 (36.11)

0.024*

Tumor grade

T1–T2
T3–T4

30 (42.25)
41 (57.75)

10 (33.33)
26 (63.41)

20 (66.67)
15 (36.59)

0.012*

Differentiation

Poor and moderate
Well

50 (70.42)
21 (29.58)

29 (58.00)
7 (33.33)

21 (42.00)
14 (66.67)

0.058

Distant metastasis

Yes
No

19 (26.76)
52 (73.24)

15 (78.95)
21 (40.38)

4 (21.05)
31 (59.62)

0.004*
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PRRX1, F, 5’-TGATGCTTTTGTGCGAGAAGA-3’ and R,  
5’-AGGGAAGCGTTTTTATTGGCT-3’; β-actin, F,  
5’-CATGTACGTTGCTATCCAGGC-3’ and R, 5’-CTCCT- 
TAATGTCACGCACGAT-3’; miR-363-3p, F, 5’-TCGGCAG-
GAATTGCACGGTATCCA-3’ and R, 5’-CTCAACTGGT-
GTCGTGGA-3’; U6 F 5’-GCTTCGGCAGCACATATAC-
TAAAAT-3’, R 5’-CGCTTCACGAATTTGCGTGTCAT-3’. 
Relative expression was determined using the  2−ΔΔCt 
method.

CCK-8 assay

LOVO and HCT116 cells were seeded into 96-well plates. 
At a specific time point (0 h, 24 h, 48 h, and 72 h), an equal 
amount of Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) solution (Beyo-
time, Shanghai, China) was added to each well. The pro-
liferation ability of cells was measured at an absorbance 
of 450 nm.

Transwell assay

Briefly, 8-μm polycarbonate membranes of Transwell 
chambers (Corning Inc., Corning, USA) were coated with 
BD Matrigel (Corning Inc.) for cell invasion, and un-
coated for cell migration. Serum-free media was filled 
in the upper chambers, while media containing 10% FBS 
was added to the lower chambers. After 24 h, the cells 
were fixed and stained with crystal violet. The numbers 
of invading or migrating cells were counted with an in-
verted light microscope at ×100 magnification (Shoif, 
Shanghai, China).

Western blot analysis

The cells were lysed with lysis buffer (Beyotime). Proteins 
were separated using sodium dodecyl sulphate–polyacryl-
amide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and transferred onto 
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes. After blocking 
with skim milk powder, the membranes were incubated 
with anti-E-cadherin (1:500; Yubo Bio, Shanghai, China), 
anti-N-cadherin (1:1000; Yubo), anti-vimentin (1:750; Yubo), 
anti-PRRX1 (1:500; Yubo), or anti-β-actin (1:750; Yubo) 
overnight at 4°C. Then, membrane were incubated with 
an horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary 
antibody (1:1000; Yubo), and protein signals were observed 
using electrochemiluminescence ECL solution (Beyotime).

Dual-luciferase reporter assay

The wild-type (WT) and mutant-type (MUT) reporter 
vectors of FEZF1-AS1 or PRRX1 were constructed using 
pmirGLO reporter vector. Lipofectamine 3000 was used 
to transfect the above vectors into CRC cells with miR-
363-3p mimic and miR-NC. Luciferase activities were mea-
sured using the Dual-Luciferase Assay Kit (Yubo) after 
transfection for 48 h.

Animal experiments

HCT116 cells transfected with sh-FEZF1-AS1 or sh-NC 
were administered subcutaneously into male BALB/c nude 
mice (purchased from Shanghai Laboratory Animals Cen-
ter, Shanghai, China). Tumor volumes were calculated 
every 5 days. After 30 days, the tumors were removed for 
further analysis. All experiments involving animals were 
authorized by the Animal Care Committee of the Third 
Hospital Affiliated to  Hebei Medical University and 
performed according to the Guide for the Care and Use 
of Laboratory Animals.

Statistical analyses

All experiments were performed in triplicate. Data are 
presented as the mean ± standard deviation (SD) and ana-
lyzed using a Student’s t-test or one-way analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s post hoc test. Statisti-
cal analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism v. 5.0 
software (GraphPad Software, San Diego, USA). Accord-
ing to the median cutoff of FEZF1-AS1 expression, pa-
tients were divided into low and high groups for analysis. 
The χ2 test was used to estimate the correlation between 
FEZF1-AS1 expression and clinicopathological parameters 
of CRC patients. Kaplan–Meier analysis was used to ana-
lyze the association between FEZF1-AS1 expression and 
the overall survival of CRC patients, determined by the log-
rank test. A value of p < 0.05 was defined as statistically 
significant.

Results

FEZF1-AS1 is highly expressed in CRC

Compared to normal adjacent tissues, we discovered 
that FEZF1-AS1 was upregulated in CRC tissues (Fig. 1A). 
Based on the median FEZF1-AS1 expression in CRC tis-
sues, we divided tissues into those with high FEZF1-
AS1 expression and low FEZF1-AS1 expression. Analysis 
of the correlations between FEZF1-AS1 and clinicopatho-
logical parameters of CRC patients demonstrated that 
high FEZF1-AS1 expression was positively correlated 
with TNM stage, tumor grade and distant metastasis 
in CRC patients (Table 1). Kaplan–Meier analysis re-
vealed that high FEZF1-AS1 expression was associated 
with poor overall survival of  CRC patients (Fig. 1B). 
Moreover, we also analyzed the expression of FEZF1-AS1 
in CRC cell lines in vitro (LOVO, HCT116, SW480, and 
SW620) and normal intestinal epithelial cells (HIEC-6), 
and discovered that FEZF1-AS1 expression was promoted 
in 4 CRC cell lines (especially in LOVO and HCT116 
cells) compared to that in HIEC-6 cells (Fig. 1C). These 
data suggest that FEZF1-AS1 could act as an oncogene 
in CRC.
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Fig. 1. FEZF1-AS1 expression in colorectal cancer (CRC) tissues and cells. A. Expression of FEZF1-AS1 in CRC tissues (CRC, n = 71) and adjacent normal tissues 
(normal, n = 71) was shown using quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR); B. Kaplan–Meier survival analysis was used to investigate 
the overall survival of all CRC patients according to FEZF1-AS1 expression; C. FEZF1-AS1 expression in CRC cells (LOVO, HCT116, SW480, and SW620) and 
normal human intestinal epithelial cells (HIEC-6) was detected using qRT-PCR, *p < 0.05

Fig. 2. FEZF1-AS1 knockdown regulated colorectal cancer (CRC) progression. HCT116 and LOVO cells were transfected with sh-FEZF1-AS1 and 
negative control (sh-NC). A. The quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) was used to measure FEZF1-AS1 expression; B and C. CRC 
cell proliferation was measured with Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) assay; D and E. Representative images and statistical results described cell migration and 
invasion abilities; F. Western blot analysis was performed to assess E-cadherin, N-cadherin and vimentin protein level, *p < 0.05
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FEZF1-AS1 knockdown hindered CRC 
proliferation, migration, invasion, and EMT

To explore the effects of lncRNA FEZF1-AS1 on CRC pro-
gression, FEZF1-AS1 expression was silenced in HCT116 
and LOVO cells using sh-FEZF1-AS1. The quantitative 
real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) results 
indicated that sh-FEZF1-AS1 had a significant silencing 
capacity on FEZF1-AS1 expression in both cells (Fig. 2A). 
The  CCK-8 assay demonstrated that compared with 
the sh-NC group, downregulation of FEZF1-AS1 could 
suppress cell proliferation in HCT116 and LOVO cells 
(Fig. 2B,C). Furthermore, the ability of cells to migrate 
and invade was significantly reduced following silenc-
ing FEZF1-AS1 in HCT116 and LOVO cells (Fig. 2D,E). 
At the same time, we explored the levels of EMT-related 
proteins and found that the epithelial marker E-cadherin 
level was increased, while mesenchymal markers N-cad-
herin and vimentin levels were decreased in HCT116 and 
LOVO cells following FEZF1-AS1 silencing (Fig. 2F). Hence, 
these data demonstrated that silenced FEZF1-AS1 could 
hinder the proliferation, metastasis and EMT of CRC.

FEZF1-AS1 acted as miR-363-3p sponge

To further study the mechanism of FEZF1-AS1 in CRC 
progression, we predicted the potential targeted miRNAs 
of FEZF1-AS1 using the StarBase tool (http://starbase.sysu.
edu.cn/). As shown in Fig. 3A, the potential complemen-
tary binding sites between FEZF1-AS1 and miR-363-3p 
are presented, and the WT and MUT FEZF1-AS1 vectors 

were constructed. Dual-luciferase reporter assay results 
showed that miR-363-3p mimic restrained the luciferase 
activity of FEZF1-AS1 WT vector, while not affecting that 
of the FEZF1-AS1 MUT vector in HCT116 and LOVO 
cells (Fig. 3B,C). Furthermore, we explored the impact 
of FEZF1-AS1 expression on miR-363-3p, and showed 
that FEZF1-AS1 knockdown could promote, while over-
expression could inhibit the expression of miR-363-3p 
(Fig. 3D,E). Furthermore, we determined that miR-363-3p 
had a lower expression in CRC tissues (Fig. 3F), and cor-
relation analysis showed that this was negatively corre-
lated to FEZF1-AS1 expression (Fig. 3G). These results 
revealed that miR-363-3p could interact with FEZF1-AS1 
in CRC cells.

MiR-363-3p inhibition reversed 
the suppressive effect of FEZF1-AS1 
silencing on CRC progression

Subsequently, we verified the effect of miR-363-3p 
expression on CRC progression and confirmed whether 
FEZF1-AS1 regulated CRC progression by  spong-
ing miR-363-3p. Here, miR-NC or miR-363-3p mimic 
were transfected into HCT116 and LOVO cells, and 
sh-FEZF1-AS1 and anti-miR-363-3p were co-trans-
fected into the same cells. MiR-363-3p mimic mark-
edly increased miR-363-3p expression, and its inhibitor 
could also significantly reduce miR-363-3p expression 
in  the presence of  sh-FEZF1-AS1 (Fig. 4A,B). Results 
of the CCK-8 assay indicated that overexpression of miR-
363-3p blocked the proliferation of CRC cells, while 

Fig. 3. MiR-363-3p could interact with FEZF1-AS1. A. The binding sites between FEZF1-AS1 and miR-363-3p; B and C. The interaction between FEZF1-AS1 and 
miR-363-3p was confirmed using dual-luciferase reporter assay; D and E. The expression of miR-363-3p in HCT116 and LOVO cells transfected with sh-FEZF1-
AS1 and FEZF1-AS1 overexpression vector was determined using quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR); F. miR-363-3p expression 
in colorectal cancer (CRC) tissues (CRC, n = 71) and adjacent normal tissues (normal, n = 71) was detected using qRT-PCR; G. The correlation analysis 
between miR-363-3p and FEZF1-AS1 expression were determined with Pearson correlation coefficient analysis, *p < 0.05
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anti-miR-363-3p could inhibit CRC cell proliferation, 
as promoted by FEZF1-AS1 silencing (Fig. 4C,D). Simi-
larly, transwell assay also revealed that miR-363-3p 
overexpression could hinder HCT116 and LOVO cell 
migration and invasion, while its inhibitor also could 
abolish the suppression effect of FEZF1-AS1 knockdown 
(Fig. 4E,F). Moreover, western blot analysis showed that 
the  miR-363-3p increased E-cadherin protein level, 
while decreasing N-cadherin and vimentin protein levels 
in HCT116 and LOVO cells. Finally, miR-363-3p inhibi-
tor could reverse the increased E-cadherin expression 
and the decreasing effect on N-cadherin and vimen-
tin expression when FEZF1-AS1 was knocked down 
(Fig. 4G,H). Hence, these data indicated that FEZF1-
AS1 sponged miR-363-3p to regulate CRC progression.

PRRX1 was a target of miR-363-3p

Then, StarBase tool was used to  predict the  down-
stream target of miR-363-3p, and PRRX1 3’UTR was found 
to have binding sites for miR-363-3p (Fig. 5A). Further 
experiments identified that miR-363-3p mimic suppressed 

the luciferase activity of PRRX1 WT vector in HCT116 
and LOVO cells, while not affecting that of the PRRX1 
MUT vector (Fig. 5B,C). Furthermore, western blot anal-
ysis demonstrated that the protein level of PRRX1 was 
significantly reduced by miR-363-3p overexpression, and 
promoted by miR-363-3p inhibition in HCT116 and LOVO 
cells (Fig. 5D,E). These data suggested that miR-363-3p 
could target PRRX1 in CRC cells.

PRRX1 overexpression reversed 
the regulation of sh-FEZF1-AS1  
on CRC progression

To verify whether PRRX1 was involved in the regulation 
of FEZF1-AS1 on CRC cell progression, sh-FEZF1-AS1 
and PRRX1 overexpression vector were co-transfected 
into HCT116 and LOVO cells. The detection of PRRX1 
protein level showed that knockdown of FEZF1-AS1 de-
creased the  level of PRRX1, while this effect could be 
reversed by  the  overexpression of  PRRX1 (Fig. 6A,B). 
The CCK-8 and transwell assays revealed that the aber-
rant overexpression of PRRX1 recovered the inhibiting 

Fig. 4. miR-363-3p and FEZF1-AS1 regulated the progression of colorectal cancer (CRC) cells. The miR-363-3p mimic, miR-NC, sh-FEZF1-AS1, anti-NC, or anti-
miR-363-3p were transfected into HCT116 and LOVO cells. A and B. Expression of miR-363-3p was determined using quantitative real-time polymerase chain 
reaction (qRT-PCR); C and D. Cell proliferation following transfection was measured with Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) assay; E and F. Cell migration and invasion 
of transfected cells in transwell assays; G and H. Protein levels of E-cadherin, N-cadherin and vimentin as assessed with western blot analysis, *p < 0.05
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Fig. 5. PRRX1 was a target of miR-363-3p; A. The sequences of PRRX1-WT and PRRX1-MUT; B and C. Dual-luciferase reporter assay was employed to assess 
the interaction between PRRX1 and miR-363-3p; D and E. The protein level of PRRX1 in HCT116 and LOVO cells transfected with miR-363-3p mimic 
or inhibitor were examined with western blot analysis, *p < 0.05

Fig. 6. PRRX1 overexpression regulated colorectal cancer (CRC) progression. HCT116 and LOVO cells were transfected with negative control (sh-NC), 
sh-FEZF1-AS1, sh-FEZF1-AS1 + vector, or sh-FEZF1-AS1 + PRRX1. A and B. Protein levels of PRRX1 as detected with western blot analysis; C and D. Cell 
proliferation of transfected cells using a Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) assay; E and F. Cell migration and invasion of transfected cells as measured using 
transwell assay; G and H. Western blot analysis was used to determine the E-cadherin, N-cadherin and vimentin protein levels, *p < 0.05
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effects of FEZF1-AS1 knockdown on CRC cell prolifera-
tion, migration and invasion (Fig. 6C–F). Furthermore, 
PRRX1 overexpression also reversed the promoting effect 
of FEZF1-AS1 knockdown on E-cadherin expression, and 
the inhibiting effect on N-cadherin and vimentin expres-
sion in HCT116 and LOVO cells (Fig. 6G,H). The above 
results suggest that PRRX1 participated in the regulation 
of FEZF1-AS1 on CRC progression.

Interference of FEZF1-AS1 reduced CRC 
tumor growth

To further confirm the influence of FEZF1-AS1 on CRC 
progression, HCT116 cells transfected with sh-FEZF1-AS1 
were subcutaneously injected into nude mice. Following 
30 days of monitoring, the tumor volume of the sh-FEZF1-
AS1 group was reduced when compared to  the sh-NC 
group (Fig. 7A). Furthermore, tumor weight also reduced 
in the sh-FEZF1-AS1 group (Fig. 7B). Through detecting 
the expression of FEZF1-AS1 and miR-363-3p in the tu-
mors, we found that FEZF1-AS1 expression was signifi-
cantly decreased (Fig. 7C), while miR-363-3p was mark-
edly increased in the tumor tissues of the sh-FEZF1-AS1 
group (Fig. 7D). Moreover, western blot analysis showed 
that FEZF1-AS1 knockdown could block the protein level 
of PRRX1 in tumor tissues of mice (Fig. 7E), promote the E-
cadherin expression and reduce the N-cadherin and vi-
mentin expression (Fig. 7F). These results confirmed that 
FEZF1-AS1 had a cancer-promoting effect in CRC.

Discussion

Recent studies have shown that lncRNAs functioned 
as tumor suppressors or promoters in CRC development 
and progression. For example, lncRNA MIR17HG promoted 
CRC progression,19 and lncRNA ROR1-AS1 enhanced CRC 
cell metastasis and proliferation, both of which played a role 
as oncogenes in CRC.20 However, lncRNA GAS5 inhibited 
metastasis and promoted autophagy of CRC cells to sup-
press CRC.21 In other CRC-related investigations, Bian et al. 
found that FEZF1-AS1 could bind to the PKM2 protein 
to promote aerobic glycolysis and activate STAT3 signaling 
to accelerate the progression of CRC.22 Also, Chen et al. 
proposed that FEZF1-AS1 may promote FEZF1 and in turn 
facilitate CRC proliferation, migration and invasion.23 Simi-
lar to these findings, our data confirmed that levels of ln-
cRNA FEZF1-AS1 were significantly upregulated in CRC. 
Higher FEZF1-AS1 was related to TNM stage, tumor grade, 
distant metastasis, and overall survival rate of CRC pa-
tients. Functional experiments showed that FEZF1-AS1 
knockdown restrained CRC cell proliferation, metastasis 
and EMT, and decreased CRC tumor growth. Consistent 
with the results of previous studies,22,23 our results verified 
that FEZF1-AS1 could be used as an oncogene in CRC, 
similar to its role in other cancers.24,25

To investigate the function of FEZF1-AS1 as a ceRNA, 
we performed bioinformatics predictions and found that 
miR-363-3p had complementary binding sites. Previ-
ous research has indicated that miR-363-3p took part 

Fig. 7. FEZF1-AS1 silencing regulated colorectal cancer (CRC) tumor growth. Tumor volume (A) and tumor weight (B) were measured in mouse xenograft 
models; C and D. The FEZF1-AS1 and miR-363-3p expression levels were examined using quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR); 
E, F. The PRRX1, E-cadherin, N-cadherin, and vimentin protein levels were measured using western blot analysis, *p < 0.05
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in the regulation of various cancers, including glioma, 
osteosarcoma and gastric cancer.26–28 Furthermore, 
miR-363-3p has been shown to be related to the EMT 
process.29,30 In this, miR-363-3p was confirmed to have 
decreased expression in CRC. FEZF1-AS1 silencing hin-
dered miR-363-3p level in vitro and in vivo. Moreover, 
knockdown of FEZF1-AS1 had the same effect as miR-
363-3p overexpression, both of  which could promote 
the level of miR-363-3p and block proliferation, metastasis 
and EMT of CRC cells, while the miR-363-3p inhibitor 
could reverse the these effects. Therefore, we confirmed 
that miR-363-3p, as the absorption target of FEZF1-AS1, 
participates in the regulation of CRC progression though 
interactions with FEZF1-AS1.

Paired-related homeobox 1 was found to be an EMT 
inducer that participates in the metastasis of various can-
cers.31,32 Investigations by Takahashi et al. suggested that 
PRRX1 induced EMT and was involved in metastasis and 
poor prognosis of CRC patients.33 Interestingly, through 
prediction and verification, we discovered that PRRX1 
was a target of miR-363-3p. Furthermore, we also found 
that PRRX1 overexpression reversed the inhibitory func-
tions of FEZF1-AS1 silencing on CRC cell proliferation, 
metastasis and EMT. Additionally, we discovered that 
PRRX1 expression was positively regulated by FEZF1-AS1 
in vitro and in vivo. These data suggested that FEZF1-AS1 
regulated CRC progression by mediating the miR-363-3p/
PRRX1 axis.

Limitations

The limitation of this study is that we did not further 
detect classical signaling pathways that might be involved 
in the modulation of FEZF1-AS1/miR-363-3p/PRRX1 axis 
in CRC.

Conclusions

Our studies suggested that lncRNA FEZF1-AS1 upregu-
lated PRRX1 by sponging miR-363-3p to promote the pro-
liferation, metastasis and EMT of CRC. The discovery 
of  the  FEZF1-AS1/miR-363-3p/PRRX1 axis elucidated 
the mechanism of FEZF1-AS1 in CRC and provided new 
avenues of investigation into the determination of CRC 
therapeutic targets.
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Abstract
Background. Induction of acquired drug resistance occurs frequently with cisplatin-based therapy for 
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). As recent studies have demonstrated that deregulation of microRNAs 
(miRNAs) is associated with drug resistance in cancers, correcting the deregulation of miRNAs represents 
a promising strategy to reverse acquired resistance in NSCLC.

Objectives. This study investigated the functional role of miR-15b in cisplatin resistance in NSCLC.

Materials and methods. Cisplatin-resistant PC9 and A549 NSCLC cell lines (PC9-R and A549-R) were estab-
lished through long-term exposure to cisplatin. Differences in miR-15b expression between cisplatin-resistant 
NSCLC cell lines and their parental cell lines were identified through quantitative real-time polymerase chain 
reaction (qRT-PCR). The effect of anti-miR-15b on the sensitivity of PC9-R and A549-R to cisplatin-induced 
cytotoxicity was evaluated using Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) assays. Regulation of GSK-3β by miR-15b was 
confirmed with luciferase reporter assays. Cell apoptosis and mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) were 
measured using flow cytometry analysis.

Results. In PC9-R and A549-R cells, miR-15b was significantly overexpressed. However, knockdown 
of miR-15b clearly reduced cisplatin resistance in PC9-R and A549-R cells. Researching the mechanism, 
we proved that GSK-3β was the target of miR-15b. Knockdown of miR-15b significantly increased the expres-
sion GSK-3β and thus promoted the degradation of MCL-1, which is a key anti-apoptosis protein. As a result, 
anti-miR-15b expanded the cisplatin-induced apoptosis in cisplatin-resistant NSCLC cells.

Conclusions. Knockdown of miR-15b partially reversed cisplatin resistance in NSCLC cells through the GSK-
3β/MCL-1 pathway.

Key words: NSCLC, cisplatin, GSK-3β, miR-15b, MCL-1
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Background

Non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the most com-
mon type of malignant tumor in the world. Despite current 
developments in medical technology, including surgery, 
radiotherapy and chemotherapy, no substantial change 
in survival has been seen, and NSCLC is still a  leading 
cause of cancer-related deaths.1,2 Therefore, NSCLC is a se-
rious threat to human life. Today, chemotherapy is still 
an irreplaceable and valuable treatment for NSCLC pa-
tients without epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 
mutation.3,4 However, repeated chemotherapy usually re-
duces the sensitivity of cancer cells to the antineoplastic 
drugs.5–7 Thus, drug resistance is a serious cause of poor 
prognoses in cancer patients, especially for NSCLC pa-
tients.8,9 Overcoming the  chemoresistance of  NSCLC 
is an urgent need in current cancer therapy.

Today, cisplatin is still a frequently used platinum-based 
chemotherapeutic drug. Furthermore, cisplatin is still used 
as the first-line chemotherapeutic drug for patients with 
advanced NSCLC.10 However, clinical application of cispla-
tin is limited by harsh side effects including nephrotoxicity, 
ototoxicity, neurotoxicity, bone marrow suppression, and 
digestive reaction.11 Given this, combined treatment with 
sensitizing agents is desirable to increase the sensitivity 
of tumor cells to cisplatin.

As a broad-spectrum and cell cycle non-specific drug, 
cisplatin cross-links with DNAs to inhibit DNA replica-
tion and transcription. As a result, the initiated apoptotic 
process is accompanied by alterations of the outer mito-
chondrial membrane potential (MMP) and permeability. 
Finally, mitochondrial apoptosis occurs.12,13 However, 
NSCLC cells usually acquired drug resistance to resist 
apoptotic pathways when they were under long-term cis-
platin stress under the effect of cisplatin.14,15 We aimed 
to explore the potential mechanisms and to reduce the cis-
platin resistance of NSCLC.

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are a group of short non-coding 
RNAs whose length is approx. 18–25 nucleotides.16,17 They 
function as gene regulators via targeting mRNAs.18,19 Since 
approx. 60% of all human genes are targeted by miRNAs, 
the miRNAs participate in various biological processes 
in cells.20,21 Deregulation of miRNAs has been acknowl-
edged to be responsible for tumorigenesis, cancer develop-
ment and survival.22,23 MiR-15b has been reported to func-
tion as an important member of cancer-related miRNAs. 
Studies indicate that miR-15b is frequently overexpressed 
in some cancers, including NSCLC.24 Furthermore, previ-
ous research found that overexpression of miR-15b was as-
sociated with drug resistance in cancer.25 Despite miR-15b 
having been shown to promote proliferation and inva-
sion of NSCLC,26 the role of miR-15b in chemoresistance 
in NSCLC is still unclear.

Objectives

The objective of this study was to investigate the func-
tional role of miR-15b in cisplatin resistance in NSCLC. 
To achieve this, cisplatin-resistant NSCLC models were 
created to explore the potential role of miR-15b in cisplatin 
resistance.

Materials and methods

Cell lines

PC9 and A549, which are human NSCLC cell lines, were 
obtained from the Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biol-
ogy, Shanghai Institute for Biological Sciences, Chinese 
Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). Cells were main-
tained in RPMI-1640 medium (Gibco, Grand Island, USA) 
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) in a 5% 
CO2, 37°C incubator. To establish the cisplatin-resistant 
NSCLC cell models (PC9-R and A549-R), PC9 and A549 
cells were exposed to increasing concentrations of cispla-
tin. In short, PC9 and A549 cell lines were initially treated 
with 0.5 µM cisplatin for 2 months. Then, the cisplatin 
concentration was increased by 0.1 µM every 2 weeks until 
the final concentration was 2 µM.

qRT-PCR

Relative expression of miR-15b, GSK-3β and MCL-1 was 
detected using quantitative reverse transcriptase real-time 
polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) analysis. In short, 
Trizol Reagent (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA) was used 
to isolate the total RNAs of the cell lines. In order to detect 
miR-15b, cDNAs were synthesized with One Step Prime-
Script miRNA cDNA Synthesis Kit (TaKaRa, Tokyo, Japan). 
In order to detect GSK-3β and MCL-1, cDNA was synthe-
sized using M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, USA) according to the manufactur-
er’s instruction. Then, the relative expression of miR-15b, 
GSK-3β and MCL-1 was detected using TB Green® Pre-
mix Ex Taq™ II (TaKaRa) according to the manufactur-
er’s instruction. Primers were obtained from Guangzhou 
RiboBio Co., Ltd. (Guangzhou, China) and had the fol-
lowing sequences: miR-15b, 5’-TAGCAGCACATCATG-
GTTTACA-3’; MCL-1 forward, 5’-TCGGACTCAACCTC-
TACTG-3’ and reverse, 5’-GGCTTCCATCTCCTCAA-3’; 
GSK-3β forward, 5’-ACGCTCCCTGTGATTTAT-3’ and 
reverse, 5’-CTCTGATTTGCTCCCTTG-3’. The PCR was 
performed under the following thermocycling conditions: 
95°C for 30 s, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 5 s and 60°C 
for 34 s, and 1 cycle of 95°C for 15 s, 60°C for 60 s and 95°C 
for 15 s for dissociation. The fold change of miR-15b was 
normalized to U6 snRNA and the fold change of GSK-3β 
and MCL-1 was normalized to GAPDH with the compara-
tive cycle threshold method (2−ΔΔCT).
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Transfection

To knockdown the GSK-3β and MCL-1 directly, GSK-3β  
and MCL-1 siRNA were purchased from Santa Cruz Bio-
technology (Santa Cruz, USA). To overexpress the GSK-3β 
and MCL-1 directly, the open reading frame of GSK-3β 
and MCL-1 without the  3’-UTR was amplified and 
cloned into the  pcDNA3.1 vector (Life Technologies), 
respectively. miR-15b mimics (5’-UAGCAGCACAU-
CAUGGUUUACA-3’), anti-miR-15b (5’-UGUAAAC-
CAUGAUGUGCUGCUA-3’) and negative control oligonu-
cleotide (NCO, 5’-UGCACAGUUUAACCAGGAUUCA-3’) 
were purchased from Genepharma Company (Shanghai, 
China). For transfection, plasmid (2 μg/mL) and RNA 
oligonucleotides (50  pmol/mL) were transfected into 
the NSCLC cells using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technolo-
gies) according to the manufacturer’s instruction. Cells 
were collected and used for the following experiments 
24 h after transfection.

Cell viability assay

5 × 103 transfected cells were seeded on 96-well plates. 
Then, different concentrations of  cisplatin were used 
to treat these cells for 48 h. Subsequently, Cell Count-
ing Kit-8 (CCK-8; 10 µL; Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, USA) 
was added to each well and incubated at 37°C for 2 h. 
The absorbance in each well was measured at 450 nm 
using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
microplate reader. Cell viability was calculated as follows: 
cell viability rate = optical density (OD) value in drug ad-
ministration group/OD value in control group. The 50% 
inhibitory concentration (IC50) of cisplatin in the NSCLC 
cell lines was calculated according to the cell viability 
curves. Cell viability assays were repeated 3 times to cal-
culate the IC50.

Luciferase reporter assay

According to the manufacturer’s instruction, the GSK-3β 
3’ UTR containing the seed region of the miR-15b binding 
site (UGCUGCUU) was cloned into the pGL3 luciferase re-
porter vector (Promega, Madison, USA). The recombined 
luciferase reporter vector was named as pGL3-wt GSK-3β. 
The  mutant plasmid, pGL3-mt GSK-3β, was created 
through mutating the seed region of the miR-15b binding 
site (UGCUGCUU to UGCACCUU) using a site-directed 
mutagenesis kit (TaKaRa). For luciferase reporter analy-
sis, cells were co-transfected with the pGL3-wt GSK-3β 
(or pGL3-mt GSK-3β), Renilla luciferase pRL-TK vectors 
(Promega) and the  miR-15b mimics (or  anti-miR-15b) 
using Lipofectamine 2000. After 48 h incubation, lucifer-
ase activities were measured by using the Dual-Luciferase 
Reporter assay system (Promega). Relative firefly luciferase 
activities were determined through normalization to Re-
nilla luciferase activities in each well.

Analysis of mitochondrial membrane 
potential and apoptosis

Treated cells were harvested and washed with PBS. For 
MMP analysis, cells were stained with JC-1 (Molecular 
Probes, Eugene, USA) followed by detection with flow 
cytometry (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, USA). Cells 
that emitted red fluorescence were indicative of  high 
mitochondrial membrane potential. To detect the apop-
tosis rate, the Annexin V-FITC Apoptosis Detection Kit 
(Sigma–Aldrich) was used according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. It is generally believed that Annexin V posi-
tive cells are the total number of apoptotic cells.

Statistical analyses

The data are expressed as mean ± standard deviation 
(SD) and obtained from 3 independent experiments. SPSS 
v. 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA) software was used for 
statistical analyses. Two-tailed t-tests were used to esti-
mate the statistical difference between 2 groups. One-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Bonferroni post hoc 
tests were used to determine differences between three 
or more groups. A value of p < 0.05 was considered a sig-
nificant difference.

Results

Overexpression of miR-15b  
in cisplatin-resistant NSCLC cells

We first evaluated the cisplatin resistance of PC9-R 
and A549-R cells. As shown in Fig. 1A, the cytotoxic-
ity of cisplatin was slighter in PC9-R and A549-R cell 
lines compared to the PC9 and A549 cells. After analysis 
of the cell viability curves, we confirmed that the IC50 
of  cisplatin for PC9-R and A549-R was significantly 
higher than their parental cell lines PC9 and A549, re-
spectively (Fig. 1B). After analysis of miR-15b, we found 
that miR-15b in PC9-R and A549-R cells was clearly 
overexpressed compared to the PC9 and A549 cells, re-
spectively (Fig. 1C). These results suggested the potential 
role of miR-15b in determining the cisplatin resistance 
of NSCLC.

Knockdown of miR-15b reduced 
the cisplatin resistance in NSCLC cells

To investigate the role of miR-15b in the cisplatin resis-
tance in NSCLC, we overexpressed the miR-15b directly 
in PC9 and A549 cells by transfecting the miR-15b mim-
ics (Fig. 2A). Results of  the cell viability assay showed 
that overexpression of miR-15b enhanced the resistance 
of PC9 and A549 cells to different concentrations of cis-
platin (Fig. 2B). After analysis of the cell viability curves, 
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we confirmed that miR-15b increased the IC50 of cispla-
tin for PC9 and A549 cells (Fig. 2C). On the other hand, 
we knocked down miR-15b directly in PC9-R and A549-R 
cells through transfection with anti-miR-15b (Fig. 2D). 
We found that anti-miR-15b treatment increased the sen-
sitivity of PC9-R and A549-R cells to different concentra-
tions of cisplatin (Fig. 2E). After analysis of the cell viabil-
ity curves, we confirmed that anti-miR-15b significantly 
decreased the IC50 of cisplatin for PC9-R and A549-R 
cells (Fig. 2F). Our data indicated that miR-15b partially 
determined the sensitivity of NSCLC cells to cisplatin. Fur-
thermore, we demonstrated that knockdown of miR-15b 
can partially reverse cisplatin resistance in NSCLC.

MiR-15b targets GSK-3β in NSCLC

To explore how anti-miR-15b reduced the cisplatin re-
sistance, miRanda (http://www.mirbase.org/), TargetScan 
(http://www.targetscan.org/vert_72/) and PicTar (https://
pictar.mdc-berlin.de/cgi-bin/PicTar_vertebrate.cgi) data-
bases were used to search for potential mRNA targets. 
The  results showed that GSK-3β contained a  putative 
binding site for miR-15b and was commonly predicted 
by all of these databases (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, in contrast 
to the overexpression of miR-15b in PC9-R and A549-R, 

we found that the expression level of GSK-3β in PC9-R and 
A549-R cells was significantly lower than their parental 
PC9 and A549 cells (Fig. 3B). We therefore predicted that 
miR-15b targets GSK-3β in NSCLC. Subsequently, we al-
tered the expression of miR-15b in PC9-R and A549-R cells 
using the miR-15b mimics and anti-miR-15b before detec-
tion of GSK-3β expression. We showed that miR-15b de-
creased the protein levels of GSK-3β, whereas anti-miR-15b 
increased the expression of GSK-3β (Fig. 3C). Furthermore, 
results of luciferase reporter assays showed that miR-15b 
significantly decreased the luciferase activities of pGL3-wt 
GSK-3β reporters, whereas anti-miR-15b clearly increased 
the  luciferase activities of  pGL3-wt GSK-3β reporters 
(Fig. 3D). Taken together, we confirmed that the expres-
sion of GSK-3β was regulated by miR-15b in PC9-R and 
A549-R cells.

Expression level of GSK-3β partially 
determines cisplatin resistance in NSCLC

To investigate the role of GSK-3β in cisplatin resistance 
in NSCLC, we performed gain-of-function and loss-of-
function experiments using GSK-3β in  NSCLC cells. 
We then found that GSK-3β siRNA treatment significantly 
reduced the cytotoxicity of cisplatin in PC9 and A549 cells 

Fig. 1. Overexpression of miR-15b in cisplatin-resistant non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cells. A. Cisplatin sensitivity of cisplatin-resistant NSCLC cells 
(PC9-R and A549-R) and their parental NSCLC cells (PC9 and A549); B. IC50 of cisplatin in cisplatin-resistant NSCLC cells (PC9-R and A549-R) and their 
parental NSCLC cells (PC9 and A549); C. Differences of miR-15b expression between cisplatin-resistant NSCLC cells (PC9-R and A549-R) and their parental 
NSCLC cells (PC9 and A549). Data are presented as the means ±standard deviation (SD)

*p < 0.05 compared to PC9; #p < 0.05 compared to A549.
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(Fig. 4A). On the other hand, we found that GSK-3β plasmid 
treatment clearly reduced cisplatin resistance in PC9-R and 
A549-R cells (Fig. 4B). These data indicated that reduction 
of GSK-3β was partially responsible for cisplatin resistance 
in PC9-R and A549-R cells.

Anti-miR-15b reduces cisplatin resistance 
in NSCLC by increasing GSK-3β expression

As anti-miR-15b significantly enhanced the effect of cis-
platin in PC9-R and A549-R cells, we next investigated 
the role of GSK-3β in them. We found that cells treated 
with GSK-3β siRNA were resistant to the combination 
treatment with cisplatin and anti-miR-15b (Fig. 5A). 
We  then confirmed that GSK-3β siRNA attenuated 
anti-miR-15b’s reduction of the IC50 values for cisplatin 
in PC9-R and A549-R cells (Fig. 5B). Our data illustrate 
that anti-miR-15b partially reversed cisplatin resistance 
in NSCLC by increasing GSK-3β expression.

Anti-miR-15b inhibited the expression 
of MCL-1 by increasing GSK-3β expression

Previous research has indicated that GSK-3β induces 
degradation of MCL-1, which is a key anti-apoptotic pro-
tein.27 In this study, we observed that MCL-1 was over-
expressed in  PC9-R and A549-R cells (Fig. 6A). Next, 
we found that direct knockdown of MCL-1 significantly 
enhanced the effect of cisplatin in PC9-R and A549-R 
cells (Fig. 6B). These data indicated that overexpression 
of MCL-1 was partially responsible for cisplatin resistance 
in NSCLC. On the other hand, we confirmed that anti-
miR-15b inhibited the expression MCL-1, whereas knock-
down of GSK-3β increased the MCL-1 level in PC9-R and 
A549-R cells that were co-treated with cisplatin and anti-
miR-15b (Fig. 6C). We thus confirmed that anti-miR-15b 
inhibited the expression of MCL-1 through the GSK-3β 
pathway. Furthermore, we found that enforced expression 
of MCL-1 using the MCL-1 plasmid protected the PC9-R 

Fig. 2. Knockdown of miR-15b partially reversed cisplatin resistance in non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). A. Transfection with miR-15b mimicked increased 
levels of miR-15b in PC9 and A549 cells; B. MiR-15b reduced the sensitivity of PC9 and A549 cells to cisplatin; C. MiR-15b increased the IC50 of cisplatin in PC9 
and A549 cells; D. Transfection with anti-miR-15b decreased the level of miR-15b in PC9-R and A549-R cells; E. Anti-miR-15b reduced cisplatin resistance 
in PC9-R and A549-R cells; F. Anti-miR-15b decreased the IC50 of cisplatin in PC9-R and A549-R cells. Data are presented as the means ±standard deviation (SD)

*p < 0.05 compared to negative control oligonucleotide (NCO) group.
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and A549-R cells from the cytotoxicity induced by combi-
nation treatment with cisplatin and anti-miR-15b (Fig. 6D). 
These data illustrate that anti-miR-15b partially reduced 
cisplatin resistance in PC9-R and A549-R cells through 
the GSK-3β/MCL-1 pathway.

Anti-miR-15b enhanced  
the cisplatin-induced apoptosis 
of PC9-R and A549-R cells through 
the mitochondrial pathway

Our earlier results indicated that anti-miR-15b reduced 
cisplatin resistance in NSCLC. We next explored the role 
of anti-miR-15b in the cisplatin-induced apoptosis path-
way. We showed that anti-miR-15b enhanced the effect 
of cisplatin in inducing the mitochondria collapse in PC9-R 
and A549-R cells (Fig. 7A). Accompanied by a decrease 
in mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP), the com-
bination of cisplatin and anti-miR-15b induced significant 

Fig. 3. GSK-3β was the target of miR-15b. A. Putative binding sequence of GSK-3β 3’-UTR paired with miR-15b; B. Expression of GSK-3β in cisplatin-resistant 
non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cells (PC9-R and A549-R) and their parental NSCLC cells (PC9 and A549); C. Effect of miR-15b and anti-miR-15b 
on the expression change of GSK-3β in PC9-R and A549-R cells; D. Effect of miR-15b and anti-miR-15b on the luciferase activities of pGL3-wt GSK-3β 
or pGL3-mt GSK-3β reporters. Data are presented as the means ±standard deviation (SD)

*p < 0.05 compared to PC9; #p < 0.05 compared to A549; &p < 0.05 compared to negative control oligonucleotide (NCO) group.

Fig. 4. Expression level of GSK-3β partially determined cisplatin resistance 
in non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC). A. GSK-3β siRNA decreased 
the cytotoxicity of cisplatin (20 μM) against PC9 and A549; B. GSK-3β 
plasmid increased the cytotoxicity of cisplatin (20 μM) against PC9-R and 
A549-R. The data are presented as the means ±standard deviation (SD)

#p < 0.05 compared to cisplatin+control siRNA group; &p < 0.05 compared 
to cisplatin+empty plasmid group.
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apoptosis of PC9-R and A549-R cells (Fig. 7B). Taken to-
gether, we  demonstrated that anti-miR-15b enhanced 
the cisplatin-induced apoptosis of PC9-R and A549-R cells 
through the mitochondrial pathway.

Discussion

In this study, we continuously exposed NSCLC cell lines 
to cisplatin. As a result, these cells acquired resistance 
against cisplatin. Exploration of potential mechanisms and 
the use of novel approaches is needed to overcome cisplatin 
resistance in NSCLC. Recently, studies have indicated that 
chemoresistance in cancer is associated with deregula-
tion of miRNAs. Correcting miRNA expression has been 

Fig. 6. Anti-miR-15b inhibited the expression of MCL-1 through an increase in GSK-3β expression. A. Difference of MCL-1 between cisplatin-resistant non-
small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cells (PC9-R and A549-R) and their parental NSCLC cells (PC9 and A549); B. MCL-1 siRNA enhanced the cytotoxicity of cisplatin 
(20 μM) against PC9-R and A549-R cells; C. Effect of anti-miR-15b and GSK-3β siRNA on MCL-1 expression in PC9-R and A549-R cells; D. Effect of GSK-3β 
siRNA and MCL-1 plasmid on protection of PC9-R and A549-R cells from the cytotoxicity of co-treatment with cisplatin (20 μM) and anti-miR-15b. Data are 
presented as the means standard deviation (SD)

&p < 0.05; $p < 0.05 compared to cisplatin+control siRNA group; *p < 0.05 compared to negative control oligonucleotide (NCO) group; #p < 0.05 compared 
to cisplatin+NCO group; Δp < 0.05 compared to cisplatin+anti-miR-15b group.

Fig. 5. Anti-miR-15b partially reversed cisplatin resistance in non-small-cell 
lung cancer (NSCLC) by increasing GSK-3β expression. A. Effect of GSK-
3β siRNA on protection of PC9-R and A549-R cells from the cytotoxicity 
of co-treatment with cisplatin (20 μM) and anti-miR-15b; B. GSK-3β siRNA 
attenuated the effect of anti-miR-15b reducing the IC50 of cisplatin in PC9-R 
and A549-R cells. Data are presented as the means ±standard deviation (SD)

#p < 0.05 compared to cisplatin+anti-miR-15b group; &p < 0.05 compared 
to anti-miR-15b group.
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found to antagonize drug resistance in hepatocellular car-
cinoma,28 prostate cancer29 and breast cancer.30 In NSCLC, 
studies have also revealed functions for miRNAs. For in-
stance, miR-100 and miR-873 can confer resistance to ALK 
tyrosine kinase inhibitors in NSCLC cells.31,32 MiRNAs 
have been recognized as a promising target for NSCLC 
treatment. MiR-15b was reported to function as a tumor 
promoter in some cancers including NSCLC.24–26 How-
ever, the potential role of miR-15b in cisplatin resistance 
in NSCLC is still unclear. In the present study, we showed 
a significant overexpression of miR-15b in cisplatin-resis-
tant NSCLC cells compared to their parental cells. Inter-
estingly, we found that increased miR-15b expression can 
partially induce cisplatin resistance in routine NSCLC 
cell lines, whereas knockdown of miR-15b expression can 
reduce cisplatin resistance in cisplatin-resistant NSCLC 
cell lines. Our work confirmed that miR-15b partially de-
termined the cisplatin sensitivity of NSCLC cells. MiR-
15b may be a potential therapeutic target for improving 
the cisplatin-based chemotherapy in NSCLC.

GSK-3β is a serine/threonine protein kinase. Previous 
studies have indicated that inhibition of GSK-3β is respon-
sible for occurrence, progression, metastasis, and drug 
resistance of multiple cancers such as colon cancer,33 he-
patocellular carcinoma34 and breast cancer.35 Therefore, 
GSK-3β functions as a tumor suppressor.

Drug resistance is a significant challenge to overcome. 
The mechanisms of drug resistance in cancer cells include 
at least one of the following: enhancement of DNA damage 
repair, enhancement of drug inactivation, dysregulation 
of growth factor signaling pathways, and/or dysregulation 
of survival-related genes.36 Recent studies have indicated 
that GSK-3β induces degradation of MCL-1.27,37 Therefore, 
deficiency of GSK-3β means overexpression of MCL-1. 
MCL-1 is a key anti-apoptotic protein belonging to the Bcl-2 

family.38 As MCL-1 is mainly located on the mitochondrial 
membrane, MCL-1 prevents the mitochondrial apoptosis 
of cancer cells by inactivating pro-apoptotic proteins such 
as Noxa and Puma. Overexpression of MCL-1 has been 
shown to be an important mechanism for the development 
of chemoresistance in cancer cells.39,40

In this study, a significant reduction of GSK-3β expression 
and an increase in MCL-1 expression was observed in cispl-
atin-resistant NSCLC cells compared to standard NSCLC 
cells. Furthermore, we confirmed that the downregulation 
of GSK-3β and overexpression of MCL-1 was responsible for 
cisplatin resistance in NSCLC. These data illustrated that 
the cisplatin-resistant NSCLC cells developed drug resistance 
through dysregulation of survival-related genes.

In summary, to obtain the drug resistance, the cisplatin-
resistant NSCLC cells overexpressed miR-15b, reducing 
the expression level of GSK-3β. As a result, MCL-1 ac-
cumulated and the NSCLC cells gained resistance to cis-
platin-induced apoptosis. According to the pathway, anti-
miR-15b (miR-15b antisense oligonucleotides) was used 
to correct the overexpression of miR-15b in cisplatin-resis-
tant NSCLC cells. As a result, expression of GSK-3β was in-
creased and MCL-1 was degraded. Moreover, anti-miR-15b 
expanded mitochondrial apoptosis of NSCLC cells, which 
were under the stress of cisplatin. Taken together, this 
study provides the basis for potential intervention using 
miRNAs in cancer therapy.

Limitations

Although we have proved that knockdown of miR-15b 
reduces cisplatin resistance in NSCLC cell lines, the role 
of miR-15b in NSCLC patients is still unclear. Therefore, 
further study is required to clarify the effect of miR-15b 
on chemotherapy in vivo.

Fig. 7. Anti-miR-15b enhanced the cisplatin-induced apoptosis of PC9-R and A549-R cells through the mitochondrial pathway. A. Combination treatment 
with cisplatin (20 μM) and anti-miR-15b induced mitochondrial collapse in PC9-R and A549-R cells; B. Combination treatment with cisplatin (20 μM) and 
anti-miR-15b induced significant apoptosis of PC9-R and A549-R cells. Data are presented as the means ±standard deviation (SD)

*p < 0.05 compared to cisplatin+NCO group.
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Conclusions

Our findings provide evidence that anti-miR-15b par-
tially reversed cisplatin resistance in  NSCLC through 
the GSK-3β/MCL-1 pathway. However, further studies are 
required to evaluate the approach of anti-miR-15b adjuvant 
treatment in clinical applications.
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Abstract
Background. Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) mainly affects the central region of retina and has 
many late-stage manifestations.

Objectives. Age-related macular degeneration is a leading cause of irreversible blindness in older people. 
The main feature of AMD is retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) degeneration. In this study, we aimed to explore 
the influence of HTRA1 expression on the proliferation and migration of RPE cells.

Materials and methods. Human ARPE-19 cells were transfected with an HTRA1 overexpression lentivirus 
or HTRA1 siRNA to silence HtrA1 expression. Quantitave reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-
PCR) and western blotting were used to verify the relative level of HTRA1 mRNA and expression of HTRA1 
protein of transfected human ARPE-19 cells. The MTT clone formation and transwell assays were used to con-
firm the effect of HTRA1 expression on the proliferation, colony forming ability and migration of ARPE-19 cells.

Results. The proliferation capacity (shown as optical density value) of ARPE-19 cells in the HTRA1-overex-
pressing group at culture times of 24 h and 48 h were 0.595 ±0.032 and 0.867 ±0.037 respectively, which 
were much higher than in the mock group. However, the proliferative capacity of cells in the HTRA1-silenced 
group decreased with increasing time of culture, compared with the mock group. The number of cloned 
and migrating cells in the HTRA1-overexpressing group were much higher than in the mock group, whereas 
the numbers in the HTRA1-silenced group were significantly lower.

Conclusions. Overexpression of HTRA1 promotes proliferation and migration of RPE cells, which can help 
maintain the function of sensory neurons in the retina. Therefore, HTRA1 may be a suitable target for AMD 
treatments.

Key words: proliferation, migration, HtrA1, AMD, RPE
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Background

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is an eye dis-
ease that mainly affects the central region of retina with 
many late-stage manifestations.1 An abundance of cone 
photoreceptors in  the  retina can impact visual acuity. 
Previous studies have reported pathological changes dur-
ing the development of AMD. However, the pathogenesis 
of AMD still needs to be explored further.2 Retinal pig-
ment epithelium (RPE) degeneration is one of the most 
important characteristics of AMD and plays a key role 
in regulating the neurosensory retina. The unusual struc-
ture of the RPE is closely related to the etiology of AMD.3,4 
Previous data have shown that age-related maculopathy 
susceptibility 2 (ARMS2) and HtrA serine peptidase 1 
(HTRA1) located at chromosome 10q26 are closely associ-
ated with susceptibility to AMD.5,6 Wang et al. speculated 
that HTRA1 might be an important risk factor in AMD.7

Human HTRA1 is a member of the serine protease fam-
ily, which regulates protein quality and cell fate.8 Aberrant 
expression of HTRA1 was found in a variety of tumors. 
Some studies have shown that overexpression of HTRA1 
restrains tumor growth, indicating that HTRA1 might be 
a tumor-inhibiting factor.9,10 HTRA1 may regulate the pro-
gression of AMD by mediating a variety of different path-
ways. Various substrates of HTRA1 have been identified, 
such as fibronectin, aggrecan and the transforming growth 
factor-beta (TGF-β) family.11 Moreover, HTRA1 was shown 
to inhibit signaling via the TGF-β family.

Objectives

In this study, RPE cells were transfected with an HTRA1 
overexpression lentivirus or HTRA1 siRNA. The effects 
of HTRA1 on the proliferation and migration of RPE cells 
were investigated.

Materials and methods

Cell culture

The human retinal pigment epithelial cell line ARPE-19 
was purchased from Cell Repository, Chinese Academy 
of Sciences (Shanghai, China) and cultured in Dulbecco’s 
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco, Carlsbad, USA), and 
100 mg/L streptomycin and 1*10−5/UI penicillin (Gibco) 
at 37°C/5% CO2.

Establishment  
of HTRA1-overexpressing cells

A pcDNA3 eukaryotic expression vector (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, USA) was used to establish stably transfected 

HTRA1-overexpressing cells. To construct the pcDNA3-
HTRA1 plasmid, the  full-length human HTRA1 gene 
pB4 was digested with EcoRI and inserted into an EcoRI-
cleaved pcDNA3 vector. ARPE-19 cells were transfected 
with pcDNA3 or pcDNA3-HTRA1 using the lipofection 
technique according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Gibco 
BRL, Life Technologies, Rockville, USA).

Transfection of siRNAs

Human HTRA1 siRNA and scrambled control siRNA 
were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, 
USA). ARPE-19 cells were seeded onto multiple-well plates 
in DMEM containing 10% FBS and placed in a humidified 
incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2. The cells were then trans-
fected with 80 nM HTRA1 or non-target (control) siRNAs for 
72 h using 2 µL/mL Lipofectamine 2000 Transfection Reagent 
(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Cell proliferation assay

Cells were seeded into 96-well plates at  a  density 
of 2 × 103 cells/well. The CCK-8 assay was used to indi-
rectly determine cell growth.

qRT-PCR

Total RNA was isolated using the Total RNA Isolation 
System (Promega, Madison, USA). The cDNA was generated 
from 1 ug total RNA per sample using anchored oligo-dT 
primers (Reverse-iT First Strand Synthesis; ABgene, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA). Quantitative reverse-tran-
scription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) was per-
formed using a LightCycler and FastStart DNA Master SYBR 
Green 1 kit (Roche Applied Sciences, Basel, Switzerland). 

Western blotting

Protein samples were extracted from cells and fractionated 
using 7.5–10% sodium dodecyl sulphate–polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). A primary antibody against 
HTRA1 (Stressgen Bioreagents, Ann Arbor, USA) was used, 
with glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH; 
Research Diagnostics, Concord, USA) as an internal control.

Clone formation assay

Cells (100/well) were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial 
Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium supplemented with 10% 
FBS in six-well plates for 14 days. The number of clones 
(≥50 cells) was counted under a microscope.

Transwell assay

The transwell migration assay was performed in che-
motaxis chambers containing 24 wells. A total of 5 × 104 
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cells were inoculated into the top chamber in DMEM 
(200 µL) without serum. The bottom chambers con-
tained DMEM (600 µL) supplemented with 10% FBS. 
Cells that migrated through the pores to  the bottom 
chamber were fixed in  paraformaldehyde (4%) and 
stained with crystal violet. The  number of  cells was 
counted using a microscope (model DM4000B; Leica, 
Wetzlar, Germany).

Statistical analyses

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and paired Stu-
dent’s t-tests were used and IBM SPSS v. 20.0 software 
(IBM Corp., Armonk, USA) was utilized. Significance level 
was defined as p < 0.05.

Results

Verification of transfection efficiency

Sequences of the constructed vector expressing 
HTRA1 (Fig. 1A) and HTRA1-shRNA (Fig. 1B) are 
shown. The HTRA1 mRNA and protein expression lev-
els in each group were detected with qRT-PCR and west-
ern blot, respectively. The relative HTRA1 mRNA level 
in the HTRA1-overexpressed group was 0.291 ±0.035, 
which was significantly higher than in the mock group 
(0.075  ±0.014, p  <  0.01). The  HTRA1 mRNA expres-
sion in the sh-HTRA1#1 and sh-HTRA1#2 groups were 
0.027 ±0.008 and 0.017 ±0.012, respectively, which were 
markedly lower than in the mock group (p < 0.01) and sh-
Scb group (0.087 ±0.010) (Fig. 2A). The HTRA1 protein 
expression in the HTRA1-overexpressing group was much 

higher than in the mock group, indicating that the lenti-
virus transfection was successful (Fig. 2B). The HTRA1 
protein level in the shRNA-HTRA1 groups were dramati-
cally lower in comparison to the mock and sh-Scb groups 
(p < 0.01), suggesting that HTRA1 was knocked down 
by siRNA transfection.

Fig. 1. Design of HTRA1 overexpression and silencing vectors. A. Constructed HTRA1 overexpression lentivirus; B. Constructed HTRA1-shRNA sequence

Fig. 2. Effect of plasmid or lentivirus transfection on HTRA1 expression. 
A. Relative HTRA1 mRNA level after transfection with HTRA1 
overexpression lentivirus or HTRA1 siRNA plasmid (**p < 0.01 compared 
to mock group); B. Expression of HTRA1 protein in mock, HTRA1, 
shRNA-scb, and shRNA-HTRA1 groups
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HTRA1 overexpression promotes 
proliferation of ARPE-19 cells

To  investigate the  effect of  HTRA1 on  the  prolif-
eration of  ARPE-19 cells, CCK-8 was used to  deter-
mine the proliferative capacity in all groups. As shown 
in  Fig. 3, the  proliferative capacity of  ARPE-19 cells 
at 0 h in the mock, HTRA1-overexpressing (0.255 ±0.014), 
Sh-Scb (0.257  ±0.013), sh-HTRA1#1 (0.257  ±0.012), 
and sh-HTRA1#2 (0.257  ±0.016) groups were almost 
the same. As the culture time increased, the prolifera-
tive capacity of  ARPE-19 cells in  the  HTRA1-overex-
pressing group significantly increased, compared with 
the mock group. At 24 h and 48 h, the optical density 
(OD) values in the HTRA1 group were 0.595 ±0.032 and 
0.867 ±0.037, respectively, which were much higher than 
those in the mock group (0.460 ±0.028 and 0.646 ±0.035, 
respectively, p < 0.01). At 24 h and 48 h, the OD values 
in sh-HTRA1#1 group were 0.426 ±0.051 and 0.614 ±0.042, 
respectively, and 0.383 ±0.061 and 0.537 ±0.058, respec-
tively, in the sh-HTRA1#2 group. The OD values in the sh-
HTRA1#1 and sh-HTRA1#2 groups were significantly 
lower compared to the mock group at both time points 
(p < 0.01).

Overexpression of HTRA1 in ARPE-19 cells 
promotes invasion and vascular tube 
formation

To further explore the role of HTRA1 on AMD, we per-
formed clone formation and transwell chamber analyses 
to assess the effect of HTRA1 overexpression or silencing 
on the cloning formation and migration of ARPE-19 cells. 
Compared with the mock group, the HTRA1-overexpressing 
group showed much more cloning cells in the clone formation 
assay, whereas the number of cells in the shRNA-HTRA1 
groups were significantly lower than that in the mock and 
shRNA-scramble groups (Fig. 4A). These findings indicate 
that overexpression of HTRA1 in ARPE-19 cells promotes 
colony formation. The transwell migration assay results show 
that the number of migrating cells in the HTRA1-overex-
pressing group was much higher compared to the mock group, 
while the migration capacity of ARPE-19 cells in the shRNA-
HTRA1 groups were lower compared to  the  mock and 
shRNA-scramble groups (Fig. 4B).

Discussion

The AMD is  a major cause of  irreversible blindness 
in  the  elderly population.12 The  key feature of  AMD 
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is degeneration of the RPE, which is located between reti-
nal photoreceptors and choroidal capillaries. Dysfunc-
tion of RPE cells can destroy photoreceptors and disrupt 
the choroid vascular system.13 In AMD, focal extracellular 
deposits in the Bruch’s membrane are identified as drusen 
in ophthalmic testing. The presence of drusen and dense 
deposits are often considered to indicate the early stages 
of AMD.14 The 2 key factors associated with the develop-
ment of AMD are ARMS2 and HTRA1.15 Specific HTRA1 
alleles are related to neovascular lesion extent.16 Increased 
expression of HTRA1 in the RPE of mice promoted the ex-
udative form of AMD.17 HTRA1 is a serine protease that 
controls protein quality and cell fate.18 Previous studies 
have reported that HTRA1 might affect the occurrence 
and development of AMD by regulating extracellular ma-
trix (ECM) proteoglycan degradation and TGF-β family 
activity.19,20

In this study, we explored the role of HTRA1 in ARPE-19 
cells. The expression of HTRA1 in was increased or de-
creased by transfecting ARPE-19 cells with an HTRA1 
overexpression plasmid or shRNA against HTRA1, respec-
tively. Cell migration is an important part of the immune 
response and also plays a role in the development of dis-
eases, including inflammation and tumor metastasis.21 
Indeed, cell migration is a key event of many physiological 
phenomena.22 Cell viability, migration, and invasion are 
highly involved in cancer pathogenesis and other biological 
processes.23 Control of cell proliferation is a fundamental 
aspect of tissue formation and regeneration.24 To investi-
gate the effect of HTRA1 on AMD, we assessed the pro-
liferation, cloning formation, migration and angiogenic 
ability of ARPE-19 cells with overexpression or silencing 
of HTRA1. Our data show that overexpression of HTRA1 
promotes proliferation, migration, cloning formation, and 
angiogenic ability of ARPE-19 cells, whereas HTRA1 si-
lencing inhibits all these abilities.

Conclusions

Overexpression or silencing of HTRA1 affects the de-
velopment of AMD. HTRA1 overexpression in ARPE-19 
cells promoted proliferation, migration and vascular tube 
formation.
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Abstract
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are associated with socioeconomic and, most importantly, with clinical 
problems. Accordingly, the identification of early and specific biomarkers indicating metabolic changes that 
underlie disease development and/or progression is important and may improve preventive and treatment 
strategies. A recently discovered protein – resistin (ADSF, FIZZ3) – whose expression is increased in carbo-
hydrate metabolism and adipose tissue disorders, seems to be worth of interest in this context. The current 
publication was based on a detailed review of available literature, including Medline, EBSCO, Scopus, and 
Cochrane Library databases. The search period was between January 1, 2001 and December 20, 2020. 
The following keywords were used: “resistin”, “resistin AND cardiology” and “resistin AND cardiosurgery”. 
Our review covered a total of 4476 records, 594 of which were review publications. The presented article 
summarizes the current knowledge on the role of resistin in prevention and treatment of CVDs. Available 
literature shows that resistin may be a predictor for various pathological states; however, data from some 
studies on the pathophysiological mechanisms of action are contradictory. There is a need for further inves-
tigations to explore the exact role of resistin in CVDs.

Key words: cardiovascular diseases, atherosclerosis, adipose tissue, cardiac surgery, resistin
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Introduction

Over the last decade, the cultural and lifestyle changes 
in western civilizations and also the progressive aging 
of society led to a huge increase in the prevalence of dis-
eases resulting from these phenomena. This causes tre-
mendous financial costs that need to be incurred to ensure 
proper medical care and quality of life for all patients.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) 
report, 55% of all 55.4 million deaths in 2019 were caused 
by 10 diseases that belong to 3 groups – cardiovascular 
(coronary artery disease (CAD) and stroke), pulmonary 
and neonatal diseases. Coronary artery disease is the lead-
ing cause of mortality accounting for 16% of all deaths.1 
Scientific research conducted in the 20th and 21st century 
led to the discovery of a number of agents (e.g., proteins 
such as neopterin, resistin and adiponectin) that are having 
a direct and indirect impact on the course of the above-
mentioned diseases. Deeper knowledge is gained about 
the pathophysiological mechanisms in cells leading to met-
abolic diseases. This may enable better patient outcome 
and disease prevention.

This publication aims to assess the current knowledge 
on resistin as a biomarker in the prevention and treatment 
of heart diseases. Moreover, we will discuss the usefulness 
of measuring resistin level in everyday cardiological and 
cardiosurgical practice. We assessed the available scien-
tific publications documenting the use of resistin as a bio-
marker for heart diseases and measurement of resistin 
levels for cardiovascular event screening in populations 
with risk factors.

Methodology

This article provides a review of the current publica-
tions (published until December 20, 2020). The follow-
ing databases were searched using selected keywords 
and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH): Medline (using 
PubMed and EBSCO), Cochrane Library and Ovid Embase. 
The search terms were “resistin” and its synonyms (for ex-
ample “adipose tissue-specific secretory factor”, “adipocyte 
cysteine-rich secreted protein FIZZ3”, “ADSF”, “FIZZ3”, 
“FIZZ3 protein”, “protein found in inflammatory zone 3”, 
“adipocyte-secreted factor”, “adipocyte-specific secreted 
factor”). To achieve a comprehensive assessment, we did 
not state the date for the first publication and also per-
formed a manual search. In PubMed, the term “resistin” 
yielded 4476 records (594 review articles). In 2020, 308 ar-
ticles were published (31 reviews). Using the keywords 
“biomarkers AND cardiovascular prevention” to search for 
publications in databases resulted in 14,271 records (1198 
in 2020). The term “resistin AND cardiology” generated 
185 publications (17 published in 2020). The term “resis-
tin AND cardiac surgery” resulted in 53 articles (5 pub-
lished in 2020). In the Scopus database, the term “resistin” 

appeared in 6911 publications (445 published in 2020) and 
the term “resistin AND cardiology” in 28 articles. Precisely 
1402 records were reviews (6 of them published in 2020). 
In the Cochrane Library, the term “resistin” generated 
526 results, while the term “resistin AND cardiology” 5 re-
sults. All of the articles were listed in the “trials” category. 
Additionally, a detailed search for publications was car-
ried out using the keyword “resistin AND cardiovascular 
prevention AND biomarkers”. In the PubMed database, 
55 results were obtained, including only 7 for 2020. Similar 
keywords were used in the Scopus database search engine. 
Two hundred thirty-eight results for this query were ob-
tained, of which 25 were published in 2020. In the EBSCO 
database, there were 80 and 7 results, respectively. There 
were no review publications.

The results of various studies show that there is a huge 
scientific interest in the role of resistin in the etiology 
of diseases, especially cardiovascular ones, but the use-
fulness of resistin as a biomarker in cardiac surgery is not 
fully established yet.

Results

The review of the publication database results indicates 
that most of the works focus on the current knowledge how 
this protein impacts the pathophysiological mechanism 
of various diseases. The few studies that tried to apply 
the knowledge of resistin levels as a prognostic factor for 
various phenomena in patients with heart disease seem 
to be promising. It is important to note that resistin can 
be obtained from both peripheral blood and adipose tissue, 
especially the epicardial adipose tissue. This opens poten-
tial pathways for future in-depth diagnosis of heart dis-
eases and the use of resistin tests as a screening biomarker 
in cardiology and cardiac surgery. The results of several 
published studies will be presented in this paper.

Discovery of resistin, its structure  
and role in disease epidemiology

Adipokines are proteins structurally similar to cytokines 
and play an important role as biomarkers for lipid metabo-
lism disturbances. Research performed on the influence 
of obesity on hormone secretion and metabolic syndrome 
development showed that adipose tissue plays an important 
role not only as a storage depot but also as a specific en-
docrine organ secreting functional proteins participating 
in different regulatory functions of the organism. The dis-
covery of the RETN gene (encoding resistin) confirmed this 
function.2 RETN (ADSF, FIZZ3, RETN1) was first discov-
ered in mouse immune system genes. In humans, it is lo-
cated on chromosome 19p13.2 and has 4 exons (the length 
of resistin pre-peptide in humans is 108 amino acid resi-
dues and it is 114 in mice). The first one has an approximate 
length of 1750 base pairs. The characteristic feature of this 
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family is the C-terminal stretch of 10 cysteine residues 
with identical spacing.3 The mouse homolog of this pro-
tein is secreted by adipocytes and may be correlated with 
obesity and type 2 diabetes (T2D) development.4 Genetic 
tests showed the presence of mRNA in the adipose tissue. 
Its expression is 418% higher in the abdominal adipose 
tissue than in adipose tissue from other parts of the body, 
for example from the thighs. McTernan et al. correlated 
this phenomenon with a greater risk of T2D and obesity.5

Resistin was discovered by Steppan et al. in 2001 while 
studying a new class of antidiabetic drugs – glitazones.6 
At the same time, Kim et al. showed that this protein secreted 
by adipocytes inhibits the proliferation of adipose cells.7 Other 
authors discovered that resistin is one of the inflammation 
factors that have an impact on the reactivation of the respira-
tory system.8 Before these studies were published, the main 
scientific interests focused on resistin as a factor influencing 
insulin resistance. Nowadays, it is thought to be a protein 
playing an  important role in various pathomechanisms. 
The name resistin originates from the phrase “resistance 
to insulin”. It is one of the resistin-like molecules (RELMs) 
proteins and was first discovered in mouse peripheral blood.9 
Different names for this protein can be found in the litera-
ture with resistin being the most frequently used followed 
by adipose-specific secretory factor (ADSF) and “protein 
found in inflammatory zone 3” (FIZZ3).10

The RELMs may influence signal pathways on a cell 
level, leading to changes in the concentrations of a variety 
of substances in tissues. Resistin has a multidirectional 
effect. Through its influence on the metabolism, it an-
tagonizes the action of insulin and reduces glucose level 
in adipocytes and muscle cells.8

Resistin has 2 conformations: a trimer with molecu-
lar mass of 45 kDa and an oligomer with a molecular 
mass of 660 kDa. The influence of those 2 conformations 
on the activity of resistin has not yet been established.11 
The protein is present in the serum as oligomers with high 
or low molecular masses.12 The multidirectional action 
of resistin on the metabolism is pleiotropic and directed 
through 3 mechanisms, i.e., paracrine, endocrine and au-
tocrine mechanisms.13

It was shown that resistin is produced in human im-
mune system cells, such as granulocytes, macrophages 
and monocytes. Moreover, the activity of this protein was 
observed in hematopoietic stem cells, the spleen, thymus, 
skeletal muscle system, digestive system, pancreas, pla-
centa, and uterus.14 More recent studies showed that RETN 
gene polymorphism may affect the course of treatment, 
especially in oncology.15 It is suspected that a large number 
of cells and tissues may react to circulating resistin, which 
suggests that the protein may have an impact on a wide 
variety of pathological and physiological processes.

Resistin influences the inhibition of leptin activity through 
regulating the signal pathway inhibitor expression.16 There 
is evidence that higher levels of this protein in adipose tissue 
promote the development of insulin resistance that is one 

of the components of metabolic syndrome (MetS). This 
is now actively studied. Resistin changes the metabolism 
of carbohydrates, influencing liver enzyme activity. Baner-
jee et al. showed that resistin changes the activity of 5’AMP-
activated protein kinase in the liver. The decrease of activity 
is connected with adenosine monophosphate (AMP) phos-
phorylation, which causes an increase in glucose release 
in the liver.16 This protein accumulates in perivascular adi-
pose tissue (PVAT). This tissue is endocrinally independent 
of other hormone influences according to studies. In diet-
induced obesity, the dysfunction of PVAT leads to vascular 
diseases. Perivascular adipose tissue contains adipocytes, 
preadipocytes, mesenchymal stem cells, endothelial cells, 
and inflammatory cells. Mesenchymal stem cells from 
PVAT may differentiate into adipocytes, osteoblasts and 
endothelial cells. The composition of adipose tissue in obe-
sity is different in different people in a given population, and 
the number of macrophages and lymphocytes T increases. 
This phenomenon is still being studied. Numerous inflam-
matory mediators released from epicardial adipose tissue 
(EAT) may affect the dynamics of atherosclerosis (AS) and 
ischemic heart disease (IHD) development.

Reference values of resistin levels 
in normal and pathological conditions

Resistin levels in healthy individuals are within the range 
of 7–22 ng/mL, and are on average 15 ng/mL. They in-
crease with age and underlying pathological conditions, 
e.g., in diabetes it  is 40 ng/mL.17 Resistin levels depend 
on metabolic changes in the organism. According to Rajala 
et al., resistin levels are lower in a fasting state than after 
meals.18 Obese individuals have higher resistin concentra-
tions than slim ones.19,20 Persons with diabetes and obese 
patients have increased plasma resistin levels.12 In patients 
with MetS, the levels of this protein correlate with the lev-
els of inflammation biomarkers and CAD.21 In patients 
with osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis, resistin levels 
are increased in the synovial fluid and tissue.22

The impact of resistin levels  
on insulin levels

One of the first observations related to resistin was that 
the levels of this protein were higher in mice with genetic 
or experimentally generated obesity.9 In rats, resistin lev-
els were higher in  insulin resistance related to hepatic 
disturbances. The protein may influence the apoptosis 
of beta cells in their pancreas.23,24 The extrapolation of this 
data to humans is difficult because of the different histo-
logic composition of the adipose tissue, and the fact that 
the protein is synthesized in circulating blood monocytes. 
In contrast to mice, the synthesis of resistin in human 
white adipose tissue does not play an  important role. 
It is worth mentioning that human and mouse resistin are 
approx. 60% homologous. Resistin has the ability to bind 
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the suppressor of cytokine signal proteins (SOCS), which 
are negative regulators of the JAK-STAT signal pathway. 
A correlation was found in relation to both dose and time. 
Through resistin induction, SOCS may increase insulin 
resistance, which corresponds to the impact of resistin 
on insulin activity in adipocytes.25

A study by Sheng et al. showed that the expression of re-
sistin in hepatocytes leads to the development of insulin 
resistance in humans.26 Resistin mRNA levels are higher 
in patients with T2D than in healthy volunteers.27 Gharibeh 
et al. compared obese patients not suffering from T2D and 
those with diabetes. Higher levels of resistin were found 
in the latter group.28 In patients with T2D and diabetic foot, 
resistin levels were even higher than in diabetic patients 
without this complication. In comparative studies con-
ducted among obese people and patients with T2D, resistin 
expression was higher in the former, but not in the latter 
group.29 In another study, a correlation of higher resistin 
levels and T2D was found. Moreover, a correlation with 
complications of gestational diabetes was found.11 More 
studies on the impact of resistin levels on insulin resistance 
pathogenesis are needed to establish them as insulin resis-
tance biomarkers in different patient groups.

Impact of resistin  
on the etiology of thrombosis

Recent studies show that in the pathophysiological mech-
anism of myocardial infarction (MI), thrombus building 
on the surface of plaque seems to play a key role in coronary 
arteries. Resistin probably plays an important role in this 
process, too. This role is connected with its influence on NO 
synthesis. Present theories pertain to the regulatory function 
of resistin on the endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) en-
zyme. This enzyme generates NO in the endothelium through 
the conversion of L-arginine into L-citrulline. The NO plays 
a role in platelet activity and in vivo studies are ongoing. En-
dogenous NO generated by eNOS is an important regulator 
of in vivo platelet activity in the vascular endothelium and has 
a minimal impact on inducible NOS and neuronal NOS.30 
The above mentioned theories need further validation in an-
imal models. Resistin and oxidative stress may play a role 
in the pathogenesis of CAD, including acute coronary syn-
drome (ACS). The influence of resistin levels on the oxidative-
reductive balance was evaluated in ACS to distinguish it from 
stable angina. Patients with ACS had higher resistin levels 
than those with stable angina (2.55 ±0.13 ng/mL compared 
to 1.53 ±0.12 ng/mL, respectively; p < 0.001).31

The impact of resistin levels  
on kidney diseases

A relationship between hyperresistinemia and renal 
function impairment was established in 2009.32 Through 
the  stimulation of proper signal pathways, cytokines 
may influence binding on the cell surface and triggering 

signal pathways. In  this way, they may influence cell 
function. The cytokine response takes place through 
the change in the number of receptors on the cell sur-
face, regulation of the synthesis of other cytokines, and 
the change in gene activity and transcription.33 Resis-
tin influences the synthesis and release of endothelin-1 
(ET-1) from endothelial cells, increases the production 
of cell adhesion molecules, and may decrease the synthe-
sis of factor 3 connected with the tumor necrosis factor 
alpha (TNF-α) receptor. Endothelin-1 is a vascular fac-
tor synthesized in the endothelium that may be related 
to the development of AS.34

The impact of resistin levels  
on other diseases

In current studies, resistin is also thought to be con-
nected with different cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), 
especially IHD.35 Other studies show its potential rela-
tionship with oncologic diseases, asthma, Crohn’s disease, 
and T2D.32 Higher resistin levels were observed in patients 
with kidney failure.36 Active cancer is connected with 
higher resistin activity, which may have an impact on its 
progression.37 Resistin and other adipokines play an in-
creasingly important role in the diagnosis of oncologic 
diseases. The research in the last 2 decades showed that 
their higher levels in serum are affecting breast cancer 
development in women with pre-existing obesity. Wang 
et al. showed a correlation between resistin levels and 
frequency of stromal tumor in breast cancer, especially 
in postmenopausal women with obesity.38 Resistin together 
with other adipokines may be used as a predictor for com-
plex breast cancer risk assessment in women.39 Figure 1 
shows the main mechanisms related to the influence of re-
sistin on the human body and diseases in which it may play 
an important role.

Resistin as a potential biomarker 
of cardiovascular diseases 
treatment and prevention
The impact of resistin levels 
on the development of atherosclerosis

Cardiovascular diseases, especially IHD, are a leading 
cause of death in today’s world. Atherosclerosis is an in-
flammatory disease. Monocytes migrate to the arterial 
endothelium where they differentiate into macrophages. 
The  next step in  this process is  the  invasion of  large 
amounts of lipoproteins and further differentiation into 
foam cells, which may form a plaque. Importantly, resis-
tin is synthesized not only in human adipocytes but also 
in macrophages.40 This is supported by the fact that high 
resistin levels were observed in patients with ACS, where 
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damage from plaques occurs. The cells infiltrate arteries 
and are a source of cytokines. As an adipokine, resistin 
induces cytokine and chemokine expression.41

Many studies showed a  correlation between IHD 
and changes in plasma resistin levels as well as in peri-
cardial perivascular tissue. Wang et al. showed higher 
plasma resistin levels in patients with ACS.42 In a group 
of 220 patients with ACS, resistin levels were higher than 
in patients that qualified for elective cardiac procedures 
(1.18 ±0.48 µg/L compared to 0.49 ±0.40 µg/L; p < 0.01). 
Hu et  al. published similar observations. In  a  group 
of 93 patients with ACS, resistin levels in patients with un-
stable angina were 12.09 ng/mL compared to 9.04 ng/mL 
in patients without signs of  instability. Higher resistin 
levels were a syndrome of unstable angina. However, this 
study did not reveal a positive correlation between resistin 
concentrations and hypertension.43 A positive correlation 
between resistin levels and high sensitivity C-reactive pro-
tein (CRP) levels and white blood cells (WBC) count was 
observed, which was also reported by other scientists.44,45

The impact of resistin levels 
on the etiology of atherosclerosis 
and endothelial function

The complicated mechanism of AS leads to an increase 
of lipid storage in blood vessels, proliferation of smooth 
muscle tissue cells, inflammatory cell invasion, and fi-
nally inflammation of blood vessels. Ischemic heart dis-
ease is caused by the progressive development of stric-
tures in coronary vessels in the form of plaques, which are 
the places of damage and blood vessel stenosis. Literature 
shows that this process may be influenced by serum re-
sistin levels.46

Initially, resistin was only associated with the influence 
on insulin resistance development. Further studies showed 
that the protein is  involved in inflammatory processes 
in in vitro and in vivo conditions. Positive feedback is ob-
served between the level of resistin and pro-inflammatory 
proteins such as interleukin (IL)-1B, IL-6, TNF-α, and lipo-
saccharides, which significantly increase the expression 

Fig. 1. The main mechanisms related to the influence of resistin on the human body and diseases in which it may play an important role
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of resistin in peripheral blood mononuclear cells.47 Resistin 
takes part in the communication between adipocytes and 
inflammatory cells.48 An increase of mRNA expression 
and CRP secretion by peripheral blood mononuclear cells 
(PBMC) was shown.49

Free radicals are involved in the atherosclerotic process. 
Their production is connected with hyperresistinemia, 
the  migration of  monocytes to  the  inner membrane 
of the coronary vessels and their differentiation into mac-
rophages. The consequence of monocyte migration is their 
stepwise differentiation into foam cells that accumulate 
the  oxidated form of  low-density lipoproteins (LDL). 
An additional factor of plaque formation is endothelial 
dysfunction. The process is multifactorial and modulated 
by cytokines, free radicals, growth factors, and cell adhe-
sion molecules (influencing the tension of the coronary 
vascular wall and leukocyte adhesion).11 In the develop-
ment of AS, the mechanisms that mediate the adhesion, 
and release of  inflammatory and anti-inflammatory 
cytokines are not fully known. Resistin may play a role 
in endothelial dysfunction through stimulation of ET-1 
release.50 It induces the expression of adhesive molecules, 
such as vascular cell adhesion protein 1 (VCAM-1), inter-
cellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) and pentraxin-3 
(PTX-3), a pneumonia biomarker. Other proteins that in-
hibit the release of VCAM-1 and ICAM-1, additionally 
lowering insulin resistance, such as adiponectin, stand 
in contrast to the proatherogenic action of resistin. This 
shows that there is a balance between pro- and antiathero-
genic factors; a balance between serum levels of resistin 
and adiponectin. An imbalance influences the develop-
ment or inhibition of AS.51 Endothelial dysfunction and 
endoplasmic reticulum stress was shown to influence re-
sistin mRNA levels in a special mouse adipocyte cell line 
(3T3-L1) leading to the progression of AS in this model.52 
Coronary endothelial cells constitute a protective barrier 
against pathophysiological phenomena promoting AS. 
Prostacyclin, endothelium-derived relaxing factor/NO, 
angiotensin II, and ET-1 are substances synthesized and 
released by endothelial cells supporting their secretory 
properties.53 The tight arrangement of  the endothelial 
cells in the coronary vessels is additionally strengthened 
by endothelial cell junctions. Damage to this barrier leads 
to higher permeability for monocytes, macrophages, leuco-
cytes, and cholesterol-transporting lipoproteins.54 It was 
shown in a rabbit artery model that resistin synthesized 
in macrophages leads to the adhesion of monocytes to en-
dothelial cells through the integration of integrin-alpha 4 
and beta-1 in monocytes. This leads to VCAM-1 expres-
sion and longer-lasting monocytes on the plaque causing 
an increase in inflammation.55

In vitro studies showed that higher resistin levels may 
increase the permeability of endothelial cells. Epicardial 
adipose tissue is indicated as the source of resistin.56 Other 
substances belonging to RELMs, especially RELM-beta, 
may play a similar role. Similar to resistin, RELM-beta 

is also a cysteine-rich protein.57 Resistin influences also 
eNOS in endothelial cells. A correlation between the lev-
els of this protein, lower mRNA expression and enzyme 
activity was shown. Nitric oxide concentration negatively 
correlated with resistin levels. The protein from endothe-
lial cells increases the synthesis of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) and suboxide anions.58

Kougias et al. showed that resistin acts as a pro-oxidant 
in endothelial dysfunction through lowering eNOS ex-
pression. A decrease of endothelial-dependent and inde-
pendent vasorelaxation was noticed in prepared porcine 
coronary artery rings in vitro. This effect was significant 
when high levels of resistin (>40 ng/mL) were used.59 Dick 
et al. confirmed the previously mentioned results using 
coronary arteries of dogs under general anesthesia and 
prepared parts of canine coronary artery rings. Resistin de-
creased the bradykinin-induced vasorelaxation, which led 
to the conclusion that this protein may influence the me-
tabolism of endothelial cells. The experiment did not show 
that endothelial dysfunction caused by resistin influences 
the development of AS and the decrease of bradykinin ac-
tivity was reported as moderate.60 There are also some 
doubts as to whether the influence of resistin on human 
coronary arteries is the same as in other species such as pigs 
or dogs. Studies in mice were also performed. Transverse 
aortic vascular rings of mice (C57BL/6; n = 22) were ex-
posed to various biological factors, including resistin. A de-
crease in vasorelaxation caused by insulin was observed. 
According to scientists, resistin acts mainly in the endothe-
lium through the insulin-mediated IRS1 signal pathway, 
leading to Akt/eNOS phosphorylation and, in consequence, 
a decrease of NO-dependent vasorelaxation.61 The above-
mentioned studies showed that resistin changes the vaso-
motor functions of coronary arteries in vivo and in vitro.

In 2014, Cabrera de Leon et al. published the results 
of a study on the impact of resistin levels on the occur-
rence of cardiovascular events. The study was conducted 
in a group of 6636 randomly selected people. It was shown 
that resistin levels in women were higher than in men, 
and, regardless of  gender, these levels correlated with 
the frequency of cardiovascular events. The researchers 
also assessed other factors, such as: arterial hypertension, 
abdominal obesity, diabetes, dyslipidemia, and smoking.62

In 2015, Gencer et al. published a summary of results 
from a ten-year follow-up on the relationship between re-
sistin and cardiovascular events. Exactly 3044 people aged 
70–79 participated in the study. Cardiovascular events 
were defined as heart disease or stroke, whereas severe 
events were defined as death or MI. There was a significant 
correlation between the frequency and severity of cardio-
vascular events and plasma resistin levels.63 Muse et al. 
investigated the relationship between resistin levels and 
the incidence of cardiovascular events in various ethnic 
groups in 1913 people, and found that the Hispanic group 
presented with a higher risk of  cardiovascular events, 
which correlated with resistin levels.64
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Resistin can be used as a peripheral blood biomarker 
for strokes. In  a  study performed in  46  patients with 
ischemic stroke, higher levels of resistin and chemerin 
(another adipokine) were noticed. Higher levels of resistin 
and chemerin significantly increased the risk of ischemic 
stroke. The severity of stroke was not influenced by the lev-
els of the aforementioned adipokines.65

In a group of patients with heart diseases requiring sur-
gical intervention, levels of pro-inflammatory proteins 
were measured before and after the surgical procedure. 
The study showed that higher resistin levels correlated 
with blood transfusions after valve replacement surgery 
and revascularization of the heart muscle.66

In the AVOCADO study (Aspirin Vs./Or Clopidogrel 
in Aspirin-resistant Diabetics inflammation Outcomes), 
patients with T2D and at least 2 other cardiovascular risk 
factors and receiving acetylsalicylic acid were examined. 
It  was noted that patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) 
presented higher levels of resistin and adiponectin than 
patients without AF. However, none of the analyzed adipo-
kines was a predictive factor for AF development.67

In another study carried out in 146 patients, resistin 
was indicated to play a potentially predictive role as a bio-
marker for AF. Twenty eight patients with AF presented 
higher serum resistin levels.68

There is a practical aspect of measuring resistin levels 
in epicardial tissue (sectioned during cardiovascular sur-
gery) as that may be an indirect predictor for AF during 
postoperative care. In our previous study, 46 patients after 
coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) were monitored for 
3 days after the surgery and divided into 2 groups (with AF 
after the surgery and without AF after surgery). Resistin lev-
els in perivascular adipose tissue in the area of the left coro-
nary artery were significantly higher in patients with AF 
than in those without AF (p = 0.03). Multivariate stepwise 

regression analysis showed that resistin levels higher than 
54 ng/g in the PVAT of the left coronary artery were in-
dependently connected with AF in the postoperative pe-
riod.69 Resistin may also be a biomarker for cardiovascular 
events in patients undergoing cardiosurgical procedures. 
In a study with 33 patients that had CAD after cardiac sur-
gery, the patients were divided into 2 groups, in which the 1st 
group included patients that underwent MI in the past while 
the patients in the 2nd group did not. Epicardial fat tissue was 
collected from all patients during cardiac surgery. Multi-
variate analysis showed that MI correlated with being male, 
older age, and higher resistin levels in epicardial fat tissue 
compared to potentially healthy persons.70

The influence of resistin on different disease processes 
in the human body is multidirectional and leads to nega-
tive outcomes. This is why resistin may be a potential 
target for new therapeutic strategies. However, the role 
of resistin in pathophysiology needs to be fully evaluated. 
A potential method for this evaluation is the use of a new 
antibody against human resistin (hResistin). It may be used 
for the immunohistochemical evaluation of hResistin ex-
pression, localization and intracellular/extracellular com-
partmentalization in human tissues. The cross-sectional 
reactivity of this monoclonal antibody against hResistin 
immunoglobulin G1 class (IgG1) with proper human tis-
sues was also verified. The results show that hResistin 
is widely spread and localized mainly in cytoplasmic mac-
rophage granules in the interstitial parts of most human 
tissues. Marked hResistin was also observed in the cyto-
plasm of nervous system cells. Data show that the antibody 
binds to human resistin and may be potentially used in im-
munotherapy aiming to decrease free circulating hResistin 
levels in patients.71

In  the  etiology of  CVDs, obesity and insulin resis-
tance play a vital role. The treatment of those diseases 

Table 1. Human studies showing evidence for the role of resistin in cardiac diseases

Analysis Group Evidence References

Various markers, plasma 
resistin levels

6636 people (randomly selected)
Resistin levels correlated with the frequency 

of cardiovascular events
Cabrera et al.62

Plasma resistin levels 3044 people aged 70–79
Positive significant correlation with 

cardiovascular events
Gencer et al.63

Resistin levels, different 
ethnic groups

1913 people from various ethnic groups
Resistin plasma levels correlated with 
the incidence of cardiovascular events 

in the Hispanic group
Muse et al.64

Peripheral blood resistin 
levels

46 patients with ischemic stroke
Higher levels of resistin significantly increased 

the risk of ischemic stroke
Kazimierczak-Kabzińska et al.65

Various protein levels 
before and after surgical 
procedure

90 patients divided into 3 groups 
undergoing open heart surgeries

Higher resistin levels correlated with blood 
transfusion after valve replacement surgery 
and revascularization of the heart muscle

Saracevic et al.66

AVOCADO study
304 patients with type 2 diabetes with 2 
additional cardiovascular risk factors and 

receiving acetylsalicylic acid

In type 2 diabetes, patients with AF had 
higher resistin concentrations than patients 

with no AF
Peller et al.67

Serum resistin levels 146 patients with AF
Resistin may play predictive role as biomarker 

for AF
Samanidis et al.68

AF – atrial fibrillation.
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is  connected with the  use of  statins which minimize 
the incidence of CVDs. Statins may be used in patients 
with T2D because they decrease resistin mRNA levels 
in PBMC and plasma resistin levels.72 In addition, resistin 
plasma levels may also be decreased by the use of ramipril 
or amlodipine.73 Promising reports show that those levels 
may also be decreased by the bolus administration of vi-
tamin C that leads to lower oxidative stress.74 A similar 
effect was observed in psoriasis patients treated with 
retinoids.75

The review of available publications showed that the role 
of resistin as a marker in the etiology and treatment for 
heart diseases has increased in recent years, but the main 
interest lies in its role in metabolic, renal and oncological 
diseases. In the near future, new scientific data can be 
expected, which will also include issues related to cardiac 
surgery.

Table 1 provides an overview of relevant publications 
on the potential use of resistin as a biomarker in the treat-
ment and prevention of heart diseases.

Conclusions

Publications show that resistin may be a predictor for 
various pathological states. Not all studies present precise 
and coherent data on the pathophysiological mechanisms 
of action. There is a need for further studies to explain 
the exact role of resistin in many diseases. Resistin could 
be a biomarker for cardiovascular events in patients un-
dergoing cardiosurgical procedures. On the other hand, 
this protein may be a potential target for new therapeutic 
strategies.
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